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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Statistical methods are continuously developed and improved upon, but the application of this growing body of methodological knowledge in medical research is often slow. Modern challenges, like the analysis of large data sets or longitudinal data with complex correlation structures, continue to be met by traditional and simple statistical methods, or ad hoc amendments to these. While simplifications of data structures and application of traditional statistical methods may in some cases work well, such approaches may also fail to reveal interesting information, or worse, simplify the analysis to the extent that results no longer reflect the research question. Methods targeted to solve specific problems, including modern statistical methods, are needed when studying problems of physiological and clinical interest in data with complex structures.

To understand physiological mechanisms, it is often necessary to disentangle and specify pathways that link an exposure to an outcome. The effect might be direct, or indirect through an intermediate variable, a so-called mediator. A mediator is a variable on the causal pathway between the exposure and the outcome (1;2). In medical research, a common approach to analyse the role of possible mediators, so-called mediation analysis, is to use standard regression models to estimate the effect of the exposure without adjusting for the mediator, and compare it with the estimated effect after adjusting for the mediator. Given specific conditions this approach may be justified and work well in problems with a simple structure (2). However, such an approach does not generally hold (2). In the field of metabolism and foetal growth, mediation and intermediate mechanisms are often presented by even simpler or unclear analyses (3-5). Significant pathways thus remain undetermined. Mediation is also often discussed on a principal level, without formal statistical analysis or comparison of effect estimates (6-8).

Path analysis, a special case of structural equation modelling, is a formal way of approaching mediation analysis (9;10). In a path analysis, the first step is to draw a path diagram, often called a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (1). Based on this path diagram, regression equations are linked in order to estimate the composite or indirect effect of mediators. The use of structural equation modelling and path analysis is widespread in the social sciences, and is increasingly used in medical research (11-14). Also, the last decades’
developments in the field of causality have increased the attention to causal pathways and DAGs (15-17).

Metabolic regulation is comprised of inherently continuous and temporal processes in the body. Some processes develop relatively slowly, like the increasing insulin resistance and low-grade systemic inflammation that follows from obesity (18). Other processes are fast, like the pulsatility of insulin secretion (19). While such temporal information is characteristic of the process, temporal information from metabolic processes is often discarded in clinical studies, and analyses are based on measurements of features that are relatively stable over time, like body mass index (BMI), or measurements from a stable part of the dynamic process, like fasting glucose or fasting insulin (20). Studies that incorporate temporal features often express such information by simple summary measures, like area under the curve (AUC) (21), a difference between two curve points, or the maximum amplitude (22).

However, temporal measurements can hold important information that is not revealed by such traditional summary measures. Functional data analysis (FDA) is a collection of statistical techniques specifically developed to analyse curve data, for example the result of temporal measurements of an underlying continuous process (23-26). When applying FDA, the entire curve is used as the basic unit of information, instead of single measurements at specific time points, or simple summary measures. FDA has given novel insights of clinical importance in several research areas (27-31), and a recent review advocates wider application of FDA (32).

1.2 Obesity
The prevalence of overweight and obesity is often assessed by BMI, defined as the weight in kg divided by the square of the height in meters (kg/m²) (33). BMI is accepted as an indicator of body fat also in pregnant women, particularly in early pregnancy (34;35). The World Health Organization (WHO) classification for BMI is underweight (<18.5 kg/m²), normal weight (18.5-25 kg/m²), overweight (25-30 kg/m²) and obese (≥30 kg/m²) (33). These cut-off values are common benchmarks for assessment of prevalence of obesity, but the risks of disease or adverse pregnancy outcomes can increase from BMI values lower than the cut-off values for obesity or overweight.

Obesity has reached epidemic proportions globally (33;36), and obesity rates have risen also among pregnant women (37-39). The rising epidemic reflects the profound changes
in society and in behavioural patterns of communities over recent decades, especially the increased consumption of energy-dense foods and reduced physical activity (36).

Obesity implies profound metabolic changes that cause insulin resistance, high blood pressure and high levels of cholesterol and triglycerides, and is a major risk factor for serious diseases in the non-pregnant population, including diabetes mellitus (DM), cardiovascular diseases and certain forms of cancer (33;40). The adverse effects of obesity, particularly increased insulin resistance, are also observed in pregnancy.

Obesity in pregnancy is associated with increased risks of short-term and long-term outcomes for the woman. The short term ones include gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), preeclampsia and caesarean section. In long term, obese women have increased risk of subsequent type 2 DM (34;39;41;42). Obesity is also an established risk factor for a long list of adverse outcomes for the foetus, including overgrowth, macrosomia, unfavourable neonatal body composition, and neonatal hypoglycaemia (37;39;41;42). Macrosomic neonates further have increased risk for obesity in adulthood (37), and a vicious circle of obesity across generations have been found (43). Children of obese mothers have also been found to have increased risk of cardiovascular diseases (44).

Obesity and inflammation

One of the well-documented effects of obesity is a systemic low-grade inflammatory state (18;45). This inflammatory state has been postulated to play a role in the progression of insulin resistance, DM and coronary heart diseases (18). The elevated levels of inflammatory markers in obese, pregnant women have also been suggested to play a role in the development of GDM (46) and adverse pregnancy outcomes, such as preeclampsia (11). Inflammation might also affect foetal growth, partly by modifying the glucose levels through increased insulin resistance (46;47), and partly by other processes, like affecting the placental transfer (48). The role of inflammation in the association between BMI and birth weight needs further study.

The research field of inflammation is large, and selecting the appropriate inflammatory markers is challenging. The adipose tissue has been found to secrete a large variety of proteins, including cytokines. Many of these have both immune-modulatory functions and act as systemic or auto-/paracrine regulators of metabolism, and may provide a mechanistic link between obesity and the associated complications (49). A wide range of cytokines can be considered, e.g. the interleukines IL-1Ra, IL-6, IL-10, monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), C-reactive protein (CRP) and the tumor necrosis factor TNF-RII (49). The interleukins IL-1Ra and IL-6 are known to be pro-inflammatory cytokines and are produced by both the placenta and adipose tissue. In addition, these markers are associated with obesity and their metabolic effects have gained extensive attention (45;50). In the present thesis, it was considered important to avoid a too complex path diagram, and the focus was restricted to the interleukins IL-1Ra and IL-6.

1.3 Glucose metabolism during pregnancy and GDM

During pregnancy, the mother substantially adapts her metabolism of carbohydrates, amino acids, lipids and vitamins to ensure supply of nutrients to the foetus and to meet the placental and maternal demands of late gestation and lactation (51;52). In normal pregnancy, there is a decrease in fasting glucose levels during the first trimester, before gestational week 12 (53). No consistent results have been found regarding a further decrease (or increase) in fasting glucose during the second or third trimester (53). Deterioration of glucose tolerance, i.e. insulin resistance, occurs normally during pregnancy, especially in the third trimester (52;54). The mechanisms of increased insulin resistance and secretion in pregnancy have been subject to many studies, and can be partially related to the metabolic effects of several placentally derived hormones and cytokines that are elevated in the maternal circulation during pregnancy (6;52).

Glucose measurements

There are many different approaches to measuring blood glucose, both in terms of biochemical equipment, what substance to measure, and how to conduct blood samples. Biochemical analyses of blood samples are preferably done at a certified laboratory, but can also be done with simpler point-of-care devices (55). In either case, structured quality control should be performed to avoid analytical artefacts like time-dependent trends caused by the equipment, and to ensure comparability of the measurements (56).

Fasting glucose reflects the blood glucose level at glucose homeostasis after many hours of fasting (20), whereas glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) reflects the average blood sugar over the past 1-3 months (57). Fasting glucose and HbA1c require a single blood sample only, are simple to make, and are used both diagnostically and as risk factors for a variety of disorders. However, neither captures the regulation of blood glucose after food
intake. The intravenous clamp technique, oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs) and continuous glucose monitoring provides data about glucose regulation.

The intravenous clamp procedures are considered to be the “gold-standard” in assessment of insulin resistance (58), but they are time-consuming, invasive and labour intensive. Although the use of OGTTs is debated (59), it is the simplest and most frequently used test procedure for large groups of people. In an OGTT, the response to orally consumed glucose is measured by repeated blood samples. Before the test begins, fasting glucose is measured. The amount of sugar (e.g. 50g, 75g, 100g), frequency of blood sampling (e.g. every 30 minute, every hour), and length of the test (1-3 hours) vary between different OGTTs. Other substances, e.g. insulin, may be measured in addition to blood glucose. Glucose measurements from OGTTs in pregnant women have shown elevated postprandial values and a delayed postprandial peak with increasing gestational age (60-64).

Categorisation of glucose measurements
Blood glucose regulation consists of continuous processes. However, few attempts have been made to analyse glucose curve characteristics formally (65-68). Clinical classification and diagnostic criteria are based on discrete glucose measurements (e.g. the fasting, 1-h and 2-h values), and categorization of these into terms like DM, impaired glucose tolerance, impaired fasting glycaemia or GDM (69).

GDM criteria prior to the Hyperglycaemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcome (HAPO) study
GDM is defined as carbohydrate intolerance resulting in hyperglycaemia of variable severity with onset or first recognition during pregnancy (69). Several GDM criteria have been formulated. The pioneering O’Sullivan and Mahan GDM criteria from 1964 (70) were based on statistical identification of the upper limits of glycaemic normality during pregnancy (mean plus 2 SD). The cut-off values for fasting glucose, 1-h, 2-h and 3-h values after a 100 g OGTT were validated for their predictive value for subsequent development of type 2 DM in the mother (70-72). These criteria became the recommendations from the American Diabetes Association and the standard in medical care in the North America for almost 40 years (54;72;73).

Many other countries used the GDM criteria recommended by the WHO, which were based on cut-off values for fasting glucose and the 2-h value from a 75g OGTT (74;75). These cut-off values were updated in 1999, based on cut-off values for DM and impaired
Table 1.1. Most commonly used guidelines for the diagnosis of GDM. Table from World Health Organization (74).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Fasting Plasma glucose</th>
<th>Glucose Challenge</th>
<th>1-h plasma glucose</th>
<th>2-h plasma glucose</th>
<th>3-h plasma glucose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO 1999*</td>
<td>≥ 7.0</td>
<td>75g OGTT</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>≥ 7.8</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists**</td>
<td>≥ 5.3</td>
<td>100g OGTT</td>
<td>≥ 10.0</td>
<td>≥ 8.6</td>
<td>≥ 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Diabetes Association***</td>
<td>≥ 5.3</td>
<td>75g OGTT</td>
<td>≥ 10.6</td>
<td>≥ 8.9</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADPSG****</td>
<td>≥ 5.1</td>
<td>75g OGTT</td>
<td>≥ 10.0</td>
<td>≥ 8.5</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* one value is sufficient for diagnosis  
** two or more values are required for diagnosis  
*** two or more values required for diagnosis  
**** one value is sufficient for diagnosis

glucose tolerance in a non-pregnant population (Table 1.1) (54;69). Some institutions used only the cut-off for the 2-h value to define GDM, i.e. a single glucose measurement, as they considered the cut-off for the fasting value to be too high (74). Despite obvious disadvantages of having different GDM definitions across countries, no international consensus was found, and this motivated the HAPO study.

Maternal glucose and neonatal size: The Pedersen hypothesis, the HAPO study and new GDM criteria

Comparison of foetal growth and size of new-borns of pregnant women with DM and healthy pregnant women, led to the Pedersen hypothesis (76); that abundant glucose exposure for offspring of mothers with DM caused excess foetal insulin production which was the key in promoting foetal overgrowth and large neonates (Figure 1.1). Exposure to maternal DM was later also found to be associated with long-term effects for the offspring, e.g. type 2 DM and obesity (77).

The HAPO study (78) sought to clarify the risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes associated with glucose intolerance less than DM during pregnancy (78;79), and the study was expected to provide sufficient data as a basis for a more rational definition of GDM (80). The study sample of 25,505 pregnant women was impressive. Glucose tolerance was
Figure 1.1. The Pedersen hypothesis

measured by a 75-g 2-h OGTT at 28 weeks of gestation, and the participating women, caregivers and HAPO staff were blinded to glucose tolerance values, except when predefined thresholds were met. The first findings were linear increases in risk of several pregnancy outcomes (e.g. macrosomia, cord C-peptide and neonatal percentage body fat) for increasing glucose levels below thresholds for DM (79;81). The HAPO study thus extended the Pedersen hypothesis: Maternal glycaemia, also in the normal range, affect the foetus (51). The continuously increasing risks, with no obvious thresholds at which risk increased more rapidly, were found for the fasting, 1-h and 2-h glucose values. Therefore, a consensus between clinicians and researchers was required to translate the results into clinical practice and a new GDM diagnosis.

In 2010, the International Association of the Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Groups (IADPSG) suggested that the new GDM criteria should be based on the fasting glucose and the 1-h and 2-h values from a 75 g OGTT (82). New cut-off values were based on the risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes (for mother and child), rather than cut-off values for non-pregnant people, or women’s long-term risk of developing DM. Due to the linear increase in the risk found in the HAPO study, the cut-off values were chosen so that the odds ratio (OR) for the outcomes at the specified values were 1.75, relative to the mean glucose values. It was also decided that it was sufficient to exceed one of the cut-off values to be classified with GDM. The IADPSG criteria (Table 1.1) became the recommendations of the American Diabetes Association from 2011 (83), and the WHO from 2013 (74).

The prevalence of GDM in different populations around the world, using the criteria prior to the IADPSG, varies from 0.6% to 15% (51;84;85). It is generally accepted that the prevalence of GDM is higher with the IADPSG criteria. For instance, the HAPO researchers estimated that 17.8% of the HAPO participants would be classified with GDM with the
IADPSG criteria (80). Critics point to a practically unacceptable high prevalence of GDM and resources being spent on the wrong target group.

Did HAPO give the final answer?
Although recommended by influential institutions, the IADPSG criteria are subject to debate and controversy (80;86-88), and the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists is one of the organizations that do not recommend their use (Table 1.1). However, all present GDM criteria are based on three or more OGTT glucose measurements, in contrast to the WHO 1999 criteria, which were based on two, and in some institutions only one, glucose measurement. This implies that with the IADPSG criteria, the OGTT curve trajectory indirectly has gained attention, compared with the WHO 1999 criteria.

In summary, the HAPO study has provided essential knowledge about glucose metabolism in pregnancy, but has also given rise to new questions that need to be approached. There is still need for more knowledge that can enhance the understanding of the mechanisms involved in pathophysiology and adverse outcomes.

1.4 Birth weight and neonatal body composition
Birth weight and neonatal body composition are assumed to reflect foetal growth and the intrauterine environment, and are therefore important pregnancy outcomes (79;81;89-91). Excessive birth weight is associated with maternal birth complications, e.g. caesarean section, and shoulder dystocia. Prediction of birth weight and intervention to reduce risk factors for high birth weight are therefore the topics of many studies (92).

Birth weight is measured directly after birth and is often compared to the expected birth weight at a given gestational age, and transformed into a z-score, or categorised, e.g. into small for gestational age (SGA), large for gestational age (LGA) or macrosomia (79;89). Birth weight is a crude measure of neonatal body composition, but more information is obtained by skinfold caliper measurements or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) (81;93).

In Norway, the mean birth weight and proportion of macrosomic new-borns (defined as birth weight above 4000g or 4500g) have increased during the late decades of the 20th century, reaching a peak around the year 2000 (Figure 1.2) (94). Similar observations have been reported in several countries worldwide (95-98).
Figure 1.2. Percentage of macrosomic new-borns in Norway 1980-2012. Source: Medical Birth Registry of Norway (94).

Birth weight has been widely used to predict future health outcomes, in particular coronary heart disease, overweight and DM (99-101), and has also been associated with brain development (102). Forsdal was the first to notice high rates of adult heart disease in areas of poor early life environment (103). Barker later found significant associations between low birth weight and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (CVD), hypertension, type 2 DM and insulin resistance, and this gave rise to the Barker hypothesis, also called the thrifty phenotype hypothesis (Figure 1.3) (103-106). The increased risk of adult disease for offspring with a poor intrauterine environment is increased further if those born small show rapid weight gain in childhood or become obese. The hypothesis is that CVD is “programmed” by under-nutrition during critical periods of early development and that a poor early life environment creates a permanent vulnerability to these diseases (104;107). It is assumed that there are different developmental windows for the programming of the hypothalamus, in which exposures like diet, physical activity and an impaired glucose regulation are more important (108). The concept of foetal programming through epigenetic mechanisms is the cornerstone in the concept of Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD), and is not limited to effects of low birth weight (107;109).

Maternal BMI and glucose are modifiable variables that have consistently been found to affect neonatal size, i.e. birth weight and neonatal body composition (39;41;79;81;90;110), and are pointed out as targets for prevention of foetal overgrowth (90). The effect of maternal BMI on neonatal size can be divided into genetic factors, and factors influencing the intrauterine environment, such as placental function and nutritional supply to the foetus (111). The mediating role of inflammation has yet to be elucidated.
Glucose is the primary energy source for the foetus, and the placental transport of glucose is higher than any other substrate (51). The alterations in the maternal metabolism in obesity, particularly the increased insulin resistance, cause elevated glucose levels in the maternal circulation. The placental transport of glucose is dependent of the maternal-foetal gradient across the placenta (113), and the extended Pedersen hypothesis (Figure 1.1) postulate that maternal glycaemia affects foetal growth mainly through increased insulin production in the foetus, thereby contributing to foetal hyperinsulinemia, as reflected in high levels of neonatal C-peptide, and various aspects of diabetic foetopathy, including foetal overgrowth, large neonates and deposition of body fat (81). The HAPO researchers noticed that no single glucose measurement was clearly superior to the others in terms of associations with outcomes. This was based on analyses of single glucose measurements from a single OGTT in gestational week 28. Longitudinal OGTT data from the pregnancy was not available, and no analyses explored the potential information in entire OGTT curves. The intense debate concerning the new GDM criteria is a powerful argument for searching for new information inherent in entire glucose curves, instead of single glucose measurements, also when exploring the effect on neonatal outcomes.
2 Aims of the thesis
The overall aim was to use path analysis to analyse mediation, and FDA to analyse OGTT data, to extract more information from a large cohort of pregnant women than can be done with simple, commonly used methods, and show that this gives more insight into physiological and clinical problems under study. An important additional aim was to facilitate the description of the methods and the presentation of the results, to illustrate the advantages and make the methods available to a wider audience.

More specifically, the aims were

- To study whether the interleukins IL-6 and IL-1Ra have mediating roles in the association between early pregnancy BMI and birth weight, using path analysis.
- To investigate whether an unexpected trend in the glucose measurements during the inclusion period was of biological or analytical origin, and, if not biological, to remove the trend by regression analysis.
- To study the usefulness of FDA in the analysis of OGTT glucose curves from one time point in pregnancy by comparing shape information extracted by FDA with standard simple summary measures. Furthermore, to analyse the shape information inherent in OGTT glucose curves from early pregnancy in relation to early pregnancy BMI categories and GDM later in pregnancy.
- To use multilevel FDA to study the shape inherent in OGTT glucose curves from two visits during pregnancy and to analyse the effect of such information on the neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and C-peptide in cord blood.
3 Material and Methods

3.1 The STORK study

Participants
The STORK ("STORe barn og Komplikasjoner"; "Big babies and complications") study is a prospective cohort of 1031 healthy women of Scandinavian heritage who registered for obstetric care at Oslo University Hospital Rikshospitalet from 2001 to 2008. Exclusion criteria were multiple pregnancies, known pre-gestational type 1 or type 2 DM, and severe chronic diseases (pulmonary, cardiac, gastrointestinal or renal). The overall aim of the study was to gain insights into maternal metabolic syndrome and determinants of foetal macrosomia (114).

The data collection was done at the Division of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and the Section of Specialised Endocrinology. Due to funding and logistics, two teams of investigators did the data collection at the obstetrics unit. Data from the first 553 women recruited to STORK during 2001-2005 formed basis for the first publications from the study (110;114-116). Data from the following 478 women were collected during 2005-2008 by the same routines. A bio-bank from the study contains frozen blood samples from the cohort for future use.

Data collection
Data were collected at five time points: at gestational weeks 14-16 (inclusion), 22-24, 30-32, 36-38 and birth. Data from inclusion, weeks 30-32 and birth were used in this thesis.

Gestational age at inclusion was estimated according to Naegel'e’s rule (117). Routine ultrasound data at gestational weeks 17-19 were used to estimate gestational age at subsequent visits and at birth.

Blood samples at all visits during pregnancy were drawn in the morning, between 0730 and 0830 after an overnight fast, and were obtained from veni-puncture in tubes containing Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Blood samples were immediately put on ice, plasma isolated and stored at -80°C until analysed.

Age, height, parity, education and smoking and were registered at inclusion. Data on preeclampsia and hypertension were obtained from hospital records.
**BMI (articles I-IV)**
Maternal weight was measured at each visit. Early pregnancy BMI was calculated as weight at inclusion (kg), divided by self-reported height (m) squared.

**Glucose (articles I-IV)**
Fasting glucose and results from a 75 g OGTT were recorded at gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32. Plasma glucose was measured immediately in a drop of fresh, whole EDTA blood. During the OGTT, blood samples were taken every 30 minute for two hours. Glucose measurements during the study period were done primarily by the Accu-Chek Sensor (ACS) glucometer (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). Inter-assay coefficient of variation was <10%.

Three different ACS electronic metres were used during the study period. Independent ACS quality control solutions in the low (hypoglycaemic) and high (hyperglycaemic) range were used and registered every time a new vial of glucose strips was opened, approximately once a week during the study period.

After the end of the inclusion period, we unexpectedly detected an increasing trend in the fasting glucose levels at inclusion, and in the ACS quality controls in the low and high range. To investigate this further, randomly sampled glucose values from the whole study period (2001-2008) were analysed by the hexokinase method at an accredited laboratory at Oslo University Hospital in 2011. The hexokinase data (n=170) were based on frozen serum from the 90 min OGTT at gestational weeks 30-32 and analysed by a Hitachi Modular P chemistry analyser with reagents from Roche. As a consequence of these and other investigations, all glucose measurements were de-trended prior to the analyses in articles III and IV, as described in detail in article II.

Classification of GDM in article III was based on the WHO recommendations at the time of publication, with a cut-off value for the 2-h value of 7.8 mmol/l.

**Insulin (articles II and IV)**
Measurements of insulin were obtained for the whole cohort from frozen blood serum at the end of the recruitment period (2007-2008). The insulin samples were assayed in duplicate by Radio Immuno Assay (Siemens Medical Solutions Diagnostics, CA, USA), and the means of the two measurements were used in analyses.
**Inflammatory markers (article I)**

IL-6 (high sensitivity) and IL-1Ra were measured by ELISA using commercially available kits (BIOSOURCE, Invitrogen Corporation). CRP was measured as described by Wu et al. (119). All samples were measured in duplicate and serial samples from a given individual were analysed at the same time to minimize the run-to-run variability. Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation were < 10% for all assays.

**Neonatal outcomes (articles I and IV)**

Birth weight (g) was measured with a calibrated scale within two hours after the birth. Umbilical cord blood was collected into EDTA tubes by the midwife, centrifuged for plasma separation and placed at -20 ºC for less than a month and stored long term at -80 ºC.

The percentage of neonatal body fat was measured by DXA scanning within 4 days postpartum, as described in detail in (93). Briefly, the neonates were scanned for approximately 6 minutes during sleep. DXA was primarily developed for the assessment of bone mass, but it also provides information on total fat mass and fat-free mass, as well as the tissue distribution in the trunk and extremities. Lunar Prodigy software (version 12.10) was developed especially for infant DXA and was used to analyse all scans (93).

Plasma levels of C-peptide in cord blood samples were measured using a RIA from Millipore (Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) (120). Assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation were < 10% for all assays.

### 3.2 Study samples

**Article I**

Inflammatory markers were obtained from 240 women from the first part of the study, due to the limited resources for biochemical analyses. The subsample was based on women enrolled in the cohort during 2001-2005 and restricted to those who gave birth to a baby with a birth weight above the 10th birth weight percentile of the cohort. Stratified random sampling based on birth weight below or above 4200 g was used to ensure that women with macrosomic babies were included in the subsample. Women with possible infections at the time of sampling, indicated by a CRP value above 10 mg/l, extreme values on IL-1Ra or IL-6, or missing data of any variable in the analyses were excluded, and the final study sample consisted of 208 women (Figure 3.1).
Article II
The entire STORK cohort was used in article II.

Article III
The 974 (94%) women with complete OGTT data at inclusion in gestational weeks 14-16 constituted the study sample for the FDA (left column in Figure 3.2). Regression analyses were restricted to women with complete data of all variables in the analyses: 966 women in the analysis of early pregnancy BMI, and 922 women in the analysis of the categorised 2-h glucose value at weeks 30-32.

Article IV
The 884 (86%) women with complete OGTT data at gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32 constituted the study sample for the FDA (right column in Figure 3.2). DXA scanning data and cord blood C-peptide were obtained for 207 neonates from the last part of the STORK study. Regression analyses were restricted to women with complete data of all variables in the analyses of birth weight (n=868), neonatal percentage fat (n=185) and cord blood C-peptide (n=134).

3.3 Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics, Southern Norway, Oslo, Norway (reference number S-01191), and performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participating women provided written informed consent.

3.4 Statistical analyses
The main method in article I was Bayesian path analysis. The analyses of changes over time in article II included use of statistical process control and linear and local linear regression models. Articles III and IV applied various FDA methods. Functional principal component analysis (FPCA), functional analysis of variance (FANOVA) and traditional nominal logistic regression analysis were used in article III. The main method in article IV was multilevel Bayesian FDA, including FPCA, as well as traditional linear regression analysis. The analyses are described in more detail below.
Figure 3.1. Flow-chart for article I.

Flow chart, article III

Total cohort: 1031

Incomplete OGTT data at wks 14-16: 57

Study sample: 974

BMI, wks 14-16: 966
2-h OGTT value at wks 30-32: 922

Flow chart, article IV

Total cohort: 1031

Premature: 57

Born at term: 974

Incomplete OGTT data - at wks 14-16 only: 38 - at wks 30-32 only: 37 - at both visits: 15

Study sample: 884

Birth weight: 884
Percentage fat: 187
C-peptide, cord blood: 137

*Women with extreme IL-1Ra values or IL-6 values, that is, values outside ±3SD in log scale, were excluded from the analysis. This corresponded to IL-1Ra values below 48 pg/ml or above 626 pg/ml, and IL-6 values below 0.02 pg/ml or above 1.68 pg/ml.

Figure 3.2. Flow charts for articles III and IV.
Data description (articles I-IV)

Descriptive statistics were presented as mean, standard deviation (SD) and range, or frequency and percentage (%), or as median and quartiles. In article I, independent samples *t*-tests were used to compare the study sample (n=208) and the remaining eligible women in the STORK cohort included during the same time period (n=258). The study samples in articles III and IV, and women with incomplete OGTT data were compared by two-sample *t* tests or $\chi^2$ tests where applicable.

Simple summary measures of OGTT (articles III and IV)

In article III, simple summary measures of OGTT included the fasting value, 2-h value, AUC (trapezoidal rule) and the most cited simple shape index, defined by Tschritter et al. (66). This index is defined as the 2-h value minus the 90-min value for curves classified as “monophasic” or “biphasic”, and the 90-min value minus the 60-min value for curves classified as “triphasic”. The classification of curves, i.e. the determination of the number of phases within a curve is based on an empirically chosen glucose threshold of 0.25 mmol/l (66). Curves that did not meet the criteria for classification into either mono-, bi- or triphasic were labelled “unclassified” and left out of the analyses. In article IV, only AUC was used in addition to FDA.

Categorisation of variables (article III)

Early pregnancy BMI was categorised according to the WHO classification (underweight (<18.5 kg/m²), normal weight (18.5-25 kg/m²), overweight (25-30 kg/m²) and obese (≥30 kg/m²)) (33). As described in section 1.3, the discussion about the GDM criteria was not settled in WHO when article III was published, but the 2-h OGTT cut-off of 7.8 mmol/l (Table 1.1) was important in clinical practice. To visually demonstrate the clinical usefulness of the curve shape information, the 2-h values at weeks 30-32 were grouped into seven categories and used as the outcome in analyses of curve shape information. The 2-h value categories were based on the diagnostic criterion for GDM and on assessments of group size and percentiles in the sample: <3.27 (2.5th percentile), [3.27, 3.89] (2.5th-10th percentile), [3.89, 6.39) (10th-75th percentile; reference category), [6.39, 6.90) (75th-85th percentile), [6.90, 7.8) (85th percentile to diagnostic cut-off for GDM) [7.8, 8.84) (GDM diagnosis to 98th percentile) and ≥8.84 mmol/l.
3.4.1 Path analysis (article I)

Path analysis is a multivariable statistical methodology, linking a series of regression equations together (9), with the aim of estimating the composite or indirect effect of both explanatory variables and mediators. Within this system of equations, some of the variables can be considered both as outcome variables and as explanatory variables. Path analysis is a special case of structural equation modelling, in which all hypothesized dependencies between the variables are specified in a model and depicted in a path diagram prior to the analysis. The arrows in the path diagram represent dependencies between variables, and absence of an arrow between two variables indicates that these variables are considered to be conditionally independent (121). The effect of an exposure that acts on the outcome through a mediator is termed an indirect effect, while the effect of an exposure on the outcome that is not explained by a mediator is termed a direct effect. All indirect and direct relations among measured variables can be read off the diagram.

Based on the literature we constructed a path diagram, including early pregnancy BMI, birth weight, and the inflammatory markers IL-6 and IL-1Ra and fasting glucose in weeks 30-32 (Figure 3.3). All variables were entered into the analysis as standardized variables in order to quantify the relative importance of factors within the study. Indirect effects were calculated by multiplication of the standardized regression coefficients along a given path, and total effects were found by summing all direct and indirect effects between two variables.

The path analysis was performed using Bayesian estimation procedures. The Bayesian analysis gives estimates of regression coefficients and corresponding credibility intervals (CrIs), which are comparable with frequentistic confidence intervals (CIs). Considerations of statistical significance can be based on the coverage of the CrIs. Comparison of path models was carried out by comparing values of the deviance information criterion (DIC); models with lower values of DIC are preferable.
Figure 3.3: The path model
Path diagram showing a decomposition of the hypothesized effect of early pregnancy BMI on birth weight. The indirect pathways between BMI and birth weight were hypothesized to be mediated by fasting glucose (nutrient availability), the interleukins IL-1Ra or IL-6 or a combination of these. BMI was measured at inclusion, fasting glucose and interleukins at weeks 30–32 and gestational age at birth. Arrows represent dependencies between variables. Absence of an arrow between two variables indicates that the variables are considered to be statistically independent in the model.

3.4.2 Trend in time series data (article II)
Processes measured repeatedly over time generate time series data. A long-term movement in such a time series is called a trend (1), and an essential feature of a trend is a consistent change over the whole time interval under study. Statistical process control (SPC) procedures provide useful tools such as control charts, to monitor process behaviour over time, and to detect and prevent errors or bias in measurement procedures (122). The control chart called “X-chart” displays the time series data as well as the mean and so-called control limits, often also alarm limits, based on the variability in the data, i.e. 3 SDs and 2 SDs, respectively (122). A variety of rules have been developed to detect whether a process is stable or changing, both mathematical and more pragmatic ones. For simple practical use, detection rules are often reduced to a few rules-of-thumb (122). The simplest and most common rules are

- A single data point outside a control limit
- Two out of three successive values outside the same alarm limit
- Eight or more successive values on the same side of the mean
- Six or more values in a row steadily increasing or decreasing.
Using regression to de-trend time series

De-trending refers to the mathematical operation of removing a trend from a time series (123), and is often applied to remove a feature assumed to distort or obscure the measurements or relationships of interest. A linear trend in the mean can be removed by subtracting a least-squares-fit straight line from a linear regression analysis. Less straightforward trends might require more advanced procedures. Local regression lines (124) can be an alternative when nothing is known about the underlying reasons for the change over time. De-trending procedures can be based on intrinsic structures in the data, or on an external sample assumed to validate the data, like independent control samples at a laboratory.

Time-dependent trends were explored by scatter plots and linear regression analyses, local polynomial regression analyses (124) and X-charts (56). Linear regression gave estimates for the average increase per time unit, under the assumption of a linear increase during the entire period. De-trended glucose values were estimated by a weighted average of the regression coefficients from the independent low and high control solution values (124), with weights chosen as the inverse distance from the measured to the predicted glucose value for the low and high controls, and scaled to sum to one. Thus, a woman’s de-trended (adjusted) glucose level was expressed as

\[ y_{i,\text{adj}} = y_i - \left( w_i \cdot \hat{\beta}_{\text{low}} + (1 - w_i) \cdot \hat{\beta}_{\text{high}} \right) \cdot t_i, \quad (1) \]

where \( y_i \) is the observed fasting glucose for the \( i \)th woman, \( i=1, 2, \ldots, n \). The time from start of the study is \( t_i \) and \( t_i \in [0,7] \) years. Further, \( \hat{\beta}_{\text{low}} \) and \( \hat{\beta}_{\text{high}} \) are the slope estimates from the linear regression analyses of glucose on time in the low and high controls, respectively. The weights are given by

\[ w_i = \frac{1}{y_i - \hat{y}_{i,\text{low}}} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + \left| \frac{y_i - \hat{y}_{i,\text{low}}}{\hat{y}_{i,\text{high}} - y_i} \right|} \]

where \( \hat{y}_{i,\text{low}} \) and \( \hat{y}_{i,\text{high}} \) are the predicted values from the linear regression analyses in high and low controls.
3.4.3 Functional data analysis (FDA, articles III and IV)

In FDA the basic units of information is not a single data point, but entire curves, varying smoothly over a continuum. The continuum is often time, like in our applications. FDA makes it possible to extract information from a temporal process as a whole, instead of merely point-by-point. In a sample of curves, the mean curve is used descriptively, as in traditional statistical analyses, and with proper modifications, most standard statistical methods can be phrased in the framework of FDA.

Functional data may represent both long and short-term time processes, with OGTT glucose values as an example of the latter. If such data are collected repeatedly over time as in the STORK study, a multilevel functional model must be applied.

Fitting continuous and individually smoothed curves

The OGTT glucose measurements were converted into continuous, smoothed glucose curves by subject-specific spline smoothing with B-splines basis functions, as described by Ramsay and Silverman (Appendix A, articles III and IV) (23-25). These individually fitted curves formed the basis for the subsequent FDA. In article III, the five OGTT measurements from weeks 14-16 for the 974 women in the study sample resulted in 974 corresponding glucose curves. In article IV, the OGTT measurements for the 884 women at two visits were converted into 884 glucose curves from weeks 14-16, and 884 glucose curves from weeks 30-32.

Functional principal component analysis (FPCA)

FPCA was used to study the temporal variation in the fitted glucose curves. FPCA extracts functional principal component (FPC) curves that describe the main modes of temporal variation in the sample of glucose curves (Appendix B in article III and Appendix A in article IV) (24). The FPC curves represent independent parts of the overall variability between the glucose curves and are given in descending order according to the proportion of explained variance. The FPCA also yields individual FPC scores for each glucose curve. The score variables are constructed to be uncorrelated, and the variation within the scores of an FPC quantifies the magnitude of the total variance explained by this FPC. A woman’s FPC score for an FPC curve reflects to what extent her individual curve trajectory corresponds to the general temporal feature expressed by this FPC curve. Applying FPCA it is thus possible to study how glucose curve trajectories vary between women. As in traditional principal
component analysis, FPCs may be interpreted and labelled according to the information they exhibit, which in turn can potentially be related to conventional physiological or clinical theories.

In article III, the FPC curves and FPC scores were estimated simultaneously (Appendix B). In article IV, we first used a multilevel functional model to decompose the curves into subject- and visit-specific contributions to the overall mean. We then used the corresponding covariance matrices to estimate the FPC curves, and finally a Bayesian analysis to estimate the FPC scores. This analysis is outlined below, and details are given in Appendix A in article IV.

The functional multilevel model and multilevel FPCA (article IV)

A multilevel model for functional data was used for the analysis of glucose curves from two visits (125;126). Assume that the individual, true blood glucose curve $\gamma_{iv}(t)$ for woman $i = 1, \ldots, 884$ at visit $v = 1, 2$ in the continuous time span from 0 to 120 minutes, $t \in [0, 120]$, can be decomposed into fixed and random effects curves (Figure 3.4A), and expressed as

$$\gamma_{iv}(t) = \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t). \quad (1)$$

Here the fixed effects curves are the overall mean glucose curve $\mu(t)$ (Figure 3.4Ai), and the mean visit-specific deviation from the overall mean curve, $\eta_v(t)$ (Figure 3.4Aii). Together, these terms constitute the visit-specific mean curve, $\mu(t) + \eta_v(t)$. The random effects curves are $X_i(t)$, the subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve, and $U_{iv}(t)$, the subject- and visit-specific deviation from the subject-specific mean curve. The curves $X_i(t)$ in expression (1) are unknown until they are estimated by a linear combination of the first FPC curves of $X_i(t)$, $\psi^X_a(t)$, $a = 1, 2$ (Figure 3.4B), and corresponding, estimated individual score variables, giving $\hat{X}_i(t)$, $i = 1, \ldots, 884$ (Figure 3.4Ciii). Likewise, the curves $U_{iv}(t)$ in expression (1) are unknown until they are estimated by a linear combination of the first FPC curves of $U_{iv}(t)$, $\psi^U_b(t)$, $b = 1, 2, 3$ (Figure 3.4B), and corresponding, estimated individual score variables, giving $\hat{U}_{iv}(t)$, $i = 1, \ldots, 884$ and $v = 1, 2$ (Figure 3.4Civ). Details of the FPCA are given in Appendix A in article IV.
**A The functional multilevel model**

Glucose curves = Fixed effects curves + Random effects curves

\[ \gamma_{iv}(t) = \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t) \]

\[ \psi_a^X(t), \quad a = 1, 2 \]
\[ \psi_b^U(t), \quad b = 1, 2, 3 \]

**B Functional principal component curves for \( X_i(t) \) and \( U_{iv}(t) \)**

**C Estimated random effects curves based on estimated score variables and \( \psi_a^X(t) \), \( \psi_b^U(t) \)**

**D Estimated glucose curves**

\[ \tilde{\gamma}_{iv}(t) \approx \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + \hat{X}_i(t) + \hat{U}_{iv}(t) \]

---

**Figure 3.4.** The functional multilevel model. In all plots, the horizontal axis is time during the 2-h OGTT, and the vertical axis is blood glucose, with range from -2 to 12.5 mmol/l. The horizontal, grey line is 0 mmol/l. \( \gamma_{iv}(t) \) is the glucose curve from 0 to 120 min for woman \( i = 1, \ldots, 884 \) at visit \( v = 1, 2 \). \( \hat{X}_i(t) \) and \( \hat{U}_{iv}(t) \) are the estimates of \( X_i(t) \) and \( U_{iv}(t) \), using the first two subject-specific FPCs and the first three subject- and visit-specific FPCs, respectively. \( \tilde{\gamma}_{iv}(t) \) is the estimated glucose curve, using \( \hat{X}_i(t) \) and \( \hat{U}_{iv}(t) \).
A woman’s scores for the FPC curves of $X_i(t)$ quantify her subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve, i.e. the important characteristics of her glucose curves across visits (Figure 3.4Ciii and 3.4Diii). Her scores for the FPC curves of $U_{ii}(t)$ quantify her subject- and visit-specific deviation from her subject-specific mean curve, i.e. the characteristics of the residual variation within a visit (Figure 3.4Civ and 3.4Div).

By combining equation (1) with the FPC curves and corresponding estimated FPC scores, an individual glucose curve can be expressed as the sum of the visit-specific mean, $\mu(t) + \eta_{ii}(t)$, and a linear combination of a small number of the FPC curves for $X_i(t)$ and $U_{ii}(t)$ (Figure 3.4D and equation (3) in Appendix A in article IV).

**FDA vs simple summary measures**

The Pearson correlation coefficient ($r$) was used to assess the associations between FPC scores, original glucose measurements and the simple summary measures of OGTT: Between fasting value, 2-h value, AUC and the shape index in article III, and between FPC scores, glucose measurements and AUCs in article IV. In article III, the simple summary measures were compared across categories of early pregnancy BMI using traditional ANOVA, with Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests. These results were then compared with the FANOVA results.

**Functional analysis of variance (FANOVA) (article III)**

FANOVA, the functional counterpart of traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA), was used to compare the shape of glucose curves across categories of early pregnancy BMI (underweight, normal weight, overweight and obese). BMI was entered as an explanatory variable, and the fitted curves were the functional outcome. The analysis was based on the shape of the mean curve in each BMI category, and the temporal differences between these mean curves (Appendix C). Functional 95% CIs and $p$ curves were obtained for the difference between two mean curves. Overall $p$ values for the differences between two BMI categories can be obtained from the maximum value of the test-statistic used to compare curves, and these are also presented.
**Curve shape information in regression analyses**

In article III, the impact of the curve shape in early pregnancy on glucose intolerance later in pregnancy was assessed by regression analyses, using the FPC scores at weeks 14-16 as explanatory variables, and the categorised 2-h glucose value at weeks 30-32 as the outcome. Five different models were fitted. Model 1 included early pregnancy BMI and the three independent FPC score variables from weeks 14-16 as covariates, while models 2-5 included BMI and either the fasting value, the 2-h value, the AUC or the shape index, all from weeks 14-16, as covariates. These simple measures were included one at a time in models 2-5, due to colinearity. All covariates were continuous.

In article IV, the impact of glucose curve characteristics on the neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and C-peptide in cord blood were estimated using linear regression with FPC scores from the multilevel FPCA as explanatory variables. The interpretation of the effect estimates is based on the physiological interpretation of the FPC scores. Adjusted effect estimates were found by multiple linear regression analyses with most FPC scores (the first subject- and visit-specific score at weeks 14-16 was left out due to colinearity issues), early pregnancy BMI, age and parity as explanatory variables. The multivariable analyses involved stepwise variable selection procedures based on Akaike’s information criterion, analyses of several models considered to be of importance, and considerations of physiological importance of the findings. The final multiple models include only the variables identified by these procedures. Model diagnostics were thoroughly checked during the analysis.

**Software**

SPSS 19 was used for the STORK data base, and for simple statistical analyses in all articles. The Bayesian analyses in articles I and IV were done in WinBUGS, using the R package R2WinBUGS which provides functions to call WinBUGS from R (127;128). The control charts for article II were made in Excel. All other analyses were done in R (129). The R program code, including the WinBUGS model files, is provided as supplementary material to articles I, III and IV.
4 Summary of results

Article I: The interleukins IL-6 and IL-1Ra: a mediating role in the associations between BMI and birth weight?

Means (SDs) for early pregnancy BMI and birth weight were 24.9 kg/m² (4.2) and 3748 g (454), respectively. The direct effects on birth weight of BMI and fasting glucose expressed by standardised regression coefficients (95% CrI) were 0.16 (0.00, 0.32) and 0.14 (0.01, 0.27), respectively. The direct effect of IL-1Ra on birth weight was not statistically significant (0.06 (-0.10, 0.21)), but significant effects of BMI on IL-1Ra (0.61 (0.51, 0.72)), of IL-1Ra on fasting glucose (0.17 (0.01, 0.34)) and of fasting glucose on birth weight (0.14 (0.01, 0.27)) implied an indirect pathway from BMI via IL-1Ra on birth weight.

The total effect of BMI on birth weight was 0.24 (0.12, 0.36) (Figure 4.1: 0.16+(-<0.001)+0.02+0.03+0.02). The estimated effect of BMI involving IL-1Ra was 0.05 (-0.05, 0.15), i.e. approximately 20% (0.05/0.24) of the effect of BMI on birth weight was mediated through IL-1Ra. For IL-6, only a negligible percentage was found (<0.001/0.24). The remaining 67% (0.16/0.24) of the BMI effect represent effects not explained by variables or structures in our model.

Figure 4.1. The figure shows the decomposition of the total effect of maternal BMI on birth weight. The total effect is the sum of all arrows, that is, the direct and indirect effects. The arrow widths represent the relative proportions of the total effect through a specific pathway.
Article II: Correction of an unexpected increasing trend in glucose measurements during 7 years recruitment to a cohort study.

After the end of the inclusion period, we unexpectedly detected an increasing trend in the fasting glucose levels at inclusion. Mean (SD) fasting glucose measured by ACS increased from 4.0 (0.4) mmol/l for the first 100 women (2001-2002) to 4.6 (0.4) mmol/l for the last 100 women (2007-2008). The yearly trend was $\hat{\beta} = 0.11$, 95% CI (0.09, 0.12) mmol/l, p<0.001. Significantly increasing trends were also found for OGTT measurements at 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes at inclusion in weeks 14-16, and 0, 30, 60 and 90 minutes at weeks 30-32 (Figure 1 in the Appendix), and for the low and high controls: $\hat{\beta}_{\text{low}} = 0.06$ (0.04, 0.08) mmol/l, p<0.001, and $\hat{\beta}_{\text{high}} = 0.49$ (0.42, 0.55) mmol/l, p<0.001, respectively. In contrast, the yearly trends for age, early pregnancy BMI and fasting insulin at inclusion were $\hat{\beta}_{\text{age}} = 0.09$ years (p=0.20), $\hat{\beta}_{\text{BMI}} = -0.17$ kg/m$^2$ (p=0.01) and $\hat{\beta}_{\text{ins}} = -0.08$ mmol/l (p=0.07), respectively, and local regression lines indicated weak negative curvatures in these trends. An overall non-significantly decreasing trend ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{hex}} = -0.12$ mmol/l, p=0.10) with negative curvature was also found for the 170 hexokinase data. The differences between the hexokinase data and the original 90 min OGTT measurements (weeks 30-32) increased significantly during the study period: $\hat{\beta}_{\text{diff}} = 0.24$ mmol/l (p<0.001). Accordingly, glucose measurements became increasingly biased upwards as time passed.

The shift in the low and high controls would have been detected during the inclusion period if continuous use of control charts with fixed mean and control limits based on the first 30 measurements had been applied (Figure 2 in the Appendix).

The increasing trend in the fasting glucose measurements at inclusion was successfully removed by subtracting a weighted average of the linear regression results from the independent control solutions.

The OGTT measurements at 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes in weeks 14-16, and 0, 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes in weeks 30-32 were also de-trended using the same technique (Figure 1 in the Appendix). This was not described in article II.
Article III: Shape information from glucose curves: Functional data analysis compared with traditional summary measures.

The smoothed glucose curves at gestational weeks 14-16 showed large variation between the individual curves. Over 99% of this variation was expressed by the first three FPCs, interpreted as “general level” (FPC1, 88.1%), “time to peak” (FPC2, 8.6%) and “oscillations” (FPC3, 2.4%).

The 2-h value was positively associated with all three FPC scores (0.37 ≤ r ≤ 0.79), in contrast to the fasting value (-0.12 ≤ r ≤ 0.47). AUC was highly correlated with the FPC1 scores (r=0.999) but not with the FPC2 and FPC3 scores (r=-0.01 and r=0.05, respectively). The shape index was most strongly associated with the FPC3 score (r=0.67), the principal component explaining the smallest part of the total variation.

The means of the glucose curves at weeks 14-16 differed between the four BMI categories in early pregnancy: While the curvature was similar, the levels of the mean curves for normal weight, overweight and obese women were significantly different (p<0.001). No significant difference was found between underweight and normal weight women (p=0.26).

The means of the fitted glucose curves at weeks 14-16 for the seven pre-defined categories of 2-h values at weeks 30-32 showed that the general glucose levels at weeks 14-16 were different in the 5 lowest categories, and that the mean curves in the two upper categories (from women diagnosed with GDM at weeks 30-32, n=51), displayed different pathophysiology at weeks 14-16. This was confirmed in multinomial logistic regression analyses with the seven categories of 2-h values at weeks 30-32 as the outcome: The FPC1 scores and the AUC yielded nearly identical results and were significantly different in the five lowest groups (p≤0.02), whereas no significant difference was found between the two subgroups with GDM (p=0.40), or between the two closest GDM and non-GDM groups (p=0.59). Also, no significant differences were found for the fasting value, 2-h value or shape index in the three upper categories (0.07 ≤ p ≤ 0.92), i.e. between subgroups of women with and without GDM. In contrast, mean FPC2 scores were significantly different between women who did and did not develop GDM, and between subgroups of women diagnosed with GDM later in pregnancy (p=0.01 and p=0.02), respectively. Also, FPC3 scores between the two GDM categories were significantly different (p=0.05). Thus, the extracted shape information differed significantly between women who did and did not develop GDM, and between subgroups of women diagnosed with GDM later in pregnancy, while the simple summary measures did not.
Article IV: Shape information in repeated glucose curves during pregnancy provided significant physiological information for neonatal outcomes.

The smoothed glucose curves at gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32 showed large variation between the women at both visits. Glucose values were higher, and peaked later in third trimester than in early pregnancy.

In the multilevel FPCA, the first two subject-specific FPCs explained 98% of the variation across visits, and the first three subject- and visit-specific FPCs explained 92% of the residual variation within visits. Further analyses were restricted to these FPC curves and the corresponding FPC scores (FPC1_{subj} and FPC2_{subj}, and FPC1^{14-16}, FPC2^{14-16}, FPC3^{14-16}, FPC1^{30-32}, FPC2^{30-32} and FPC3^{30-32}, respectively). The dominating curve characteristic for the variation across visits (FPC1_{subj}) was “general glucose level”, which accounted for 91% of this variation. The second most important curve characteristic across visits (FPC2_{subj}) was “timing of postprandial peak”. The dominating curve characteristic for the residual variation within visits (accounting for 72% of this variation), was “general glucose level within visits”, i.e. the general glucose level not accounted for by the general glucose level across visits. The second and third most important curve characteristics for the variation within visits were “timing of postprandial peak within visits” and “oscillating glucose within visits”, respectively. These two characteristics accounted for a larger part of the variation within visits (15% and 8%), than across visits (7% and <2%).

There were strong correlations between FPC1_{subj} scores and AUC at weeks 14-16 (AUC^{14-16}) and weeks 30-32 (AUC^{30-32}) ($r=0.86$ and 0.90, respectively), between FPC1^{14-16} and AUC^{14-16} ($r=0.73$), and between FPC1^{30-32} and AUC^{30-32} ($r=0.87$). All FPC1 scores were positively correlated with early pregnancy BMI ($0.12 \leq r \leq 0.35$).

Late postprandial peaks and/or high third trimester glucose levels had significant, positive effects on birth weight ($p<0.05$). Generally high glucose levels had a significant, positive impact on neonatal percentage fat ($p=0.04$). In addition, women with generally late glucose peaks gave birth to neonates with a somewhat higher percentage fat. High glucose level in third trimester had a significant, positive impact on cord blood C-peptide ($p=0.004$). In addition, neonates of women with oscillating glucose curves had somewhat lower C-peptide levels than those with one glucose peak during the OGTT.
5 Discussion

The quality of a study is often considered in terms of the precision, and the validity of the estimated effects (17). Whereas precision refers to random error, validity is often separated into internal validity, whether the effect estimates are biased due to the way the data is collected, analysed and interpreted, and external validity, whether the results from the study may apply or be generalized to populations or groups outside the study sample (1). Bias is defined as systematic deviations from the true effects (1), and is present when the association between exposure and outcome is not in its entirety the result of the causal effect of exposure on outcome (130). In the following, we discuss the internal validity of our study in terms of selection bias, information bias and confounding (sections 5.1-5.3), the statistical methods (section 5.4), the findings in the articles (section 5.5) and finally, the external validity (section 5.6).

5.1 Selection bias

Selection bias is present if the estimated association among those selected for the analysis differ from the association among those eligible (130). Bias caused by differential selection into the study sample are often referred to as selection bias (17), although it may in some instances be considered a bias due to unmeasured confounders that are not controlled for in the analysis. Selection bias and confounding may therefore be considered as partially overlapping concepts (17). It has been suggested to use DAGs to differentiate confounding, i.e. common causes of exposure and outcome, from a more specific definition of selection bias, i.e. bias resulting from conditioning on common effects (130). Volunteer bias and missing data bias, i.e. the bias that is present if the study is restricted to those who volunteered to participate, or the analysis is restricted to subjects with complete data, fall within the latter definition (130).

Approximately two thousand women registered for obstetric care at Rikshospitalet each year during the study period (114). Women who were invited to participate were chosen on basis of a Scandinavian name, and excluded if they had multiparous pregnancies or one of the diseases in the list of exclusion criteria (Figure 5.1). Due to logistics at the clinics involved in the study, not all the eligible women could be invited or included in the study. Approximately one third of the women accepted the invitation, and about five women were included every week. It is unlikely that this caused a selection bias, as the restrictions in invitations and inclusions were solely based on practical implementation of the study.
Restricting the cohort to women of Scandinavian origin was done to avoid participants who could not understand the information that was given in the study, as this was only available in Norwegian. This reduced bias from unmeasured confounding due to genetic or epigenetic variation.

Volunteer bias may be present. For instance, a family history of DM may increase health awareness and affect the wish to participate in a study with close follow-up. Furthermore, the study’s focus on big babies and birth complications may give a study sample with higher BMI values than in the eligible group. Then, as a family history of DM will possibly increase the risk of GDM, one may speculate whether the estimated association between BMI and GDM is slightly exaggerated in this thesis.

Furthermore, the recruitment to the cohort lasted for several years, and changes in the population characteristics during this period may have affected the volunteer bias unequally throughout the inclusion. For instance, repeated headlines in the media concerning the obesity epidemic, risk of type 2 DM or popular diets like the low-carb diet, may affect the pregnant population’s behaviour and the motivation to participate in a study like the STORK study. However, it is not easy to evaluate the presence of such volunteer bias, or its impact on our estimates.

The analyses in articles I, III and IV were restricted to those with complete data. The sampling procedure to the sub-sample with inflammation data in article I included stratification and exclusion criteria based on birth weight, which was also the outcome in the
path analysis. The stratification is not likely to have caused selection bias. The exclusion was done to make sure that neonates with a deviating pathology should cause confounding, and can therefore be justified. In retrospect, it would have been better to use gestational age (less than 37 weeks) as the exclusion criterion, instead of birth weight. The FDA in article III was restricted to the 974 women (94%) with complete OGTT data from weeks 14-16, and the regression analysis with third trimester 2-h glucose as the outcome, to the 922 women (89%) who also had complete data on this and on early pregnancy BMI. Comparisons of the glucose values and BMI for women with incomplete OGTTs and/or missing BMI at weeks 14-16 and the study sample gave no statistically significant differences between the groups, although the mean values among the excluded were consequently slightly lower (not shown). It is therefore possible that the true values of the missing data also would have been in the lower range. The high proportion of complete data makes it less likely that this would have an important impact on the results.

In article IV, the regression analysis of birth weight was restricted to the 868 women (84%) with term births and complete data on early pregnancy BMI, parity and OGTT data from weeks 14-16 and 30-32. Among those born at term, we found no statistically significant differences between those with complete data, and the registered data from those with incomplete data (results not shown), but these results may be obscured by the lack of information about the missing data. Again, the high proportion of complete data makes it less likely the results for birth weight should be substantially biased. The regression analyses of neonatal percentage fat and cord blood C-peptide were done within participants with DXA data. C-peptide was not available from all neonates in this sub-sample, due to the amount of frozen cord blood. However, this was not related to the variables under study. Participants were recruited to DXA scanning during the study period, opening for an additional volunteer bias. The women in this sub-sample had a significantly lower BMI than the other women with term births in the STORK cohort (23.8 kg/m² vs 24.7 kg/m²), and several significantly lower mean glucose values at weeks 14-16 and 30-32 (mean differences between the groups were in the range -0.1 mmol/l to 0.4 mmol/l). No significant difference in birth weight was found. The impact of these differences on the curve shape information extracted by FDA is difficult to assess. Also, the comparable birth weights make it less likely that this had an important impact on the results. This is supported by the results of the additional regression analyses of birth weight in the DXA sample, which gave similar results as in the large sample.
5.2 Information bias

Information bias occurs when the variables of interest, i.e. the main exposure, covariates and the outcome, are measured with measurement error. Measurement error in a categorical variable is often referred to as misclassification (121). Measurement error may be due to instrument error, i.e. the error related to measuring a specific quantity like blood glucose, at a specific point in time, and/or sampling error, i.e. errors occurring due to the process of obtaining the “true value” through sampling over time and/or space, like extracting glucose curve shape information from five discrete glucose measurements (121).

Measurements can have both random and systematic measurement error (1), and both may cause biased effect estimates (17;121). Random error may be heterogeneous, and has no apparent connection to another measurement or variable. Random error may be heterogeneous. Systematic error is error that is consistently wrong in a particular direction, and often has a recognisable source (1). Non-differential measurement error is error that does not depend on the outcome or other variables in the analysis, whereas differential measurement error is error that depends on the other variables in the analysis (17). Categorisation of a variable measured with random, non-differential error, will often give differential misclassification (131).

In the following, we will discuss measurement errors in the main exposures, mediators and outcomes. Measurement errors in covariates may also have contributed to information bias, but this is not discussed in detail.

De-trending of glucose values

We chose to use a point-of-care glucometer instead of a central laboratory to measure glucose, even though the glucometer was mainly recommended for screening purposes. There is always a trade-off between expenses and logistics, and the scientific accuracy and gold standard procedures. The glucometer had been used in various clinical settings at the hospital and several informal validations against the accredited laboratory had been found adequate (data not shown). However, there were no reports on the accuracy of the glucometer during long-term use. The unexpected trend in fasting glucose with a mean yearly increase of 0.11 mmol/l over seven years and the lack of a corresponding increase in the hexokinase data, the women’s early pregnancy BMI, insulin or age, made it less likely that the observed trend in blood glucose values should have a biological cause, or be due to selection bias. Thus, glucose measurements were de-trended as described in article II.
Even though the error over time in fasting glucose measurements at inclusion was
removed by the de-trending, there were still significant trends in the de-trended 2-h glucose
values at inclusion, and in the fasting, 30 min and 2-h values at weeks 30-32 (Figure 1 in the
Appendix). This may be a consequence of erroneous de-trending. However, the glucose
measurements at inclusion were least likely to be affected by behavioural changes during
pregnancy, and except from the 2-h values, all these measurements were successfully de-
trended. We therefore trust the de-trending procedure to be adequate. The trends in the data
from weeks 30-32 may represent a change in the population towards healthier glucose values
during pregnancy, e.g. as a consequence of the increased focus on metabolic disorders,
macrosomia and media focus on low-carb diets, or reflect selection bias, e.g. that an
increasing proportion of the women included have a particularly healthy life style.

Categorisation of the 2-h glucose value in weeks 30-32
The measurement error in the de-trended 2-h glucose measurements at weeks 30-32, may
cause differential misclassification in the categorised variable, which is difficult to evaluate.
Misclassification due to random error, i.e. the instrumental error, often attenuate effect
estimates (131).

Glucose curves
The individual curve fitting in articles III and IV was based on a measurement model with
homogenous measurement error over the 2 hour time span, and smoothing with a roughness
penalty. The degree of smoothing was based on an estimated, generalised cross-validation
criterion, and the smoothing is assumed to reduce measurement error. Measurement error in
glucose measurements may however be higher for high glucose values than for low, as
indicated in the control chart in Figure 1 in the Appendix. The assumption of uniform
measurement error may therefore be wrong. This issue was discussed during the analyses.
However, as documentation and references for measurement errors are hard to find from the
producers, and even harder to interpret in a clinical setting, we chose to keep the assumption.
This is a non-differential measurement error. This may influence the smoothing of curves,
and the smoothing procedure, e.g. more smoothing of higher values and less for lower values,
may affect other results. The impact of the smoothing is discussed in the next paragraph.
**FPC scores**
The fitted curves were the basis for the FPCA, resulting in FPC curves and FPC scores. We found that FPCA of minimally smoothed curves gave FPC curves with a more wavy appearance, and a larger proportion of variance explained by FPC2 and FPC3 scores (results not shown). Hence, the smoothing of the curves did influence the information in the FPCs. In addition, in article IV, it is possible that the methods of covariance matrix estimation did not perfectly separate the across and within variances, and that the corresponding information extracted by the FPCA was slightly biased. Furthermore, leaving out the FPCs which explained the smallest part of the variation, i.e. those with the waviest appearance might have given a conservative estimate of the amount of curvature in the individual curves, which again could have caused bias in the FPC scores. This may affect the regression results, by giving a too high impact of the first FPCs (“general level”) at the expense of the other FPCs (“timing of postprandial peak” and “oscillating curves”). It may also affect the variable selection in article IV by influencing the colinearity between the FPC scores.

**BMI**
Early pregnancy BMI was used as a surrogate for the women’s general, non-pregnant body composition, as the latter was based on self-reported data. In weeks 14-16, the pregnancy may already have led to weight change: weight gain, or weight loss due to nausea and/or vomiting. It can also be discussed whether an assessment of the women’s body composition in early pregnancy should have been done by the waist-hip ratio, but the same objections about changes in the women’s constitution holds for these measurements. BMI was calculated from weight measured at inclusion and self-reported height. In retrospect, we regret that height was not measured, as self-reported height tend to be overestimated (132;133), leading to a systematic underestimation of BMI and differential misclassification of BMI categories. Differential measurement errors may also have occurred if those who gain less weight during the first weeks also overestimate their height most. However, we have little information in our data to investigate such possibilities, and it is difficult to predict the direction of the bias in the effect estimates.

**Inflammatory markers**
The validity of the inflammatory markers depends on whether we have measured the correct variables in the large and complex field of inflammation. If this were a psychometric study,
this issue would be part of the content validity, i.e. are the correct questions asked? Although a multi-disciplinary expertise participated in choosing inflammatory markers, the complexity of the topic makes it impossible to say with certainty that our study covered the inflammatory markers that represent the obesity-related markers of importance to pregnancy outcomes, or if the markers in article I are surrogate variables.

Measurements of inflammatory markers in blood samples are known to display large random variability, and infections at the time of measurement may affect the measurements. We therefore excluded women with a CRP above 10 mg/l. The dichotomisation of CRP may give differential misclassification. Women with high inflammatory response due to obesity and pregnancy may have been erroneously excluded due to infections, whereas women with lower inflammatory response may have been kept in the sample despite of infections that may have biased the measurements of both inflammation and glucose. The first error may lead to attenuated effect estimates. It is, however, difficult to evaluate the impact of measurement error on the estimates in the path model.

The neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and cord blood C-peptide
The measurement error of birth weight was reduced by using a calibrated weight, measuring the neonates shortly after birth.

DXA is being used increasingly as a reference method, and is considered the “gold standard” in body composition studies (93). It has, however, been demonstrated that error in DXA measurements is largest for the smallest subjects (134). It is less likely that this heterogeneous, non-differential measurement error will bias the results in our study, as all the neonates in the study sample were above 2315 g.

5.3 Confounding
Confounding is bias of the estimated effect of an exposure on an outcome due to the presence of a common cause of the exposure and the outcome (1). Confounding is an important issue in observational designs, and may lead to underestimation, overestimation, or even change the sign of the estimated effect (17). A confounder is a variable that is associated with the outcome (either as a cause or a proxy for a cause, but not as an effect of the disease), associated with the exposure, and not an effect of the exposure (17;121). The definition of confounding may also include bias due to baseline differences in exposure groups in the risk factor for the outcome, although this may be considered as selection bias (1), as in this thesis.
Confounding can be reduced by proper adjustment. Exploring data is not sufficient to identify whether a variable is a confounder, and such evaluation of confounding may lead to bias (1;15;17). Other evidence like pathophysiological and clinical knowledge and external data is needed. DAGs are useful tools when considering confounding variables (15;17).

Residual confounding
Confounding variables may be poorly measured or surrogate confounders, and others may be unmeasured. Also, the functional form of a regression model may be sub-optimal. The bias that remains after unsuccessful adjustment for confounders is called residual confounding (1;17). Residual confounding can never be ruled out in observational studies.

Mediators
In contrast to the confounder, a mediator represents a step in the causal pathway between the exposure and the outcome (1;17). Such a variable will also be associated with both the exposure and the outcome.

Confounding in articles I, III and IV
In article I, confounding and mediation were considered simultaneously. Even the simplified path model in Figure 3.3 included four regression equations (one for each of the outcome variables birth weight, fasting glucose, IL-1Ra and IL-6), and every arrow in the figure represents an effect that should be estimated without bias. Pregnancy complications may affect both the physiology of the mother during pregnancy, prematurity and birth weight of the child, and may thus be confounding variables. Our data included little information about pregnancy complications. We excluded those with a birth weight below the 10th percentile, thereby indirectly adjusting for several pregnancy complications. Women with infections (CRP>10 mg/l) at weeks 30-32 were also excluded, as altered levels of IL-6, IL-1Ra and fasting glucose in these women could be activated by other mechanisms than those related to BMI. This would therefore reduce bias from short-term infections at the time of the visit.

One can debate whether more variables representing common causes of the variables already in our model should have been added. For instance, life style factors, genetic factors, maternal age, parity, smoking, other cytokines, leptin, or changes in these values prior to weeks 30-32 may all potentially affect some of the variables in our model. Life style and genetic factors were unmeasured and cannot be adjusted for. It is, however, difficult to
evaluate the magnitude of this potential bias. Further, extending the model with variables that are measured requires causal knowledge, and implies specifications and biological justifications of all new hypothesized pathways. An extended model including more variables, both confounders and mediators, and with more detailed information about the hypothesized paths, may reduce residual confounding. As the literature is scarce concerning potential effects of variables like maternal age, smoking and parity on inflammatory markers during pregnancy, we chose to present a model without additional variables. We did additional adjustment for maternal age and smoking (only 5 women smoked) in the regression model for birth weight, but the results were similar (results not shown). Similar results were also found if gestational age was left out from the model (results not shown).

In article III, we estimated the effect of BMI category in early pregnancy on glucose curves in weeks 14-16 (by FANOVA), and the effect of glucose curves or simple OGTT summary measures in weeks 14-16 on the categorised 2-h glucose value in weeks 30-32 (by nominal logistic regression analysis). The FANOVA was performed without adjustment for covariates. As in article I, unmeasured life style and genetic factors may have influenced the results, but could not be adjusted for. It was decided to leave parity and maternal age out of the analyses for simplicity. Lack of adjustment for these variables or other potential confounders may have biased the results. Due to the degree of homogeneity of the study sample, the magnitude of such bias is likely to be small. Also, misclassification of BMI into categories (see section 5.2) may give bias due to residual confounding. We adjusted for early pregnancy BMI (continuous) in the nominal logistic regression analyses. Other covariates were not included, since it was beyond the scope of the article to build an extensive prediction model or to adjust for variables possibly on the causal pathway to the outcome. Curve shape information was incorporated in the multinomial logistic regression analysis by entering the independent FPC score variables in the analyses. Hence, as much as possible of the curve shape information was exploited in this analysis. The simple summary measures, on the other hand, contain less of the total information, and were included one at a time in the regression models, due to colinearity.

In article IV, early pregnancy BMI, parity and maternal age were included in the linear regression analysis of the effect of curve shape information on the neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and cord blood C-peptide. Weight gain may be on the causal pathway between the subject-specific glucose characteristics and birth weight, and was not included in the analyses. Again, unmeasured life style and genetic factors may have biased
the results, but the bias is likely of small magnitude due to the homogeneity of the study sample.

5.4 Discussion of statistical methods
The overall aim in this thesis was to use path analysis to analyse mediation, and FDA to analyse OGTT data, to better exploit important physiological information in the STORK data. Below we discuss possible improvements and alternative approaches.

Path analysis (article I)
The hypothesized path diagram, in which early pregnancy BMI leads to increased inflammation with secondary effects on glucose regulation and fetal growth, is a simplified model of the complete process. Integrative physiology is much more complex, and studies of larger, and other, models should be performed. For instance, TNFα might play a role in insulin resistance in pregnancy (47). However, results are partly conflicting concerning its association with BMI (135), and TNFα was not included in our analysis. Further, MCP-1 may also play a role in metabolism. A biological justification of pathways for MCP-1 in a path model together with IL-6 and IL-1Ra was not found in the literature, and a simplified model without MCP-1 was implemented. While there are certain pitfalls that can cause flawed conclusions in a path analysis, this method can be justified in problems with a simple structure and linear relations between variables (2). We used standardized variables and focused on comparing the relative importance of variables in our data. Using the original variables instead may ease interpretation when comparing our results with other studies.

The Bayesian model
Effect estimates in this study could have been obtained with a frequentistic analysis, which is the dominant analytical approach in clinical research, but we chose a Bayesian approach. In a frequentistic analysis, parameters are assumed to be fixed, but unknown quantities, and must be estimated from the data. Potential prior knowledge is treated informally in the interpretation of the results. In Bayesian analysis, in contrast, all parameters are assumed to be stochastic variables, and effect estimates and corresponding CrIs are derived from estimated probability distributions. It is therefore necessary to specify the a priori knowledge of the situation and the parameters in terms of a statistical distribution of the parameters under study.
Frequentistic analyses are based on normality assumptions and central limit theory, whereas Bayesian analyses rely on prior assumptions and simulation techniques. Bayesian analysis is computation heavy, and technically more complicated, but the WinBUGS software has made Bayesian methods available, also to clinical researchers (128;136). Bayesian models have the strength that they can handle non-normality and non-linearity more easily than traditional analyses, and they are also flexible with respect to several types of variables (128;136). In studies of complex biological mechanisms, where samples will typically be small due to the costs and restraints in data collecting, data tend to be skewed and where there are non-linear relations (137-139), Bayesian methods represent a valuable tool.

De-trending (article II)

The glucose data from the observational period was de-trended based on a weighted average of the results from two linear regression analyses, i.e. assuming a globally applicable model.

Figure 1 in the article (left, upper plot, as well as Figure 1 in the Appendix) indicate changes in the hyperglycaemic controls after approximately 2.5, 4, and 6 years (between observations 101 and 151 in Figure 1 in the Appendix ) that may be interpreted as shifts, not trends (122). Such shifts were not equally apparent in the hypoglycaemic control. An important question was whether these shifts were actually due to reagent strip lot changes or control lot changes, i.e. alterations of the measurement process caused by the study group. The study records showed that mainly four different lots of glucose strips were used during the observational period, and these were changed approximately 1.2, 3.0, and 6.0 years after study start. In the period 1.1-1.3 years after study start, strips from three different lots were used. That is, except from the change at 6.0 years, lots of glucose strips changed at different times than the apparent shifts in the data in Figure 1. Information on changes in control lots was unfortunately only available for the last part of the study period, and not from the period where a shift was most pronounced, i.e. after 2.5 years.

In summary, the available dates for change in strips or controls could not explain the observed shifts or trends. Shifts were not identified consecutively during the study period, and underlying reason(s) for shifts could not be identified retrospectively. We therefore chose to de-trend the data by an overall procedure.
Categorisation of continuous variables (article III)

In order to ease the presentation of FDA for a non-technical audience, we categorised early pregnancy BMI for the FANOVA, and used the categorised 2-h OGTT value in weeks 30-32 as the outcome in nominal logistic regression. From a statistical point of view, such categorization is not usually recommended (140;141), and functional regression with BMI as a continuous explanatory variable, and linear or non-linear regression analysis with the 2-h value as a continuous outcome, would be preferable.

FDA (articles III and IV)

In the literature, visualisations of “mean glucose curves” are usually presented as means at selected time points with interpolation lines, and variability is usually quantified by SDs or standard errors at the same time points (142-144). While previous studies of shape information from glucose curves have focused on either simple shape indices or advanced parametric modelling (65-68), we have used statistical tools developed specifically for analysing curve data.

The scarce sampling of glucose during the OGTT is likely to obscure the extraction and interpretation of the curve characteristics. More physiologically interesting temporal details and better discriminating abilities of the FPCs may be expected in a more heterogeneous population than in our study sample, and from OGTT curves over more than 2 hours or with a more frequent OGTT sampling (68). With more measurements per OGTT, it is also possible to apply alternative smoothing strategies (125;126).

Consistent with results from other studies, AUC was much better than the widely used fasting glucose or 2-h value in capturing the essential temporal information of OGTT glucose curves (145-147).

In article III, the strongest association between the shape index defined in (66) and the FPC scores was found for FPC3 scores which explained the smallest proportion of the total variance. These scores should be interpreted with caution in our study, but might explain a larger part of the total variation in studies with more frequent sampling. The continuous FPC3 score variable provided quantification of curvature, which is preferable in order to retain both temporal information and statistical power (140). The shape index defined in (66), in contrast, is based on an a priori classification of curves into the categories “biphasic”, “monophasic” or “unclassified”, and involves several ad hoc thresholds for the categorisation (66). Many curves (27%) failed to meet the classification criteria and were left out of the
analyses, resulting in a severe reduction of power and a biased representation of metabolic profiles in the study sample. Another, recently suggested shape index (67) is based on a rough approximation of the mean of the second order derivatives in the intervals between the measurements during the OGTT, giving a rough approximation of the total curvature. Our results showed that curvature is better extracted by FDA.

Parametric modelling based on differential equation models of physiological mechanisms is an alternative approach to the analysis of full glucose curves (68;148-150). A major disadvantage of parametric models is that estimating each person’s individual parameters requires many measurements, often based on intravenous test procedures (151). The OGTT is the simplest and most frequently used test procedure in larger studies because intravenous procedures such as the euglycaemic clamp (58) are time-consuming, invasive and labour intensive. The data-driven approach of FDA is well-suited for the analysis of glucose regulation in larger studies.

Longitudinal data analysis with five repeated measurements per OGTT, and random effect of woman and modelling of the covariance structure is an alternative approach. It is also possible to use ordinary PCA scores based on the five glucose variables from weeks 14-16 as input to the regression analysis of glucose tolerance later in pregnancy, instead of scores from FPCA. With only five measurements per curve and measurements taken at the same time points for each woman, such traditional multivariate methods would be expected to extract similar information as the FDA. However, all these methods are similar in the sense that they approach the curve data only indirectly, by applying techniques originally developed for other types of data. FDA has its strength in being developed for analysing such data directly, and, in addition to being a more intuitively applicable methodology, it emphasizes the basic assumption about continuity of the underlying process, is easier to apply in situations with more frequent sampling and sampling at unequal time points.

The impact of the smoothing procedure on the results was mentioned in section 5.2. The multilevel models described in (125;126) explain how FPCA of smoothed covariance surfaces can be used as the first step in the analysis. This means that the B-spline smoothing described in (24), is replaced with smoothing of covariance surfaces (126). In our data, due to the few measurements, such a smoothing procedure failed to give realistic estimates (results not shown), and we therefore chose individual curve B-spline smoothing in article IV. For first-time users of FDA, the approach with smoothed covariance surfaces is not as
but immediately intuitive as the curve-fit approach, and we therefore consider the latter to be an advantage in the communication with clinical researchers.

5.5 Discussion of findings

*Inflammatory markers as mediating variables in the relation between early pregnancy BMI and birth weight (article 1)*

The hypothesized associations were partly confirmed in our data. According to the results from our simplified model, about 20% of the effect of early pregnancy BMI on birth weight was mediated through paths involving IL-1Ra. However, IL-1Ra is a dual marker; it is an anti-inflammatory cytokine, binding to IL-1 receptor without inducing an effect, but at the same time reflects an activation of the IL-1 system and is also a marker of inflammation in general (49;152). Based on this, we cannot rule out that the measured effect of IL-1Ra reflects the action of IL-1β. Although results from observational studies must be interpreted with caution concerning causality, our results indicate a substantial role for the interleukin 1-system in the deranged glucose metabolism associated with high maternal BMI during pregnancy and consequently an important role for interleukins as mediators between maternal fat-mass, glucose and birth weight.

The use of birth weight as a marker of fetal growth might explain why our results were not in accordance with the previously reported association between maternal IL-6 and prenatal growth reflected by neonatal fatmass (153).

Despite the large sample size, we did not find significant direct effects of the interleukins on birth weight, possibly because IL-6 and IL-1Ra do not play an important role in regulating fetal growth through changing placental properties. The result may also be due to the fact that cytokines display pleiotropic effects and show considerable biological variation (154). Furthermore, moderate effect estimates were anticipated. As basis for comparison, maternal BMI, one of the major determinants of birth weight, accounts for less than 15% of the variation in birth weight in other studies (13;155;156). Our BMI result was similar, and borderline significant, possibly due to the homogeneity of our study sample and a lack of power to detect small effects. Based on these considerations, we reported our model with all the original arrows present, and indirect effects were estimated with significant and non-significant direct effects included although not all the direct effects were significant.

We chose two markers as representatives of the inflammatory status in obese women, being aware that other markers may be important as mediators in the association between
BMI and birth weight. In addition, effects of cytokines on birth weight are probably not an effect of a single mediator, but rather the result of the interactions of several and in combinations (154;157). Therefore, we cannot rule out that cytokines in combinations may have a direct effect on placental properties and birth weight even if we were not able to find such an effect.

*Shape information inherent in glucose curves in pregnancy (articles III and IV)*

The mean glucose curve obtained from FDA corresponded well with the familiar shape of glucose curves (142-144). Individual glucose curves have been presented in several publications (68;144;158), but the variability in curve trajectories is highly under-reported, and thus largely unknown. The information indicated by the shape of glucose curves is therefore rarely used in clinical practice, and only occasionally in research. Our findings emphasise the large variability in glucose curves, even though the study sample was relatively homogenous, and provide a reference for glucose curves in healthy, pregnant women.

The interpretation of FPC curves is essential for the usefulness of FPCA. Current insight into metabolism supported the interpretations of the FPCs (“general glucose level”, “timing of postprandial peak” and “oscillations”) as plausible and important physiological features. The identification of the general glucose levels as the most dominant characteristics of individual glucose curves was supported by the strong associations between FPC1 scores and the AUCs, and the positive association with early pregnancy BMI. The association with BMI is in accordance with physiological knowledge of obesity and insulin resistance (51;159). The importance of the general glucose level is also in accordance with numerous studies focusing on the importance of elevated glucose of various types, e.g. fasting, 1-h, 2-h or HbA1c values, in diabetes research (51;69;79).

In article IV, we found that the general glucose level accounted for a larger part of the variation across, than within visits, whereas the timing of the peak was more important for the variation within, than across visits. This is not surprising, as FPC2 represent more curvature than FPC1, and some of the curvature may be averaged out at the subject-specific level.

The elevated postprandial levels in third trimester, the small increase in fasting glucose, and the large increase in fasting insulin and prevalence of GDM from inclusion to weeks 30-32, are in accordance with an expected progressive insulin resistance among
pregnant women, and supports the finding of timing of postprandial peak as the second most important curve characteristic (51). The increase in postprandial values during pregnancy, and corresponding delay in postprandial peak, is also supported by several earlier studies (60-62;64;160). Many studies have found a decline in fasting glucose during the first trimester of pregnancy (53), but an overview of longitudinal studies during pregnancy showed conflicting results concerning later pregnancy fasting glucose (53). This justifies our findings of a small increase in fasting glucose from weeks 14-16, to 30-32.

The interpretation of FPC3s as “oscillations” was chosen on basis of physiological theories and studies with more frequent sampling during OGTTs (68;161).

In article III, the FPC1 scores, 2-h values and AUC at weeks 14-16 differed significantly between groups of women without a GDM diagnosis at weeks 30-32. However, only FPC2 scores at weeks 14-16 were significantly different between women with and without GDM at weeks 30-32 and only FPC2 and FPC3 scores differed significantly between diabetic women with the highest and second highest 2-h values in the third trimester. Thus, at weeks 14-16, FPC1 or AUC alone did not capture all of the essential information about the differences in glucose metabolism. To distinguish curve trajectories reflecting deviating glucose tolerance from those considered normal, the information from FPC2 and FPC3 was necessary. A study of type 1 DM patients with islet transplantations found that increased glucose AUC and time to peak C-peptide after metabolic testing were metabolic markers of islet allograft dysfunction (162), supporting the physiological importance of both FPC1 and FPC2 scores. The timing of the peak C-peptide was also found to be predictive of progression to type 1 DM in the Diabetes Prevention Trial (163).

The HAPO study findings include significantly higher odds ratios for high birth weight, cord-blood serum C-peptide level and percentage body fat (above their respective 90th percentiles), for high fasting, 1-hour and 2-hour glucose levels (79;81), which supports our findings of important impact of FPC1 scores, interpreted as “general glucose level”, on these outcomes. Other studies with a similar scope, but smaller sample sizes are also in accordance with these findings (164-168). However, none of these studies addressed the impact of the dynamic regulation of the blood glucose, which is embedded in the FPC2 and FPC3 scores. Some studies have commented on the postprandial peak and birth outcomes (61;169;170), but to our knowledge, our study is the first to formally investigate the impact of the timing of the postprandial peak. The extension of the Pedersen hypothesis to the normal-glycaemic range (79), and the new GDM criteria which takes into account both the fasting, 1-
h and 2-h OGTT values (171) indirectly also supports the findings of an important role of dynamics in the curves.

5.6 **External validity**

Inclusion and exclusion criteria make the population of eligible subjects relatively homogenous and make it easier to argue for good internal validity, as the lack of distinct sub-groups, e.g. due to genetic or epigenetic variation, is likely to reduce the number of confounders. On the other hand, results from a strongly selected sample may be difficult to generalise to subjects outside the study sample. Restricting the cohort to women of Scandinavian origin (Figure 5.1) makes the study sample less representative for the total population in Norway, and especially in Oslo, where there is a relatively large proportion (approximately 20%) of non-Scandinavian immigrants (172).

The overall aim of the STORK study was to gain insights into maternal metabolic syndrome and determinants of foetal macrosomia (114). It can be argued that the general physiological mechanisms studied in our articles will be similar in all healthy pregnant women. However, variation between populations has been found, i.e. for the associations between pre-pregnancy BMI and the risk of GDM (46), and for the associations between maternal obesity and pregnancy outcomes (39). Also, glucose values and the prevalence of DM and GDM vary substantially between populations (74;75). This may be a consequence of genetic, social or life style factors. Such factors are not measured in our study, but due to the selection procedure, they may be expected to vary less in our study samples than among pregnant women in general. Hence, it cannot be ruled out that some of our results will be different in other populations. Future studies are needed to validate our findings and to evaluate the extent of this difference, and whether associations are weaker or stronger in other populations.

Participation in the study might lead to behavioural change during pregnancy, and make the results from late pregnancy less generalizable to pregnant women outside the study. A comparable study of pregnant women found that there was a significant reduction in smoking, alcohol consumption and intake of caffeinated drinks, but little change in fruit and vegetable intake (173). Thus, behavioural changes are not likely to be substantial, and the data from weeks 30-32 are as generalizable as the early pregnancy data.
6 Conclusions

We have used path analysis and FDA to gain physiological insight into problems of clinical interest in a cohort of pregnant women. Path analysis is particularly suited for the analysis of mediation. Although it is far from being a modern statistical method, it is under-utilised in some areas of clinical research, and our contribution is therefore important. FDA and multilevel functional models represent novel approach to the analysis of glucose measurements, and for analysing functional data at several visits in relation to an outcome. We have facilitated the presentation of the analyses and results, to make such analyses available to applied statisticians and clinical researchers.

More specifically, we found that

- The use of path analysis in combination with current biological concepts added to the knowledge of the adipose tissue-derived inflammatory factors IL-6 and IL-1Ra as mediators in the association between early pregnancy BMI and birth weight. Even though the metabolic pathways are complex, simplified path models like the one in article I may be useful.

- The unexpected trend during long-term use of a glucose measurement system most likely originated from the measurement system. We successfully removed the trend by a weighted average of regression estimates based on independent control solutions.

- FDA of glucose curves in early pregnancy was superior to traditional analyses of OGTT data in terms of providing physiologically interpretable and important temporal information, specifically in terms of differentiating between women who did and did not develop GDM later in pregnancy.

- The shape information from glucose curve data from two time points during pregnancy had significant impact on birth weight, neonatal percentage of fat, and C-peptide in cord blood, demonstrating physiological relevance of a late postprandial glucose peak, generally high glucose levels during pregnancy, and high third trimester glucose levels. Shape information inherent in entire glucose curves is important for several outcomes, and may contribute to the understanding of the metabolic changes during pregnancy.
Clinical implications and future perspectives

The topics of observational clinical studies often include problems with complex structures, and statistical methods other than those traditionally applied in clinical research may be necessary to answer the research questions. For instance, path analyses, and recently also FDA, are methods that are well known from other research fields, but such analyses are still not common knowledge or common tools in clinical studies. As an example, one of the reviewers of article I commented the lack of \( p \) values. To statisticians, Bayesian inference based on estimates and CrIs is a matter of convenience, but clinical readers may find the interpretation of the results challenging. Applied biostatisticians should take on this task.

The results from article I imply that there is a need for experimental studies to assess the molecular mechanisms of inflammation in relation to obesity and pregnancy.

We found that a point-of-care glucose device may give erroneous results when used over a long time period. Our results should be taken into consideration when such devices are developed, produced and used. The results in article II emphasise the importance of quality control of measurement procedures. Health care workers and researchers must be aware of the need to perform regular quality controls, including the use of control charts and regularly sampled blood tests, analysed at an accredited laboratory (56;122). Such procedures will unmask trends or shifts during the study period and make it possible to search for underlying reasons, like changes in reagent strip lots or control lots.

We recommend the FDA approach for the analysis of glucose data sampled repeatedly during glucose tolerance testing, or continuous glucose monitoring, to capitalize on important information that would otherwise be lost. Continuous glucose monitoring might increasingly be used in future studies and in individual patient care to obtain OGTT measurements and measurements of glucose profiles in daily life. Currently, many studies of data from continuous glucose monitoring devices restrict the analyses to simple summary measures like the mean glucose (63;174). Such data should be analysed by FDA. Challenges in the analysis of data from daily life glucose profiles will include curve alignment (26), which was not a topic in our analyses.

Furthermore, comparison of curve shape information from individuals with insulin resistance or beta cell failure might reveal whether curve features can distinguish between these two main processes that lead to the development of diabetes.

The AUC was strongly correlated with FPC scores that provided information about the general glucose level during the OGTT, but not with scores providing information about
timing of postprandial peak or oscillations, nor with the fasting or 2-h values. Our recommendation is therefore to use AUC values rather than the fasting values or 2-h values, if FDA is not applied.

The presented techniques should also be explored in studies in non-pregnant populations. Examples include studies of metabolic disorders, metabolic changes during or after meals or after physical exercise, and diurnal measurements of hormone regulation. This is in accordance with a recent review (32).

Shape information inherent in glucose curves can contribute to a better understanding of the different stages in the development of unhealthy glucose metabolism, and to a more precise prediction of women at risk for maternal or foetal complications. Then, interventions targeted to modify glucose curves could be initiated before a GDM diagnosis is given, or treatment for it is necessary. Such interventions have been studied in pregnant and non-pregnant study samples (175-177). Future studies should investigate whether such interventions also may affect pregnancy outcomes, and have positive long-term effects on maternal health.
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Appendix: Supplementary results

Figure 1. Time-dependent trends in measured (red) and de-trended (black) blood glucose at visit 1 (upper panel) and visit 3 (lower panel)

Fasting glucose      30 min    60 min    90 min    120 min

β = 0.11 (0.09, 0.12) p < 0.001
β = 0.01 (-0.001, 0.025) p = 0.08
β = -0.04 (-0.08, -0.01) p = 0.02
β = 0.06 (0.04, 0.07) p < 0.001
β = 0.04 (-0.06, -0.02) p < 0.001
β = 0.19 (0.15, 0.24) p < 0.001
β = 0.04 (-0.001, 0.08) p = 0.06
β = -0.01 (-0.05, 0.04) p = 0.77
β = 0.29 (0.25, 0.34) p < 0.001
β = -0.02 (-0.06, 0.02) p = 0.77
β = 0.21 (0.14, 0.27) p < 0.001
β = 0.04 (-0.08, -0.01) p = 0.02
β = 0.16 (0.10, 0.22) p < 0.001
β = 0.00 (-0.05, 0.06) p = 0.91
β = 0.003 (-0.05, 0.05) p = 0.92
β = -0.003 (-0.05, 0.05) p = 0.92
Figure 2. Control charts (X-charts) for the high and low quality control samples described in Article 1. The light grey horizontal line in each plot is the mean of the 30 first registrations, extended throughout the period. In each plot, the dark grey and black lines are the alarm limits, defined as mean ± 2SD of the first 30 consecutive data points, and the control limits, defined as mean ± 3SD of the first 30 consecutive data points, respectively.
The interleukins IL-6 and IL-1Ra: a mediating role in the associations between BMI and birth weight?
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The biological mechanisms in the association between maternal body mass index (BMI) and birth weight are not well understood, but are likely to involve maternal plasma glucose levels and nutrient transport across the placenta, both important modulators of fetal growth. Adipose tissue contributes to circulating levels of interleukins that may affect glucose metabolism and possibly also placental transport of nutrients. We investigated possible mediating roles of Interleukin 6 (IL-6) and Interleukin 1 Receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) in 208 pregnant women. Known and hypothesized dependencies between BMI in early pregnancy and fasting glucose, IL-1Ra and IL-6 at gestational weeks 30–32, and birth weight were specified in a path diagram. Standardized regression coefficients, expressing direct, indirect and total effects, were estimated by Bayesian path analysis. Mean (s.d.) BMI was 24.9 kg/m² (4.2) and mean (s.d.) birth weight 3748 g (454). The total effect of BMI on birth weight was 0.24 (95% credibility interval (CrI) [0.12, 0.36]). The direct effect of IL-1Ra on birth weight was not statistically significant, but significant effects of BMI on IL-1Ra (0.61, 95% CrI [0.51, 0.72]), of IL-1Ra on fasting glucose (0.17, 95% CrI [0.01, 0.34]) and of fasting glucose on birth weight (0.24, 95% CrI [0.12, 0.36]) implied an indirect pathway from BMI via IL-1Ra on birth weight. Approximately 20% of the effect of BMI on birth weight was mediated through IL-1Ra. For IL-6, no such effects were found. Our results indicate that IL-1Ra may be a mediator in the association between BMI and birth weight.
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Introduction

Birth weight is a result of a complex interaction between maternal, placental and fetal factors. Of the maternal factors, maternal body mass index (BMI) is a strong, independent and modifiable predictor of birth weight and has been estimated to account for roughly 10–20% of the variance in birth weight.1–4 While numerous studies have shown an association between maternal BMI and birth weight, fewer studies have addressed the issue of biological mediators in this association.5,6 Considering the increasing prevalence of maternal obesity and the long-term implications of birth weight on later health and disease, an understanding of how excess fat exerts effects on birth weight is important.7 There are at least two ways in which maternal BMI may affect fetal growth, by modifying nutrient availability or by modifying placental nutrient transport. Traditionally, the link between maternal BMI and birth weight has been attributed in large to maternal hyperglycemia and partly to other metabolic alterations associated with obesity, that is, changes in nutrient availability.8,9 However, the fact that BMI remains a significant determinant of birth weight, after correcting for glucose in traditional regression analysis and also in studies of glucose-tolerant women, indicates that other factors associated with maternal obesity are likely to play a role in fetal growth.9–12 Studies of non-pregnant populations as well as animal experiments suggest a role of adipose tissue-derived inflammatory factors like interleukins (IL-6 and IL-1Ra), tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and other adipocytokines as molecular links between excess adipose tissue and deranged glucose metabolism, including increased insulin resistance.13–15 The few studies concerning inflammatory factors and insulin resistance in pregnancy indicate that at least some of the same mechanisms are present during gestation.16 Direct effects of adipose tissue-derived factors on placental properties have also been suggested. There is evidence of maternal obesity affecting placental size and inflammatory properties17 and preliminary data suggest that placental nutrient transport capacity may be directly affected by interleukins like
IL-6. Thus, adipokines may have a role as mediators in the associations between maternal fat mass, maternal glucose levels, placental properties and birth weight.

We studied whether the interleukins IL-6 and IL-1Ra had mediating roles in the association between BMI and birth weight. There are conflicting data about the association between TNF and BMI. We therefore chose not to include TNF as a potential mediator. Known and hypothesized dependencies between the chosen variables were depicted in a path diagram. Effect sizes were estimated by path analysis, which is a method where several multiple regression equations are combined to obtain estimates of direct and indirect effects. We used data from healthy pregnant women without infections, sampled from a Norwegian cohort study. To our knowledge, previous studies have not used path analysis in testing for inflammatory factors as mediators in the association between maternal BMI and birth weight.

Methods
The present work was performed in a subsample of the STORK study. STORK is a prospective cohort study of healthy women of Scandinavian heritage who registered for obstetric care at Oslo University hospital Rikshospitalet from 2002 to 2008 (n = 1030). Exclusion criteria were multiple pregnancies, known pre-gestational diabetes and severe chronic diseases (lung, cardiac, gastrointestinal or renal). The women were scheduled for four examinations at gestational weeks 14–16, 22–24, 30–32 and 36–38. Maternal height was measured at the first visit and weight at each visit. Fasting glucose was measured at weeks 14–16 and 30–32. Data on age, parity, educational level, smoking status and pregestational BMI were registered. Gestational age was based on ultrasound measures made at weeks 17–19. Data on preeclampsia and hypertension were obtained from hospital records. Birth weight was measured with a calibrated scale.

The present subsample included 240 women from the first part of the STORK cohort (n = 553), enrolled during the period 2002–2005 (Fig. 1). Inflammatory markers were obtained from fasting blood samples at all four visits. A subsample was chosen due to the limited resources for cytokine and other biochemical analyses. Placental insufficiency may be associated with inflammatory changes, and the subsample was therefore restricted to women giving birth to a baby above the 10th birth weight percentile (2962 g) of the cohort. Stratified random sampling based on birth weight below or above 4200 g was used to ensure that women with macrosomic babies were included. Women with possible infections indicated by a C-reactive protein (CRP) value above 10 mg/l, extreme values on IL-1Ra or IL-6 (values beyond 3 S.D. in log scale), or missing data of any variable in the path analysis were excluded from the analyses. The final study sample comprised 208 women (Fig. 1).

The study was approved by the Regional Committees for Medical Research Ethics and all women gave their written informed consent.

Blood sampling and biochemical measurements
The blood samples were drawn in the morning, between 0730 and 0830 after an overnight fast, and were obtained from vein puncture in tubes containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Plasma glucose was measured immediately in EDTA blood by Accu Chek Glucose Test strips (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland).
using commercially available kits (BIOSOURCE, Invitrogen IL-6 (high sensitivity) and IL-1Ra were measured by ELISA

the STORK cohort (n = 208) and the remaining eligible women in

quartiles. Independent samples t-tests were used to compare the

study sample (n = 208) and the remaining eligible women in

the STORK cohort (n = 258, Fig. 1). Descriptive analyses and

t-tests were performed by SPSS version 15.

Analytical methods in clinical research often rely on multiple

regression models with one main outcome variable and

explanatory variables treated on equal terms. Path analysis, in

contrast, is a multivariable method based on a model with

several linked regression equations. Within this system of

equations, some of the variables can be considered both as

outcome variables and as explanatory variables. Path analysis is

a form of structural equation modeling that requires that all

hypothesized dependencies between the variables are specified

in a model and depicted in a path diagram, prior to the ana-

lysis. Arrows in a path diagram represent dependencies between

variables, and absence of an arrow between two variables

indicates that these variables are considered statistically inde-

pendent in the model. All direct and indirect relations among

measured variables can be read off the path diagram.

Based on the literature, we constructed a path diagram for

this study, which specified the hypothesized biological path-

ways between BMI in early pregnancy (weeks 14–16) and

fasting glucose, IL-1Ra and IL-6 at weeks 30–32 (Fig. 2). The effect of BMI on birth weight was decomposed into a
direct effect and indirect effects. The indirect pathways were

hypothesized to be mediated by fasting glucose (nutrient availability), the interleukins IL-1Ra or IL-6 or a combination of these. BMI was measured in

the first trimester, fasting glucose and interleukins at weeks 30–32

gestational age at birth. Arrows represent dependencies between variables. Absence of an arrow between two variables

indicates that the variables are considered to be statistically

independent in the model.

Path analyses were performed using Bayesian estimation

procedures, with the R2WinBUGS package, that runs

WinBUGS from the statistical software R. Bayesian estimation
gives estimates of regression coefficients and corre-

sponding credibility intervals (CrIs), which are comparable

with frequentistic confidence intervals. Considerations of

statistical significance were based on the coverage of the

credibility intervals. Comparison of models was carried out

by the deviance information criterion (DIC); lower numbers

of DIC are preferable. Further details of the Bayesian model

specification and model fitting can be found in Appendix A.

Results

Characteristics of the study sample are shown in Table 1. The

study sample was not statistically different from those not

selected to the present substudy (0.08 ≤ P ≤ 0.95), except

from a significantly lower gestational age at visit 3 in the

study sample (means 30.8 and 31.0 weeks, respectively, P = 0.05). Gestational age at birth ranged from 37.0 to 42.1

weeks. No significant bivariate correlations between gesta-

tional age at birth and BMI, fasting glucose, IL-1Ra or IL-6

were found in our study sample (results not shown).

Path analysis estimates of the model shown in Fig. 2, expressed as standardized regression coefficients and CrIs, are

shown in Table 2. Gestational age at birth, maternal BMI in

early second trimester and fasting glucose in late pregn-

ancy all had significant direct effects on birth weight. The

strongest of these, with a standardized regression coefficient of

0.40 (95% CrI [0.28, 0.52]), was found for gestational age.

This value implies that an increase of 1 S.D. in gestational age

(1.2 weeks) gives a mean increase of 0.40 S.D. in birth weight

(182 g). An alternative interpretation is that gestational age
Table 1. Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample characteristic</th>
<th>Study sample (n = 208a)</th>
<th>STORK cohort BW ≥ 2962 g, not selected for present substudy (n = 258b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-gestational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²; self-reported)</td>
<td>23.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>23.7 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para 0</td>
<td>98 (47%)</td>
<td>136 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University education</td>
<td>172 (83%)</td>
<td>219 (85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 1 (weeks 14–16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks)</td>
<td>15.7 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.7 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily smokersc</td>
<td>5 (2%)</td>
<td>11 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of mother (years)</td>
<td>31.3 (3.9)</td>
<td>31.2 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.9 (4.2)</td>
<td>25.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting glucose (mg/ml)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit 3 (weeks 30–32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks)</td>
<td>30.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>31.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting glucose (mg/ml)</td>
<td>4.4 (0.5)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1Ra (pg/ml; median) [Q1, Q3]</td>
<td>165 [136, 212]</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 (pg/ml; median) [Q1, Q3]</td>
<td>0.18 [0.10, 0.33]</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preeclampsia</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>10 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks)</td>
<td>39.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>39.9 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW (g)</td>
<td>3748 (454)</td>
<td>3730 (451)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>114 (55%)</td>
<td>138 (53%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BW, birth weight; BMI, body mass index.

Selected characteristics of the study sample (n = 208) and 258 women from the STORK cohort who were not selected for this study. The numbers are mean (s.d.) or frequency (%) unless otherwise stated.
a Complete data on BMI at visit 1, fasting glucose, IL-1Ra and IL-6 at visit 3 and BW and gestational age at birth. Other numbers may vary due to missing values.
b Complete data on BW and gestational age at birth. Other numbers may vary due to missing values.
c More than 1 cigarette/day.

Table 2. Path analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variablea</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>95% CrI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
<td>Direct effect gestational age → BW</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect BMI → BW</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect glucose → BW</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect IL-1Ra → BW</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect IL-6 → BW</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting glucose</td>
<td>Direct effect BMI → fasting glucose</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect IL-1Ra → fasting glucose</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1Ra</td>
<td>Direct effect BMI → IL-1Ra</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct effect IL-6 → IL-1Ra</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Direct effect BMI → IL-6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BW, birth weight; BMI, body mass index; CrI, credibility intervals.

Results from the path analysis illustrated in Figure 2. The table shows direct effects with corresponding CrI for the paths depicted in the figure, as well as the total effect of BMI on BW.
a BMI was measured in first trimester, fasting glucose and interleukins at weeks 30–32, and gestational age at birth.
accounts for 40% of the total variation in birth weight. The estimated direct effects for BMI and fasting glucose were 0.16 (95% CrI [0.00, 0.32]) and 0.14 (95% CrI [0.01, 0.27]), respectively.

The estimated direct effect of BMI on fasting glucose was also significant (0.22, 95% CrI [0.05, 0.39]), implying an indirect effect of BMI on birth weight mediated through glucose. An estimate of this indirect effect can be calculated from the direct effects of BMI on fasting glucose and fasting glucose on birth weight: 0.22 · 0.14 = 0.03.

There was no significant direct effect of IL-1Ra on birth weight. The effect of IL-1Ra on fasting glucose, however, was significant (0.17, 95% CrI [0.01, 0.34]), implying an indirect effect of IL-1Ra on birth weight. An estimate of this indirect effect can be calculated from the direct effects involved: 0.17 · 0.14 = 0.02. Hence, the effect of BMI on birth weight mediated through IL-1Ra was split into one path involving IL-1Ra only (estimated effect 0.61 · 0.06 = 0.03) and one path via IL-1Ra and fasting glucose (estimated effect 0.61 · 0.17 · 0.14 = 0.02). In total, the estimated effect of BMI involving IL-1Ra was 0.05 (95% CrI [−0.05, 0.15]).

No significant direct effect of IL-6 on birth weight was found. In addition, the effect of IL-6 on IL-1Ra was not significant, indicating neither direct nor indirect effect of IL-6 on birth weight. The direct effect of BMI on IL-6 was significant (0.17, 95% CrI [0.03, 0.31]), but the indirect effect of BMI via IL-6 on birth weight was negligible in comparison to the other effects estimated in the model (<0.01, calculations not shown).

The total effect of maternal BMI on birth weight was estimated to be 0.24 (95% CrI [0.12, 0.36]). The total effect is the sum of the direct effect (0.16) and indirect effects via glucose only, via IL-1Ra only, via IL-1Ra and glucose and via IL-6 (Fig. 2), calculated above to be 0.03, 0.03, 0.02 and <0.01, respectively. The decomposition of the total effect of BMI on birth weight is emphasized in Fig. 3. The figure shows the relative percentages of the total BMI effect, through the different pathways in the model. Approximately 20% (0.05/0.24) of the total BMI effect worked through paths involving IL-1Ra, whereas a negligible percentage (<1%) involved IL-6. Approximately 13% (0.03/0.24) of the effect worked through glucose without involving IL-1Ra. The remaining 67% (0.16/0.24) of the BMI effect represent effects not explained by variables or structures in our model.

Considering the above results, a reduced model without IL-6 was formulated and the corresponding effects estimated (results not shown). DIC decreased substantially (from 2193 to 1603). The large reduction was mostly attributable to the weak association between BMI and IL-6, as the predictive capabilities of the model as a whole improves when leaving IL-6 out of the model. The effect of IL-1Ra on fasting glucose was not affected by the changes in the model. The direct effect of IL-1Ra on birth weight was still not significant, and the proportion of the total effect of BMI mediated through IL-1Ra was still approximately 20%.

**Discussion**

There are numerous reports on the effect of maternal BMI on birth weight, but the biological mechanisms behind this association still remain to be elucidated. We have studied the possible mediating role of interleukins (IL-6 and IL-1Ra) in the association between BMI and birth weight. Path analysis indicated a mediating role of IL-1Ra, but less impact of IL-6.

The use of path diagrams and analysis of structural models is expanding in the field of epidemiology, including studies of pregnancy outcome, and there is a need for biological understanding. The crucial task in path analysis is to formulate a plausible path diagram based on existing evidence and current biological concepts. Maternal BMI may modify both nutrient availability and nutrient transport. Maternal BMI is a strong determinant of glucose plasma levels, and might thus indirectly affect birth weight through increasing nutrient availability for fetal growth. We chose to include fasting glucose in the path diagram as some studies, including ours, indicate fasting glucose to correlate more strongly with both BMI and birth weight than the 2h glucose value. Late gestation glucose levels were included in the diagram, that is, when fetal growth is at its maximum.

In recent years, a growing body of literature has established a relation between BMI and low-grade systemic inflammation. There is increasing evidence that the same relation is present during pregnancy. Adipose tissue-derived inflammatory factors, including interleukins, have received considerable attention as potential mediators in the link between excess fat and the dysregulation of glucose metabolism including increased insulin resistance in obesity. Our selection of potential inflammatory mediators was based on several considerations. In general, data from the non-pregnant population indicate that IL-6 and IL-1Ra are both central interleukins and interact with each other. They are upstream markers of inflammation, which are both elevated in obesity and have been implicated in glucose regulation in pregnancy outcome.
epidemiological and experimental studies. Furthermore, IL-6 has been found to be elevated in obese pregnant women. Data are lacking for IL-1Ra and maternal obesity, but IL-1Ra is one of the most consistent markers of obesity in the non-pregnant population.

Fetal growth is also dependent on nutrient transport across the placenta. Maternal obesity has been found to affect placental size, structure and function. Inflammatory molecules do not easily pass the placenta and maternal inflammation does not seem to be associated with umbilical cord inflammation. Therefore, an effect of adipokines on birth weight will expectedly work through altered placental transport capacity or function. Indeed, preliminary data show an effect on transport proteins in the placenta after exposure to IL-6. IL-6 may also act on the placenta and regulate fetal growth through upregulating leptin, which in turn regulates placental growth, nutrient transfer and fetal fat accretion. Finally, experimental studies have demonstrated increased litter fat mass after prenatal exposure to IL-6 and one study has linked maternal IL-6 levels directly to neonatal fat mass. Thus, the literature suggests a biological role for interleukins in the association between maternal BMI and birth weight.

The hypothesized associations were partly confirmed in our data. About 20% of the effect of BMI on birth weight was mediated through paths involving IL-1Ra. However, IL-1Ra is a dual marker; it is an anti-inflammatory cytokine, binding to IL-1 receptor without inducing an effect, but at the same time reflects an activation of the IL-1 system and is also a marker of inflammation in general. Based on this, we cannot rule out that the measured effect of IL-1Ra reflects the action of IL-1β. This emphasizes the need for experimental studies to assess molecular mechanisms and also emphasizes the importance of interpreting results from observational studies with caution concerning causality. However, this result indicates a substantial role for the interleukin 1-system in the deranged glucose metabolism associated with higher maternal BMI during pregnancy and consequently an important role for interleukins as mediators between maternal fat mass, glucose and birth weight. We did not find significant direct effects of the interleukins on birth weight. There might be several explanations for this finding. It may be that interleukins like IL-6 and IL-1Ra do not play an important role in regulating fetal growth through changing placental properties. The result may however also be due to the fact that cytokines display pleiotropic effects and show considerable biological variation. We chose two markers as representative of the inflammatory status in obese women, being aware that other markers may be important as mediators in the association between BMI and birth weight. In addition, effects of cytokines on birth weight are probably not an effect of a single mediator, but rather the result of the interactions of several and in combinations. Therefore, we cannot rule out that cytokines in combinations may have a direct effect on placental properties and birth weight even if we were not able to find such an effect.

We recognize that the hypothesized path diagram (Fig. 1), in which maternal BMI leads to increased inflammation with secondary downstream effects on glucose regulation and fetal growth, has limitations. Integrative physiology is much more complex than reflected in this simplified model. For example, fetal growth relies primarily on glucose as an energy substrate; however lipids and amino acids are also nutrient substrates for fetal growth. An expansion of the model to include lipids would be interesting.

Nevertheless, the analyses based on our simplified path diagram support the notion that inflammatory mediators are involved in the association between maternal BMI and birth weight.

BMI and birth weight are both surrogate markers of fat mass. We used BMI at early gestation in the path diagram, as maternal BMI and fat mass have been shown to correlate more strongly in early than in late pregnancy. Glucose and inflammatory markers were analyzed at gestational weeks 30–32 but there is evidence that the inflammatory and metabolic derangements associated with pregravid maternal obesity are sustained throughout pregnancy. The use of birth weight as a marker of fetal growth might explain why our results were not in accordance with the previously reported association between maternal IL-6 and prenatal growth reflected by neonatal fat mass.

Bayesian methods have been used to a limited extent in clinical research, but the WinBUGS software has made Bayesian methods available. Traditional frequentistic analyses are based on normality assumptions and central limit theory, whereas the WinBUGS analyses are based on prior assumptions and simulation techniques. For both approaches, the linearity of the regression equations should be explored. Frequentistic path analysis is sensitive to violations of normality assumptions in small samples and non-linearity or combinations of different types of variables can be difficult to handle. In Bayesian models, in contrast, non-normality and non-linearity are more easily dealt with. Such methods are also flexible with respect to several types of variables. In studies of complex biological mechanisms, the samples will typically be small due to the costs and restraints in collecting the data. In addition, inflammatory biological markers tend to be skewed, and sometimes display non-linear relations. Therefore, Bayesian methods represent a valuable tool in such studies.

The representativity of the STORK cohort, considering voluntarily participation and a closer follow-up than in usual obstetric care in Norway, has been described elsewhere. As our study focused on general physiological mechanisms, presumably similar in all healthy pregnant women, neither close follow-up nor self-selection effects would be likely to affect our results substantially.

We wanted to avoid confounding from other biological processes than those studied. Women with low infant birth weight were not included in this study because fetal growth restriction may be associated with placental inflammatory changes. No formal definition of fetal growth restriction exists, and the use of the 10th birth weight percentile as an exclusion criterion was in
accompany with a pragmatic tradition. We used a CRP value above 10 mg/l to exclude women with possible infections,24–26 thereby adjusting for confounding caused by infections. Unmeasured lifestyle factors (like diet or physical activity), genetic factors or biological factors might confound with the relations we studied, and thereby either attenuate or increase effects. However, it is hard to tell in what direction the effect sizes would be affected.69 Gestational age at birth was modeled as a potential confounder of the direct effects on birth weight, but not on the causal pathway to birth weight. Our estimates would be strongly affected if this was the case.65,66 However, no significant bivariate correlations between gestational age and the other variables were found in our study sample.

This study is based on a relatively large sample with measurements of inflammatory markers, which is a strength due to substantial biological variance of such markers.57 Furthermore, moderate effect estimates were anticipated. As a basis for comparison, maternal BMI, one of the major determinants of birth weight, accounts for approximately 10–20% of the variation in birth weight.1–4 Our result was similar, but only borderline significant, possibly due to the homogeneity of our study sample and a lack of power to detect small effects. Based on these considerations, we reported our model with all the original arrows present, although not all the direct effects were significant. Correspondingly, indirect effects were estimated with significant and non-significant direct effects included.

We conclude that the results of our study, combining current biological concepts and empirical data, suggest that adipose tissue-derived inflammatory factors may be mediators in the association between BMI and birth weight. Mechanisms like metabolic pathways are complex, yet simplified models like the current one may still be useful.
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**Appendix A**

All path estimates presented in this paper are based on MCMC samples from the joint posterior distribution of the parameters given in the data. We used three parallel MCMC chains in our calculations, each based on 30,000 iterations from which the first 10,000 were discarded as a ‘burn-in’ to achieve convergence, and a thinning factor of five to avoid autocorrelation in the samples. Inference was based on the remaining 12,000 iterations. Convergence of the MCMC series was confirmed using several plots and diagnostics available in the coda-package, including density plots, trace plots, autocorrelation plots, the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic and the Raftery-Lewis diagnostic. Vague prior probability distributions were used for all parameters. Different parameter specifications of the priors were tried to check for the influence of choice of priors. Computing code used to implement the models is available as supplementary material at the journal website (S1).
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model {
  for (j in 1:J) {
    fvsd[j] ~ dnorm(mu.fv[j], tau.fv)
    mu.fv[j] <- a.0 + a.gest*gestsd[j] + a.bmi*bmsd[j] + a.g03*g03sd[j] +
                a.il1ra3*il1ra3sd[j] + a.il63*il63sd[j]
  }
  g03sd[j] ~ dnorm(mu.g03[j], tau.g03)
  mu.g03[j] <- b.0 + b.bmi*bmsd[j] + b.il1ra3*il1ra3sd[j]
  il1ra3sd[j] ~ dnorm(mu.il1ra3[j], tau.il1ra3)
  mu.il1ra3[j] <- c.0 + c.bmi*bmsd[j] + c.il63*il63sd[j]
  il63sd[j] ~ dnorm(mu.il63[j], tau.il63)
  mu.il63[j] <- d.0 + d.bmi*bmsd[j]
}

a.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  a.gest ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  a.bmi ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  a.g03 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  a.il1ra3 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  a.il63 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)

b.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  b.bmi ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  b.il1ra3 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)

  c.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  c.bmi ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  c.il63 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)

d.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)
  d.bmi ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)

  tau.fv ~ dgamma(0.5, 0.5)
  sigma.fv <- 1/tau.fv
  tau.g03 ~ dgamma(0.5, 0.5)
  sigma.g03 <- 1/tau.g03
  tau.il1ra3 ~ dgamma(0.5, 0.5)
  sigma.il1ra3 <- 1/tau.il1ra3
  tau.il63 ~ dgamma(0.5, 0.5)
  sigma.il63 <- 1/tau.il63

  il1ra3tot <- a.il1ra3 + b.il1ra3*a.g03
  il63tot <- c.il63*b.il1ra3*a.g03 + c.il63*a.il1ra3 + a.il63

  bmitot <- d.bmi*(c.il63*b.il1ra3*a.g03 + c.il63*a.il1ra3 + a.il63) +
            c.bmi*(b.il1ra3*a.g03 + a.il1ra3) +
            b.bmi*a.g03 +
            a.bmi
  bmiviainf <- d.bmi*(c.il63*b.il1ra3*a.g03 + c.il63*a.il1ra3 + a.il63) +
              c.bmi*(b.il1ra3*a.g03 + a.il1ra3)
}

### Path_analysis.R ###

```r
library(R2WinBUGS)
library("coda")

bwsd.frame  <- data.frame(cbind(fvsd,bmisd,gestsd,g03sd,il1ra3sd,il63sd))
attach(bwsd.frame)

J  <- length(fvsd)
data  <- list("J","fvsd","gestsd","bmisd","g03sd","illra3sd","il63sd")

inits  <- function(){
  list( a.0 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       a.gest = rnorm(1,0,1),
       a.bmi = rnorm(1,0,1),
       a.g03 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       a.illra3 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       a.il63 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       b.0 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       b.bmi = rnorm(1,0,1),
       b.illra3 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       c.0 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       c.bmi = rnorm(1,0,1),
       c.il63 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       d.0 = rnorm(1,0,1),
       d.bmi = rnorm(1,0,1))
}

Model.sim <- bugs(data,inits,model.file="Model1.bug",
                   parameters.to.save=c("a.0","a.gest","a.bmi","a.g03","a.illra3",
                                 "a.il63","b.0","b.bmi","b.illra3","c.0","c.bmi","c.il63",
                                 "d.0","d.bmi","illra3tot","il63tot","bmiviainf",
                                 "sigma.fv","sigma.g03","sigma.illra3","sigma.il63"),
                   n.chains=3,
                   n.iter=30000,
                   n.burnin=10000,
                   n.thin=5,
                   # codaPkg=TRUE,       # For convergence diagnostics
                   # debug=TRUE,        # For log file display
                   bugs.directory="C:/Program Files/WinBUGS14")
```
Shape information from glucose curves: Functional data analysis compared with traditional summary measures
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Abstract

Background: Plasma glucose levels are important measures in medical care and research, and are often obtained from oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTT) with repeated measurements over 2–3 hours. It is common practice to use simple summary measures of OGTT curves. However, different OGTT curves can yield similar summary measures, and information of physiological or clinical interest may be lost. Our main aim was to extract information inherent in the shape of OGTT glucose curves, compare it with the information from simple summary measures, and explore the clinical usefulness of such information.

Methods: OGTTs with five glucose measurements over two hours were recorded for 974 healthy pregnant women in their first trimester. For each woman, the five measurements were transformed into smooth OGTT glucose curves by functional data analysis (FDA), a collection of statistical methods developed specifically to analyse curve data. The essential modes of temporal variation between OGTT glucose curves were extracted by functional principal component analysis. The resultant functional principal component (FPC) scores were compared with commonly used simple summary measures: fasting and two-hour (2-h) values, area under the curve (AUC) and simple shape index (2-h minus 90-min values, or 90-min minus 60-min values). Clinical usefulness of FDA was explored by regression analyses of glucose tolerance later in pregnancy.

Results: Over 99% of the variation between individually fitted curves was expressed in the first three FPCs, interpreted physiologically as “general level” (FPC1), “time to peak” (FPC2) and “oscillations” (FPC3). FPC1 scores correlated strongly with AUC ($r=0.999$), but less with the other simple summary measures ($−0.42≤r≤0.79$). FPC2 scores gave shape information not captured by simple summary measures ($−0.12≤r≤0.40$). FPC2 scores, but not FPC1 nor the simple summary measures, discriminated between women who did and did not develop gestational diabetes later in pregnancy.

Conclusions: FDA of OGTT glucose curves in early pregnancy extracted shape information that was not identified by commonly used simple summary measures. This information discriminated between women with and without gestational diabetes later in pregnancy.

Keywords: Area under the curve, Curve shape, Functional data analysis, Functional principal component analysis, Gestational diabetes, Glucose curve, Glucose oscillations, Glucose variability, Oral glucose tolerance test, Pregnancy
Background

Plasma glucose level is one of the most commonly used metabolic measures, both in research and in clinical settings [1-4]. In persons with normal glucose tolerance and metabolism, glucose levels rise after a dietary intake, and usually return to normal, postprandial levels after 2–3 hours [5,6]. For practical purposes, oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) is used to define glucose tolerance [5,7,8]. Numerous studies have shown that high OGTT values are associated with an increased risk of adverse health outcomes [2-4,9], but there is no general agreement with respect to time points for glucose sampling during OGTT, cut-off values or test duration [1,2,4,10].

OGTT values are discrete, ordered measurements from an underlying, continuous process; i.e. an individual's glucose regulation. Temporal OGTT measurements are often used to illustrate the underlying glucose curves, but the information inherent in the shape of these curves has been the subject of few studies [11-14]. It is common practice to use simple summary measures, such as fasting value, two-hour (2-h) value or area under the curve (AUC) to obtain information about an individual's glucose tolerance. Simple summary measures are also frequently used in studies with continuous glucose monitoring [15,16]. To gain more information from OGTT glucose curves, simple shape summaries (shape indices), have been suggested [11-13]. However, different OGTT glucose curve trajectories can yield similar simple summary measures, and information of physiological or clinical interest may consequently be lost.

Functional data analysis (FDA) is a collection of statistical techniques specifically developed to analyse curve data [17-19]. When applying FDA, the entire curve is used as the basic unit of information, instead of the OGTT measurements at specific time points. FDA has been applied in some research disciplines during the last couple of decades, and has yielded novel insights of clinical importance in neuroscience [20], nephrology [21] and range, or frequency and percentage. The study sample of 974 women. During follow-up, 2-h glucose values at gestational weeks 30–32 were available for 930 (95%) women.

Venous blood samples were collected for OGTT in tubes containing Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) between 07:30 and 08:30 after an overnight fast. Fasting glucose was measured immediately in a drop of fresh, whole EDTA blood, and further blood samples were taken every 30 minutes for 2 h, for a total of five OGTT measurements per woman. Glucose measurements were done by the Accu-Chek Sensor glucometer (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). Inter-assay coefficient of variation was <10%. Due to an unexpected increasing trend in fasting glucose values over the 7 years of participant recruitment, all glucose measurements were de-trended prior to the present analyses, as previously described in detail [26].

The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics, Southern Norway, Oslo, Norway (reference number S-01191), and performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participating women provided written informed consent.

Data description

Descriptive statistics were mean, standard deviation (SD) and range, or frequency and percentage. The study sample and women with incomplete OGTT data were compared by two-sample t tests or χ² tests.

Functional data analysis

FDA is a common term for statistical techniques specifically developed for analysing curve data [17-19]. In FDA a temporal set of observations is transformed into a single, functional object, and statistical analysis is then performed on this continuous function, rather than on the original discrete data points. This makes it possible to extract information from the temporal process as a whole, instead of merely point-by-point. In a sample of curves, the mean curve is used descriptively, as in

Methods

Participants and data

The STORK study is a prospective cohort of 1031 healthy pregnant women of Scandinavian heritage who registered for obstetric care at the Oslo University Hospital Rikshospitalet from 2001 to 2008 [25]. Exclusion criteria were multiple pregnancy, known history of type 1 or type 2 diabetes mellitus, and severe chronic diseases (pulmonary, cardiac, gastrointestinal, or renal). The overall aim of the STORK study was to gain insights into maternal metabolic syndrome and the determinants of foetal macrosomia [25]. Results of a 75 g OGTT, age, height and weight were recorded at inclusion at gestational weeks 14–16. Fifty-seven women (5.5%) with incomplete OGTT data were excluded, yielding a study sample of 974 women. During follow-up, 2-h glucose values at gestational weeks 30–32 were available for 930 (95%) women.

Venous blood samples were collected for OGTT in tubes containing Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) between 07:30 and 08:30 after an overnight fast. Fasting glucose was measured immediately in a drop of fresh, whole EDTA blood, and further blood samples were taken every 30 minutes for 2 h, for a total of five OGTT measurements per woman. Glucose measurements were done by the Accu-Chek Sensor glucometer (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). Inter-assay coefficient of variation was <10%. Due to an unexpected increasing trend in fasting glucose values over the 7 years of participant recruitment, all glucose measurements were de-trended prior to the present analyses, as previously described in detail [26].

The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics, Southern Norway, Oslo, Norway (reference number S-01191), and performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participating women provided written informed consent.

Data description

Descriptive statistics were mean, standard deviation (SD) and range, or frequency and percentage. The study sample and women with incomplete OGTT data were compared by two-sample t tests or χ² tests.

Functional data analysis

FDA is a common term for statistical techniques specifically developed for analysing curve data [17-19]. In FDA a temporal set of observations is transformed into a single, functional object, and statistical analysis is then performed on this continuous function, rather than on the original discrete data points. This makes it possible to extract information from the temporal process as a whole, instead of merely point-by-point. In a sample of curves, the mean curve is used descriptively, as in
traditional statistical analyses, and with proper modification, most standard statistical methods can be phrased in the framework of FDA. The principles of the analyses are explained hereafter, and technical details are given in the appendices.

Curve fitting
The five OGTT measurements for the 974 participating woman were converted into 974 continuous, smooth curves by subject-specific spline smoothing with B-splines basis functions [17,19] (Appendix A). These individually fitted curves formed the basis for the subsequent FDA.

Functional principal component analysis
FPCA was used to study the temporal variation in the 974 fitted curves. FPCA extracts a limited number of FPC curves that describe the temporal patterns associated with the largest proportions of the variation in the individual, fitted curves [17-19] (Appendix B). The FPC curves represent independent parts of the overall variability between the individual, fitted curves. The FPCA also yield individual FPC scores for each curve. The score variables are per definition independent, and the variation within the scores of an FPC quantifies the magnitude of the total variance explained by this FPC. A woman’s FPC score for an FPC curve reflects how her individual curve trajectory corresponds to the general temporal feature expressed by this FPC curve. By FPCA it is thus possible to study how OGTT glucose curve trajectories vary from woman to woman. FPC curves are often illustrated by plots showing how an individual curve differs from the mean curve if the FPC scores are high or low, rather than plots of the FPC curves directly [17-19]. As in traditional principal component analysis, FPCs may be interpreted and labelled according to the information they exhibit, which in turn can be related to more conventional physiological or clinical theories.

Functional principal component scores vs simple summary measures
The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used to assess the associations between FPC scores, original glucose measurements and several simple summary measures of OGTT: fasting value, 2-h value, AUC and a simple shape index. We used the most cited simple shape index for OGTT [12], defined as the 2-h value minus the 90-min value for curves classified as “mono- or bi- or triphasic” and left out of the analyses.

Functional analysis of variance
The relation between BMI and simple summary measures of glucose values is well-known [27]. Functional analysis of variance (FANOVA), the functional counterpart of traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA), was used to analyse the effect of BMI on the shape of OGTT glucose curves [18], using the fitted curves as responses. The WHO classification for BMI was utilised (underweight (<18.5 kg/m²), normal weight (18.5-25 kg/m², reference category), overweight (25–30 kg/m²) and obese (≥30 kg/m²) [27]) and BMI was entered as a categorical explanatory variable. The analysis was based on the shape of the mean curve in each BMI category, and the temporal differences between these curves (Appendix C). In FANOVA, the effect estimates are themselves curves over the same time span as the curves under study, i.e. OGTT glucose curves. Functional 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and p curves were obtained for the difference between two mean curves. The FANOVA also gives an overall p value for the difference between two BMI categories.

FANOVA vs ANOVA of simple summary measures
The simple summary measures described previously were compared across the BMI categories using traditional ANOVA, with Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests.

Curve shape information in regression analyses
There is an on-going discussion about the diagnostic criterion for GDM [28,29]. However, as a new international consensus has yet to be established, we have kept the GDM definition which at present is recommended by the WHO: a 2-h OGTT value of 7.8 mmol/l or higher [1]. Consequently, the 2-h value is important in current clinical practice. The impact of the curve shape in early pregnancy on glucose intolerance later in pregnancy, i.e. the 2-h value at gestational weeks 30–32, was assessed by regression analyses, using the FPC scores at gestational weeks 14–16 as explanatory variables.

To visualise the clinical usefulness of the curve shape information more clearly, and to account for potential non-linear relations between variables, the 2-h values at gestational weeks 30–32 were grouped into seven categories and multinomial logistic regression was performed [30] using this categorised variable as the response. The categories were based on the diagnostic criterion for GDM and on assessments of group size and percentiles in the sample: <3.27 (2.5th percentile), [3.27, 3.89) (2.5th-10th percentile), [3.89, 6.39) (10th-75th percentile; reference category), [6.39, 6.90) (75th-85th percentile; reference category), [6.90, 7.50) (85th-95th percentile; reference category), [7.50, 8.00) (95th-99th percentile).
percentile), [6.90, 7.8) (85th percentile to diagnostic cut-off for GDM) [7.8, 8.84) (GDM diagnosis to 98th percentile) and ≥8.84 mmol/l.

Five different models were fitted. Model 1 included BMI and the three independent FPC score variables from gestational weeks 14–16 as covariates, while models 2–5 included BMI and either the fasting value, the 2-h value, the AUC or the shape index, all from gestational weeks 14–16, as covariates. These simple measures were included one at a time in models 2–5, due to collinearity. Other covariates were not included in the models. It is beyond the scope of the article to build an extensive prediction model or to adjust for variables possibly on the causal pathway to the outcome. All covariates were continuous.

Software
FDA, i.e. curve fitting, FPCA and FANOVA, were performed using the fda package in R 2.13.0 [31]. The multinomial regression was done by the mlogit package in R 2.13.0 [31]. The R script is available as supplementary material [see Additional file 1]. All other analyses were performed in SPSS 19.

Results
Data description
Characteristics of the study sample at gestational weeks 14–16 are shown in Table 1. The women in the study sample were not significantly different from those with incomplete OGTT data (0.11≤p≤0.94). The number of women with a GDM diagnosis increased from 3 (0.3%) at gestational weeks 14–16 to 51 (5.5%) at gestational weeks 30–32 (Table 1).

Curve fitting
The individually fitted, smooth OGTT glucose curves at gestational weeks 14–16 showed large variations between the individual curves (Figure 1).

Functional principal component analysis
The essential modes of temporal variation between the fitted curves were extracted by FPCA (Figure 2). The first FPC (FPC1, Figure 2a) explained 88.1% of the variation between the fitted curves, the second FPC (FPC2, Figure 2b) 8.6% and the third FPC (FPC3, Figure 2c) 2.4%, respectively. The corresponding physiological interpretations were the general glucose level (FPC1, “general level”), the time to peak for glucose (FPC2, “main peak”), the 2-h value (FPC3, “2-h value”).

Table 1 Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Study sample, n=974a</th>
<th>Excludedb, n=57a</th>
<th>Total cohort, n=1031b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gestational weeks</td>
<td>15.8 (1.3) 12.1-22.0</td>
<td>16.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>15.8 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31 (4) 19-42</td>
<td>31 (4)</td>
<td>31 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para 0</td>
<td>517 (54%)</td>
<td>28 (50%)</td>
<td>545 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily smokerc</td>
<td>27 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>28 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>169 (6) 150-184</td>
<td>169 (6)</td>
<td>169 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>69.9 (12.0) 44.6-123.1</td>
<td>68.2 (12.5)</td>
<td>69.8 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.5 (3.9) 17.2-44.0</td>
<td>23.4 (3.8)</td>
<td>24.5 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weightd (g)</td>
<td>3588 (570) 600-5420</td>
<td>3554 (671)</td>
<td>3586 (576)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose (mmol/l), first trimester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>4.0 (0.4) 2.6-5.3</td>
<td>4.0 (0.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>5.7 (1.2) 2.5-9.7</td>
<td>5.7 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>5.0 (1.4) 2.0-10.9</td>
<td>4.9 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>4.5 (1.2) 2.0-10.1</td>
<td>4.5 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>4.1 (1.1) 1.2-7.8</td>
<td>4.1 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDM*: 2-h value≥7.8 mmol/l</td>
<td>3 (0.3%)</td>
<td>3 (0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose (mmol/l), third trimester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>5.5 (1.3) 1.9-10.3</td>
<td>5.5 (1.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDM*: 2-h value≥7.8 mmol/l</td>
<td>51 (5.5%)</td>
<td>54 (5.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean (SD) or frequency (%).

* Numbers may not add up to total due to missing data for some variables.
* Women excluded due to incomplete OGTT data.
* ≥1 cigarette/day.
* Birth weight of offspring.
* Gestational diabetes mellitus.
Figure 1 Observed OGTT data and individually fitted curves at gestational weeks 14–16. **a** shows the observed OGTT data (light grey) and individually fitted curves (dark grey) for the first five women in the study. The straight lines indicate measurements from the same woman. **b** shows the 974 individually fitted curves (grey) and the mean of these curves (black).

Figure 2 Results from the FPCA. **a-c** shows the mean of the fitted curves (solid line) and how the shape of an individual curve differs from the mean curve if a multiplication of the principal component curve (not shown) is added to (+ +) or subtracted from (− −) the mean curve. The multiplications correspond to one SD of the FPC1, FPC2 and FPC3 scores, respectively. **d-f** shows the mean of the fitted curves (black), and the individual curves for the five women with the highest positive scores (dark grey) and the five with the lowest negative scores (light grey) for each of the three FPCs.
“time to peak”) and the oscillations in OGTT glucose curves (FPC3 “oscillations”), respectively. Women with high FPC1 scores had generally high glucose levels compared with the mean glucose level (Figure 2a). Women with high FPC2 scores had a longer than average time to peak, and it took longer for their glucose levels to return to normal postprandial levels (Figure 2b). Women with high FPC3 scores had curves that oscillated faster than the mean (Figure 2c). The plots of the five women with the highest and lowest scores for each of the FPCs (Figure 2d-f) highlighted these physiological interpretations. In sum, more than 99% of the total variation between the individual curves was explained by the first three FPCs, and further analyses were therefore restricted to these three FPCs.

For the majority of the women (89%), the entire OGTT glucose curve was between 2.5 and 7.8 mmol/l, while 6% had hypoglycaemic levels (values <2.5 mmol/l [32]) and three women were diagnosed with GDM. The 974 individual, fitted curves are grouped according to the lower and upper quartiles of the FPC1 and FPC2 scores in Figure 3. Women with high scores for both FPC1 and FPC2 had the highest glucose levels (Figure 3c), and these included the three women with GDM. Several women had OGTT glucose curve trajectories similar to those of the three GDM cases, but their curves descended below the GDM diagnosis threshold just before 2 h (Figure 3c).

Functional principal component scores vs simple summary measures
The FPCA transformed the five correlated OGTT measurements (0.40≤r≤0.84) into three uncorrelated FPC scores reflecting three distinct temporal features (Table 2). In contrast to fasting value, the 2-h value was positively associated with all three FPC scores (0.37≤r≤0.79). AUC was highly correlated with the FPC1 scores (r=0.999) but not with the FPC2 and FPC3 scores (r=−0.01 and r=−0.05, respectively). The shape index was calculated as the 2-h value minus the 90-min value for 587 (60%) women, and as the 90-min value minus the 60-min value for 124 (13%) women. A total of 263 (27%) curves failed to meet the classification criteria of the shape index and were left out of these analyses. The shape index was most strongly associated with the FPC3 score (r=0.67). Pairwise scatter plots of these bivariate associations (not shown) showed that the three women classified as having GDM did not exhibit unusual FPC scores. Their FPC1 and FPC2 scores were high, but 33 other women had FPC1 scores in the same range, and 12 of them also had FPC2 scores above the upper quartile.

Functional analysis of variance
The means of the fitted curves differed between the four BMI categories (Figure 4a). While the curvature was similar, there were clear vertical shifts between the mean curves for normal weight, overweight and obese women. The functional CIs for the differences between underweight, overweight and obese women, as compared to normal weight women, are shown in Figure 4b. Pairwise comparisons of BMI categories showed the time periods of OGTT where the mean curves differed, as illustrated by the p curves in Figure 5. We found overall statistically significant differences between obese and overweight women (p<0.001), obese and normal weight women (p<0.001) and overweight and normal weight women (p<0.001). No statistically significant difference was found between underweight and normal weight women (p=0.26).

FANOVA vs ANOVA of simple summary measures
The results from ordinary ANOVA comparing the BMI categories in regard to fasting value, 2-h value or AUC were similar to those of the FANOVA comparisons. However, the shape index was only significantly different between obese and normal weight women (data not shown).

Multinomial regression with FPC scores
The means of the fitted curves at gestational weeks 14–16 for the seven pre-defined categories of 2-h values at gestational weeks 30–32 are shown in Figure 6. The women in the two upper categories (n=51) were all diagnosed with GDM at gestational weeks 30–32, but the mean curves in these two subgroups displayed different pathophysiology at gestational weeks 14–16. All women in the five lowest categories had a 2-h value below 7.8 mmol/l at gestational weeks 30–32, and were thus not diagnosed with GDM, but there were clear vertical shifts between their mean OGTT glucose curves at gestational weeks 14–16.

The results of the multinomial logistic regression analyses are shown in Table 3. The FPC1 scores and the AUC (Models 1 and 4, respectively) yielded nearly identical results, thus the results for AUC are not shown. We found that the mean FPC1 scores (and AUC) in the reference category were significantly different from the mean FPC1 scores in all other categories (all p<0.001), but that the mean FPC1 scores in subgroups of women with GDM were not significantly different (p=0.40). Also, the mean FPC1 scores in the lowest GDM category were not significantly different from the mean FPC1 scores in the closest non-GDM category (p=0.59). Similarly, no significant differences were found for fasting value, 2-h value or shape index in the three upper categories, i.e. between subgroups of women with and without GDM. In contrast, FPC2 scores discriminated between women who did and did not develop GDM, and between subgroups of women diagnosed with GDM later in pregnancy. The means of the FPC2 scores were significantly different between the three upper categories, p=0.01 and p=0.02, respectively. We also
found a difference in the FPC3 scores between the two GDM categories (p=0.05) (Table 3).

**Discussion**

The present study demonstrated how information inherent in the shape of OGTT glucose curves can be extracted. The FDA approach yielded quantifiable shape entities with physiologically interpretable information that was not contained in the traditional simple summary measures. The extracted shape information differed significantly between women who did and did not develop GDM, and between subgroups of women diagnosed with GDM later in pregnancy, while various simple summary measures did not.

![Image of FPC scores and OGTT glucose curves](image-url)
The challenge of extracting shape information from glucose curves has been addressed by others [11-14], but these studies have focused on either simple shape indices or advanced parametric modeling. The present study is the first to use statistical tools and corresponding available software developed specifically for curves, to analyze OGTT data.

Our results were based on a large and relatively homogenous sample of healthy, pregnant women, but on a small number of glucose measurements per woman, as compared to those of an intravenous glucose tolerance test. One might expect to find even more physiologically interesting details and discriminating features of OGTT glucose curves, e.g. a larger number of FPCs with a substantial percentage of explained variability and more temporal details in the FPCs, in a more heterogeneous population with a more frequent OGTT sampling. For instance, our fitted curves could not reveal more than two peaks, but curves based on more densely sampled measurements over a longer time period than 2 h would likely show decreasingly oscillating curves rather than purely bi-phasic trajectories [14]. We therefore proposed the term “oscillating” as a qualitative description of OGTT glucose curves with more than one peak rather than using the term “biphasic”, which has been used by others [12,14]. Furthermore, the classification of OGTT glucose curves as “biphasic”, “monophasic” or “unclassified”, involves several ad hoc conditions [12]. In the present study, we used FPC scores as continuous variables, as per general statistical recommendations, as this is the first choice of analysis in order to retain information and statistical power [33].

The mean of the fitted curves obtained from FDA (Figures 1, 2, 3) corresponded well with the familiar general shape of OGTT glucose curves [6,34,35]. In the literature in general, figures and analyses are usually based on the means at selected time points, with variability quantified by the SD or SE at the same time points, e.g. when comparing glucose responses [6]. In general, as seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the temporal mean under-communicates the temporal variability. Although individual glucose curves have been presented in several publications [14,35,36], the variability in curve trajectories is highly under-reported, and thus largely unknown. As a result, the information indicated by the shape of OGTT glucose curves is rarely used in clinical practice, and only occasionally in research, although the standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Pearson correlation coefficients for OGTT measurements, FPC scores and simple summary measures (n=974)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OGTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple shape indexa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a n=711. Calculated as 2-h value minus 90-min value, or 90-min minus 60-min value [12].

Figure 4 Results of the FANOVA. a shows the means of the fitted glucose curves for the BMI categories underweight (n=17, light grey curve), normal weight (n=588, bold grey curve), overweight (n=274, dark grey curve) and obese (n=87, black curve), b shows the estimated functional regression coefficients with corresponding CIs (shaded) and with normal weight as the reference category.
practice of taking repeated blood samples during OGTT suggests a focus on the curve. We have presented the individual, fitted curves in order to emphasise the heterogeneity between our study women and to provide a reference for OGTT glucose curves in healthy, pregnant women.

While a FPCA will decompose the variation between individual curves into a set of uncorrelated, temporal features, the clinical usefulness of this analysis depends on how the FPCs are interpreted. In this study, current insight into metabolism supported the interpretations of the FPCs as plausible and important physiological features. FPC1, which represented the general level and was the most important temporal feature of the curves, was almost perfectly correlated with AUC, and was significantly higher in women with high BMI. The fasting value and the 2-h value were also correlated with FPC1, but not as strongly as AUC. This is to be expected as a single measurement from a temporal phenomenon rarely describes the most essential temporal feature of the corresponding curve satisfactorily. Moreover, AUC is much better than the widely used fasting, or 2-h value in capturing the essential temporal information of OGTT glucose curves, which is consistent with results from previous studies [37-39]. The strongest association between the shape index and the FPC scores was found for FPC3 scores, which explained the smallest proportion of the total variance. This proportion was so small that FPC3 could have been left out of the analyses. We chose to include FPC3 for the comparison of FDA with the shape index. The shape index is based on an a priori classification of curves, involving an ad hoc set threshold for change. Many curves (27%) failed to meet the classification criteria and were left out of the analyses, resulting in a severe reduction of power and a biased representation of metabolic profiles in the study sample. Another, recently suggested shape index [13] is based on a rough approximation of the mean of the second order derivatives in the intervals between the measurements during the OGTT, giving a rough approximation of the total curvature. In the present study, FPC3 scores, representing the smallest proportion of the variance, quantified the amount of curvature. The shape feature of FPC3 was however less clear than for the first two

Figure 5 p curves for pairwise comparisons of BMI categories using functional permutation tests. The dashed line is the significance level of 0.05.
components, and although it is possible that the third component might explain a larger part of the total variation if the sampling was more frequent and over a longer time period, this component should be used and interpreted with caution.

Glucose tolerance early in pregnancy has been found to predict glucose tolerance later in pregnancy [40]. The FPC1 scores, 2-h values and AUC differed significantly between groups of women without a GDM diagnosis at gestational weeks 30–32. However, only FPC2 scores were significantly different between women with and without GDM and only FPC2 and FPC3 scores differed significantly between diabetic women with the highest and second highest 2-h values in the third trimester. Thus, FPC1 or AUC alone did not capture all of the essential information about the differences in glucose metabolism. To distinguish curve trajectories reflecting deviating glucose tolerance from those considered normal, the information from FPC2 and FPC3 was necessary. A study of type 1 diabetes mellitus patients with islet transplantation showed that increased glucose AUC and time to peak C-peptide after metabolic testing were metabolic markers of islet allograft dysfunction [41], supporting the physiological importance of both FPC1 and FPC2 scores. The timing of the peak C-peptide was also found to be predictive of progression to type 1 diabetes mellitus in the Diabetes Prevention Trial [42].

The alternative to data-driven approaches such as FPCA for analysing full glucose curves is parametric modelling based on differential equation models of physiological mechanisms. Current concepts of blood glucose dynamics have been summarised in such models [14,43-45]. For instance, blood glucose levels and, hence, the shapes of glucose curves are affected by a number of key organs and physiologic processes that regulate the entry and removal of glucose from the blood [12,46]. A major disadvantage of parametric models is that estimating each person’s individual parameters requires many measurements, often based on intravenous test procedures [47]. Although the use of OGTTs is debated [48], it is the simplest and most frequently used test procedure in larger studies because “gold-standard” intravenous procedures such as the euglycaemic clamp [49] are time-consuming, invasive and labour intensive.

Another important issue with parametric models of blood glucose regulation is the “closed loop” assumption, which can be hard to justify when modelling biological processes in the body because such processes are usually also susceptible to external influences. Diet, physical activity, obesity, changes in weight or visceral fat deposits, smoking and stress have all been shown to affect blood glucose levels [35] and external factors can have long-term effects on metabolism [50]. The genetic disposition of each individual adds to this complexity [51]. Finally, pregnancy causes alterations in a wide range of variables, including hormonal changes, insulin resistance and alterations in daily life habits. Nevertheless, parametric models seldom adjust for confounding by external variables [14,44,45]. Hence, even when parametric models seem to fit the data well, the error term for fit can include structural information not addressed in the predefined model, including information on the long-term effects of diet and the endocrine changes caused by pregnancy itself. This can make it difficult to validate the physiological theories underlying parametric models.

Although FDA or parametric modelling are the most natural approaches to glucose data for the study of glucose curves as single entities, there are alternatives to these analyses for the data presented in this article. For instance, the relation between BMI and glucose values could have been examined with a classical longitudinal data analysis with five repeated measurements per woman, with random effect of woman and modelling of the covariance structure. Also, instead of scores from FPCA, ordinary PCA scores based on the five glucose variables could be used as input to the regression analysis of glucose tolerance later in pregnancy. With only five measurements per curve, and measurements taken at the same time points for each woman, such traditional multivariate methods would be expected to extract similar information as the FDA. However, FDA is easier to apply in situations with more frequent sampling, sampling at unequal time points and missing data. In addition, FDA emphasizes the basic assumption about
### Table 3 Results from four multinomial logistic regression analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-h value, gestational weeks 30-32</th>
<th>FPC1 scores</th>
<th>FPC2 scores</th>
<th>FPC3 scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥8.84</td>
<td>12.6 (13.5)</td>
<td>1.08 (1.04, 1.13)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7.8, 8.84)</td>
<td>11.1 (13.1)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.07, 1.14)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.9, 7.8)</td>
<td>9.4 (12.8)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.07, 1.12)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.39, 6.90]</td>
<td>4.9 (9.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.04, 1.09)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.89, 6.39]</td>
<td>60.1 -1.8 (9.7)</td>
<td>1 Ref</td>
<td>0.2 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.27, 3.89]</td>
<td>70 -0.9 (8.7)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.91, 0.98)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3.27</td>
<td>23 -1.2 (9.8)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.78, 0.90)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model 2: Fasting value gestational weeks 14-16**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-h value, gestational weeks 14-16*</th>
<th>FPC1 scores</th>
<th>FPC2 scores</th>
<th>FPC3 scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥8.84</td>
<td>4.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.57, 0.36)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7.8, 8.84)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.22, 8.01)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.9, 7.8)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.4)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.25, 7.71)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.39, 6.90]</td>
<td>4.1 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.99, 0.32)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.89, 6.39]</td>
<td>60.1 0 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.99)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.27, 3.89]</td>
<td>70.0 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.15, 0.06)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3.27</td>
<td>23 0.8 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.09, 0.93)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The FPC1 scores in model 1 and the AUC in model 4 yielded nearly identical results and the AUC results are thus not shown.

*b p values from pairwise comparison between adjacent groups.

*c n=711. Calculated as 2-h value minus 90-min value, or 90-min minus 60-min value [12].

* Categories of 2-h values in the third trimester is the response variable and OGTT characteristics in gestational weeks 14–16 are explanatory variables. All models are adjusted for BMI in gestational weeks 14–16.
continuity of the underlying process and its derivatives, and opens for analysis of the derivatives of the curves.

Contrary to general statistical advice [33], we have categorised two continuous variables in the analyses. An important aim of the present work was to introduce FDA and its benefits to a clinical audience. To ease the presentation of FDA, we chose to categorise BMI and the 2-h glucose at gestational weeks 30–32, based on the use of these variables in clinical practice. Different BMI categories are assumed to represent different risk groups [27], and BMI categories are frequently reported in clinical literature. The categorised BMI variable was therefore used in the analyses, although functional regression with BMI as a continuous variable would be preferable from a statistical point of view [33], especially as there were no obvious signs of nonlinearity (Figure 4a). The categorisation of the 2-h glucose value at gestational weeks 30–32, in contrast, revealed important non-linear relations (Figure 6). As an alternative to the multinomial logistic regression model, a regression model with the 2-h value as a continuous response variable could have been used.

The women in the cohort underwent two OGTTs, but only one was considered functional in the present work. We chose the 2-h value in third trimester as the main outcome instead of the entire curve in third trimester, due to the clinical relevance of this value in pregnancy care. As glucose curves are not commonly used, inference about the 2-h value would better illustrate the usefulness of information from FDA for a maternal pregnancy outcome in clinical practice.

Continuous glucose monitoring devices allow for more frequent glucose sampling over longer periods and might increasingly be used in future studies and in individual patient care to obtain OGTT measurements and measurements of glucose profiles in daily life. An increasing use of continuous glucose monitoring advocates the use of statistical tools that can properly analyse the continuous stream of data by providing curves that may be subjected to FDA as illustrated in the current work.

Furthermore, comparison of curve shape information from individuals with insulin resistance or beta cell failure might reveal whether curve features can distinguish between these two main processes that lead to the development of diabetes. Also, the curve shape information as obtained by FPCA in early pregnancy has the potential to predict complications in later pregnancy better than simple summary measures.

Our work shows that the FDA approach worked well, despite the very limited number of measurements for each participant. Dynamic, physiological processes will often be represented by scarcely sampled measurements, especially when repeated blood samples are required. In addition to glucose regulation, other examples where an FDA approach can be valuable include diurnal measurements of hormone regulation, metabolic changes during or after meals, or after physical exercise. The presented techniques should therefore also be explored in studies of metabolic disorders in non-pregnant populations.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the FDA approach was superior to traditional analyses of OGTT data in terms of providing physiologically interpretable and important temporal information, and in terms of differentiating between women who did and did not develop GDM during pregnancy. We recommend the FDA approach for the analysis of glucose data sampled repeatedly during glucose tolerance testing, or continuous glucose monitoring, to capitalise on important information that would otherwise be lost.

Appendix A

A.1. Curve fitting in functional data analysis

Let \( y_i(t_j) \) be the measurement from individual \( i \) at time \( t_j, i = 1, \ldots, n \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, J \). In our OGTT data, \( n = 974 \) and \( J = 5 \). To each individual set of observations, \( y_i(t_j), j = 1, \ldots, J \), we fit a continuous, smooth function \( x_i(t) \), spanning the observed time range. In our OGTT data, \( t \in [0, 120] \). The estimation of the continuous functions \( x_i(t) \) from data points \( y_i(t_j) \) is based on the measurement model

\[
  y_i(t_j) = x_i(t_j) + e_{ij},
\]

where \( x_i(t_j) \) is \( x_i \) evaluated at time \( t_j \) and \( e_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \) is an error term. It can be shown that a smooth curve is well approximated by a linear combination of a set of smooth basis functions \( \phi_k(t), k = 1, \ldots, K, \)

\[
  x_i(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} c_{ik} \phi_k(t) = c_i^T \Phi(t),
\]

where \( c_{ik} \) is the coefficient for the \( k \)-th basis function, \( c_i = (c_{i1}, \ldots, c_{iK}) \), and \( \Phi(t) = (\phi_1(t), \ldots, \phi_K(t)) \). We apply B-spline basis functions, placing a knot at each of the \( J \) time points. With \( \phi_k(t) \) denoting the \( k \)-th basis function evaluated at time \( t_j \), substituting (2) into (1) yields

\[
  \begin{bmatrix}
    y_1(t_1) & \ldots & y_n(t_1) \\
    \vdots & \ldots & \vdots \\
    y_1(t_J) & \ldots & y_n(t_J)
  \end{bmatrix}
  =
  \begin{bmatrix}
    \phi_1(t_1) & \ldots & \phi_K(t_1) \\
    \vdots & \ldots & \vdots \\
    \phi_1(t_J) & \ldots & \phi_K(t_J)
  \end{bmatrix}
  \begin{bmatrix}
    c_{i1} & \ldots & c_{iK}
  \end{bmatrix}
  +
  \begin{bmatrix}
    e_{11} & \ldots & e_{1n} \\
    \vdots & \ldots & \vdots \\
    e_{n1} & \ldots & e_{nn}
  \end{bmatrix},
\]

which in matrix notation reads

\[
  \mathbf{Y} = \mathbf{\Phi} \mathbf{C} + \mathbf{E},
\]

with \( \mathbf{Y}, \mathbf{\Phi}, \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{E} \) defined from (3). Here \( \mathbf{Y} \) is the \( J \times n \) matrix of observed blood glucose measurements; \( \mathbf{\Phi} \) is the \( J \times K \) matrix of the values of the \( K \) basis functions evaluated at times \( t_j \) and \( \mathbf{E} \) the \( J \times n \) matrix of
Appendix B
B.1. Functional principal component analysis

Functional principal component analysis (FPCA) can be viewed as rotating functional data to optimal empirical basis functions, referred to as functional principal component (FPC) curves [17,18]. Associated with each FPC curve are individual FPC scores. These quantify how much the individual, fitted curves differ from the mean curve, in terms of the temporal pattern described by each FPC curve.

An FPC curve \( \xi_i(t) \) and its corresponding FPC scores \( z_{ik} \), \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), for individuals \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), are estimated simultaneously by finding a weight function \( \xi(t) \) defined over the same range of \( t \) as the functional data \( x_i(t) \), maximising the variance of the corresponding individual FPC scores \( z_{ik} \) given by \( z_i = \int \xi(t)x_i(t)dt \), subject to constraints. The first FPC, \( \xi_1(t) \), is found by maximising the variance of the principal component scores \( z_{i1} \) subject to the constraint \( \int \xi_1(t)^2dt = 1 \). Consecutive FPCs are defined similarly under the additional constraint of being orthogonal to the already extracted FPCs. For more detail, see publications by Ramsay et al [17,18].

Appendix C
C.1. Functional analysis of variance

Functional analysis of variance (FANOVA) is a method for studying the difference between the functional means of fitted curves in mutually exclusive subgroups of the study sample.

Consider a categorisation of the study sample into \( g = 1, \ldots, G \) categories, e.g. BMI categories. Let \( L_g \) be the sample size in category \( g \). We model the \( l \)th OGTT glucose curve, \( l = 1, \ldots, L_g \) in the \( g \)th category, \( x_{lg}(t) \), as

\[
x_{lg}(t) = \beta_{ref}(t) + \beta_g(t) + \epsilon_{lg}(t).
\]

Here \( \beta_{ref}(t) \) is the mean of the fitted curves in the reference category, \( \beta_g(t) \) the difference between the mean curve in the \( g \)th category and the reference category, and \( \epsilon_{lg}(t) \) the individual residual curve. The estimated group mean curve differences \( \hat{\beta}_g(t), g = 1, \ldots, G \), called the FANOVA coefficients, are based on the fitted curves described in Appendix A. They are also functions over the same \( t \) range.

Differences between categories can be evaluated by functional CIs for the FANOVA coefficients, corresponding \( p(t) \) curves and overall \( p \) values from permutation \( F \) tests. The presented permutation tests are based on 1000 permutations of the fitted curves in two different categories. The CIs and \( p(t) \) curves are calculated point-wise over the \( t \) range, using the estimated F-ratio

\[
FR(t) = \frac{RC(t)}{MSE(t)}
\]

calculated as the ratio of residual variance, \( MRS(t) \), to predicted variance, \( MSE(t) \). The permutation distribution is found for the point-wise F-statistic, giving CIs and \( p(t) \) curves over the \( t \) range, and for the maximal value of the point-wise F-statistic, giving an overall \( p \) value. For more detail, see publications by Ramsay et al [17,18].
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Supplementary material, Article III
R script for the functional data analysis (FDA) of early pregnancy OGTT data, as presented in the article

Functional data analysis extracted physiologically important information from the shape of oral glucose tolerance test curves in a prospective cohort of pregnant women by KF Frøslie et al.

NB You might have to install the following R packages:

install.packages("foreign")
install.packages("fda")
install.packages("car")
install.packages("mlogit")
install.packages("Epi")

Read SPSS data, sort data and remove missing

library(foreign)
spssdata <- as.data.frame(read.spss("M:/ArticleFDA/STORKdatabase.sav"))
spssdata <- spssdata[order(spssdata$id),]
g <- na.omit(cbind(spssdata$g0m,spssdata$g30m,spssdata$g60m,spssdata$g90m,spssdata$g2h))  
# dim: 974,5
breaksuse <- c(0,30,60,90,120)
ng <- length(g[,1])

# Plot of raw data
matplot(breaksuse,t(g[1:ng,]), type="l", lty=1, col="dark grey",lw=1,xlab="Time in minutes", ylab="Glucose in mmol/l")

# FDA, first step: Curve fitting
library(fda)
mybasis <- create.bspline.basis(rangeval=c(0,120),norder=4, breaks=c(0,30,60,90,120))  
# Create B-spline basis (Appendix A)

# Optimalisation of lambda, according to the generalised cross-validation criterion (Appendix A)
loglam <- seq(-30,20,0.05)
# loglam <- seq(0,20,0.05)  # Example of alternativ range for loglam in case of localt minimum (see below)
lam <- length(loglam)
dfsave <- rep(NA,lam)
gcvsave <- rep(NA,lam)

for (ilam in 1:lam)
{
  Lambda <- 10^loglam[ilam]
  fdParobj <- fdPar(mybasis,2,Lambda)
  smoothlist <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),t(g),fdParobj)
  dfsave[ilam] <- smoothlist$df
  gcvsave[ilam] <- sum(smoothlist$gcv)
}
# Optimal value of \(\lambda\):

\[
lambopt \leftarrow 10^{\text{loglam}[\text{gcvsave==min(gcvsave)]}}
\]

# Plot of gcv vs log\(\lambda\) (ensure that the minimum is not a local one; if so, choose an alternative range for log\(\lambda\), see above)

X11()

par(mfrow=c(2,3))

plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l")
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(0,1000000))
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(0,20000),xlim=c(-5,20))
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(0,7),xlim=c(-5,7))
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(1200,1400),xlim=c(-5,-4))
abline(h=min(gcvsave),lty=2)
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(1200,1400),xlim=c(2,4))
abline(h=min(gcvsave),lty=2)

# Optimal smoothing, according to gcv criterion (Appendix A)

fdParobj.opt <- fdPar(mybasis,2,lambopt)
g.smooth.opt <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),t(g),fdParobj.opt)

# Plot of smoothed/fitted curves (Figure 1)

par(mfrow=c(1,2),mar=c(4,5,0,0)+0.2)
n=5
matplot(breaksuse,t(g[1:(n),]), type="b",pch= 20,lty=1, col=gray(0.85),lw=1,
xlab="Time (min)",ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)", ylim=c(1.5,12),cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5)

plot(g.smooth.opt$fd[1:n], lty=1, col=gray(0.5),lw=1,add=TRUE,
xlab="Time (min)", ylab="",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5)
lines(mean(g.smooth.opt$fd[1:ng]),col="black",lw=4)

# Functional principal component analysis, FPCA (Appendix B)

g.pca  <- pca.fd(g.smooth.opt$fd,nharm=3)  # We keep only the first 3 FPCs

# Bivariate correlations in Table 2

gdata   <- cbind(g.pca$scores,g,(0.5*g[,1]+g[,2]+g[,3]+g[,4]+0.5*g[,5]),(g[,5]-g[,4]))
colnames(gdata) <- c("fpc1","fpc2","fpc3","g0m","g30m","g60m","g90m","g2h","auc","shape")
head(gdata)
round(cor(gdata,use="pairwise.complete.obs"),2)
Nice FPCA plot (Figure 2 a-c)

```
eval.pca <- seq(0,120,5)    # The vector eval.pca makes sure that the +'s and −'s are not too close
g.pca.mean <- eval.fd(eval.pca, g.pca$meanfd)  # Vector of mean values

## Vectors of harmonics-values (no. of vectors equals the no. of harmonics)
g.pca.points <- eval.fd(eval.pca, g.pca$harmonics)  # Vectors of harmonics-values

g.pca.values <- g.pca$values    # The variances of the score variables. Defines the ‘multiplum’ in Figure 2

ylim.g <- c(3,8.2)
par(mfcol=c(1,3), mar=c(2,4,1,1)) for(ii in 1:3){
  plot(eval.pca,g.pca.mean, ylim=ylim.g, type="l",ylab=paste(“Principal component curve”,ii))
  points(eval.pca,g.pca.mean + sqrt(g.pca.values[ii])*g.pca.points[,ii], pch="*",col=“dark grey")
  points(eval.pca,g.pca.mean - sqrt(g.pca.values[ii])*g.pca.points[,ii], pch="-",col=“dark grey")
}
round(g.pca.values/sum(g.pca.values),3)   # Percentage explained variance

# Functional analysis of variance, FANOVA (Appendix C)
# Data preparation (remove missing)
library(car)

## Get data from SPSS

dim(spssdata)
data <- spssdata[!is.na(spssdata$g0m)&!is.na(spssdata$g30m)&!is.na(spssdata$g60m)&!is.na(spssdata$g90m)&!is.na(spssdata$g2h)&!is.na(spssdata$bmi),]

## Categorise BMI into WHO categories

g.bmi <- cbind(data$g0m, data$g30m, data$g60m, data$g90m, data$g2h)
bmi.cut <- cut(data$bmi, breaks=c(0,18.5,25,30,100), labels=FALSE, include.lowest=TRUE, right=FALSE) # categorise into WHO categories

## Make group 2 the reference category and code underweight as 6
bmi.cut <- recode(bmi.cut, "1='6'")
table(bmi.cut)

## Smooth curves

bmi.smooth <- smooth.basis(breaksuse,t(g.bmi),fdParobj.opt)
curves.bmi <- bmi.smooth$fd

## Mean glucose curves in the BMI categories (Fig. 4 a)
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
plot(mean.fd(curves.bmi[bmi.cut==6]),lw=4,ylim=c(3,8), col=gray(0.9),ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)",xlab="Time (min)",cex.lab=1.5)
plot(mean.fd(curves.bmi[bmi.cut==2]),lw=8,ylim=c(3.9,6.3), col=gray(0.8),add=TRUE)
plot(mean.fd(curves.bmi[bmi.cut==6]),lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.3), col=gray(0.9),add=TRUE)  # Plot underweight again to emphasise the crossing curves
plot(mean.fd(curves.bmi[bmi.cut==3]),lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.3), col=gray(0.5),add=TRUE)
plot(mean.fd(curves.bmi[bmi.cut==4]),lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.3), col=gray(0),add=TRUE)
```
m1.fanova <- fRegress(curves.bmi ~ bmi.cut)  # The FANOVA
summary(m1.fanova$betaestlist)
par(mfrow=c(3,4))
lapply(m1.fanova$betaestlist, plot)

# Plot of estimated beta curves only; a separate plot for the reference curve and an extra for the discrepancies (cf Fig. 4 b)
plot(m1.fanova$betaestlist$const,main="const") plot(m1.fanova$betaestlist$bmi.cut.3,main="bmi 25-30",ylim=c(-1,1.5),col="red") plot(m1.fanova$betaestlist$bmi.cut.4,main="bmi over 30",col="magenta",add=TRUE)
plot(m1.fanova$betaestlist$bmi.cut.6,main="bmi under 18.5",col="cyan",add=TRUE)

# Plot of estimated beta curves with functional confidence intervals (editing not possible)
bmi.smooth.y2cMap <- bmi.smooth$y2cMap
ml.fanova.yhat <- ml.fanova$yhatfdobj$fd
ml.Errmat <- t(g.bmi)-eval.fd(breaksuse,ml.fanova.yhat)
ml.SigmaE2 <- cov(t(ml.Errmat))
ml.fanova.std <- fRegress.stderr(m1.fanova,bmi.smooth.y2cMap,ml.SigmaE2)
plotbeta(ml.fanova$betaestlist,ml.fanova.std$betastderrlist)

# To make a plot like the one in Fig. 4 b, you need to make a modified version of the function plotbeta(); e.g. myplotbeta1()
# Save it as an R script: myplotbeta1.R, and load it by
source("M:/ArticleFDA/myplotbeta1.R")
myplotbeta1(ml.fanova$betaestlist,ml.fanova.std$betastderrlist) # (Figure 4 b)

# Plots of discrepancies between fitted curves and curves estimated from the model, as well as residuals
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(curves.bmi,col=as.numeric(bmi.cut)+2,lty=1)
plot(ml.fanova$yhatfd$fd, lw=3,col="black",lty=1,add=TRUE)
yhatfd <- ml.fanova$yhatfd
plot(curves.bmi-yhatfd,col=as.numeric(bmi.cut)+2,lty=1)
res.matrix <- eval.fd(breaksuse,curves.bmi)-eval.fd(breaksuse,yhatfd)
boxplot(t(res.matrix))

# Permutation F tests for pairwise comparisons of BMI groups (Give the plots in Fig. 5)
# Underweight vs normal weight: group 6 (bmi under 18.5) vs group 2 (Normal, bmi 18.5-25)
ml.26 <- bmi.cut[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==6)]
curves.ml26 <- curves.bmi[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==6)]
table(ml.26)

cbasis <- create.constant.basis(c(0,120))  # Make a constant basis
ml.26 <- as.numeric(ml.26)-1  # Recode factors "2" and "6" to the numbers 1 and 4; subtract 1 and get 0 and 3
ml.26[ml.26==3] <-1  # Recode 3 to 1, i.e. 0 is the reference category and 1 is the category of interest
constfd <- fd( matrix(1,1,length(bmi.26)),cbasis)
bmi26fd <- fd( matrix(bmi.26,1,length(bmi.26)),cbasis)
xfdlist <- list(constfd,bmi26fd)
betalist <- list(fdParobj.opt,fdParobj.opt)
RFres12 <- Fperm.fd(curves.bmi26,xfdlist,betalist,nperm=1000)  # nperm should be large enough (here: 1000) to visualise the details
RFres12$pval
plot(RFres12$argvals,RFres12$pvals.pts, type="l")

# Overweight vs normal: group 3 (bmi 25-30) vs group 2 (bmi 18.5-25)

bmi.23 <- bmi.cut[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==3)]
curves.bmi23 <- curves.bmi[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==3)]
table(bmi.23)
bmi.23 <- as.numeric(bmi.23)-1
constfd <- fd( matrix(1,1,length(bmi.23)),cbasis)
bmi23fd <- fd( matrix(bmi.23,1,length(bmi.23)),cbasis)
xfdlist <- list(constfd,bmi23fd)
betalist <- list(fdParobj.opt,fdParobj.opt)
RFres23 <- Fperm.fd(curves.bmi23,xfdlist,betalist,nperm=1000)
RFres23$pval
plot(RFres23$argvals,RFres23$pvals.pts, type="l")

# Obese vs normal: group 4 vs group 2

bmi.24 <- bmi.cut[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==4)]
curves.bmi24 <- curves.bmi[(bmi.cut==2|bmi.cut==4)]
table(bmi.24)
bmi.24 <- as.numeric(bmi.24)-1
bmi.24[(bmi.24==2) <-1
constfd <- fd( matrix(1,1,length(bmi.24)),cbasis)
bmi24fd <- fd( matrix(bmi.24,1,length(bmi.24)),cbasis)
xfdlist <- list(constfd,bmi24fd)
betalist <- list(fdParobj.opt,fdParobj.opt)
RFres24 <- Fperm.fd(curves.bmi24,xfdlist,betalist,nperm=1000)
RFres24$pval
plot(RFres24$argvals,RFres24$pvals.pts, type="l")

# Overweight vs obese: group 3 vs group 4

bmi.34 <- bmi.cut[(bmi.cut==3|bmi.cut==4)]
curves.bmi34 <- curves.bmi[(bmi.cut==3|bmi.cut==4)]
table(bmi.34)
bmi.34 <- as.numeric(bmi.34)-2
constfd <- fd( matrix(1,1,length(bmi.34)),cbasis)
bmi34fd <- fd( matrix(bmi.34,1,length(bmi.34)),cbasis)
xfdlist <- list(constfd,bmi34fd)
betalist <- list(fdParobj.opt,fdParobj.opt)
Fres34 <- Fperm.fd(curves.bmi34,xfdlist,betalist,nperm=1000)
Fres34$pval

# Analysing the effect of first trimester glucose curves on the 2-h value at wks 30-32 by multinomial regression

# Data preparation (remove missing)
data <- spssdata[ !is.na(spssdata$g0m)&
!is.na(spssdata$g30m)&
!is.na(spssdata$g60m)&
!is.na(spssdata$g90m)&
!is.na(spssdata$g2h)&
!is.na(spssdata$bmi)&
!is.na(spssdata$g2hwk30),]

data <- cbind(data$g0m,data$g30m,data$g60m,data$g90m,data$g2h,data$bmi, data$g2hwk30)
g2hwk30.cut <- cut(data$g2hwk30,breaks=c(0,3.27,3.89,6.39,6.90,7.8,8.84,100), labels=FALSE, include.lowest=TRUE, right=FALSE)
table(g2hwk30.cut)
g2hwk30.smooth <- smooth.basis(breaksuse,t(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[,-c(6,7)],fdParobj.opt)
curves.g2hwk30 <- g2hwk30.smooth$fd

# Mean glucose curves for groups of women in different glucose categories at gestational weeks 30-32 (Fig. 6)
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==1]), lw=4,ylim=c(2.5,7), col=gray(0.9),ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)",xlab="Time (min)",cex.lab=1.5)
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==2]), lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0.8),add=TRUE )
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==3]), lw=8,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0.8),add=TRUE )
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==4]), lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0.7),add=TRUE )
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==5]), lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0.55),add=TRUE )
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==6]), lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0.4),add=TRUE )
plot(mean.fd(g2hwk30.smooth$fd[g2hwk30.cut==7]), lw=4,ylim=c(3.9,6.4), col=gray(0),add=TRUE )

# FPCA of the reduced data set
plot.pca.fd(g2hwk30.pca)
plot(g2hwk30.pca$scores)
round(g2hwk30.pca$values/sum(g2hwk30.pca$values),3)
mndata <- as.data.frame(na.omit(cbind(g2hwk30.pca$scores[,1:3],g2hwk30.cut,g2hwk30[,6])))
colnames(mndata) <- c("fpc1","fpc2","fpc3","g2hwk30Kat","bmi")
mndata$g2hwk30Kat <- as.factor(mndata$g2hwk30Kat)
library(mlogit)
library(Epi)

mldata  <- mlogit.data(mndata, varying=NULL, choice="g2hwk30kat", shape="wide")
mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="3")
summary(mref)
exp(coef(mref))

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="7")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="6")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="5")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="4")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|fpc1+fpc2+fpc3+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="2")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g0m +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="3")
summary(mref)
exp(coef(mref))

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g0m +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="6")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g0m +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="5")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g0m +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="2")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g2h +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="3")
summary(mref)
exp(coef(mref))

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g2h +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="6")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g2h +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="5")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|g2h +bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="2")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|shape+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="3")
summary(mref)
exp(coef(mref))

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|shape+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="6")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|shape+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="5")
summary(mref)

mref  <- mlogit(g2hwk30kat~1|shape+bmi, data = mldata, reflevel="2")
summary(mref)
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Abstract

Objective: To use multilevel functional principal component analysis to exploit the information inherent in the shape of longitudinally sampled glucose curves during pregnancy, and to analyse the impact of glucose curve characteristics on neonatal birth weight, percentage fat and cord blood C-peptide.

Study Design and Setting: A cohort study of healthy, pregnant women (n=884). They underwent two oral glucose tolerance tests (gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32), which gave two glucose curves per woman.

Results: Glucose values were higher, and peaked later in third trimester than in early pregnancy. The curve characteristic “general glucose level” accounted for 91% of the variation across visits, and 72% within visits. The curve characteristics “timing of postprandial peak”, and “oscillating glucose levels” accounted for a larger part of the variation within visits (15% and 8%), than across visits (7% and <2%). A late postprandial peak during pregnancy, and high general glucose levels in third trimester had significant, positive effects on birth weight (p<0.05). Generally high glucose levels during pregnancy had a significant, positive impact on neonatal percentage fat (p=0.04). High general glucose level in third trimester had a significant, positive impact on cord blood C-peptide (p=0.004).

Conclusion: Shape information in entire OGTT curves provides significant physiological information of importance for several outcomes, and may contribute to the understanding of the metabolic changes during pregnancy.
**Introduction**

High maternal glucose levels in pregnancy have adverse short-term and long-term health effects for both the mother and the child [1–5]. The Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes (HAPO) study investigated glucose intolerance less severe than that in overt diabetes mellitus, and demonstrated effects on the risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes [1]: Positive, linear effects were found for the fasting, one-hour (1-h) and two-hour (2-h) values from oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs). Other studies reporting associations between high maternal glucose levels and adverse pregnancy outcomes have used a variety of simple glucose measures, e.g. the fasting value, the 2-h value, impaired fasting glucose, gestational diabetes (GDM) diagnosis or HbA1c [6–12].

Changes in glucose metabolism during pregnancy include increasing insulin resistance and increasing gluconeogenesis in the liver [13]. Counterintuitive to this, longitudinal studies have reported a decrease in fasting glucose levels during pregnancy, particularly during the first trimester [13–15]. However, concomitantly with the decrease in fasting glucose, elevated postprandial levels during pregnancy have been reported [9,16,17]. Some studies have described glucose curves or glucose data at different gestational ages and longitudinal changes in these curves and data during pregnancy [9,16,18,19]. Few studies have analysed the impact of information in the shape of entire OGTT glucose curves [20], and except from one study [16], we are not aware of statistical analysis of longitudinal change in glucose curves during pregnancy. Also, few have studied the impact of change in glucose levels during pregnancy on neonatal outcomes [21,22].

Functional data analysis (FDA) is a collection of statistical methods developed to analyse curve data [23,24]. In FDA a set of temporal observations is treated as a single, functional object. The statistical analysis is based on this continuous function (curve), rather than on the original discrete data points. Information from the curve as a whole is extracted. We have demonstrated that glucose curves from OGTT at one time point in pregnancy (gestational weeks 14–16) extracted physiologically interpretable and clinically interesting characteristics of the glucose response that would otherwise be missed [20]. We now extend the analysis to study the shape inherent in glucose curves from two visits during pregnancy. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use all information in longitudinally collected glucose curves, and to analyse the effect of such information on neonatal outcomes.

The STORK study, a Norwegian prospective cohort study of 1031 healthy, pregnant women, provided OGTT data from gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32 [25]. Using FDA methodology developed by Di et al [26] and Crainiceanu and Goldsmith [27], we performed a
multilevel FDA of the OGTT data, and extracted essential characteristics of the OGTT glucose curves from gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32. We then studied the effect of these characteristics on the neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and C-peptide in cord blood.
Methods

Ethics Statement
The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics, Southern Norway, Oslo, Norway (reference number S-01191), and performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participating women provided written informed consent.

Participants and data
The STORK study is a prospective cohort of 1031 healthy, Norwegian women of Scandinavian heritage who registered for obstetric care at Oslo University Hospital Rikshospitalet from 2001 to 2008. The overall aim of the study was to extend insights into maternal metabolic syndrome and determinants of foetal macrosomia [28]. Exclusion criteria were multiple pregnancies, known pre-gestational diabetes, and severe chronic diseases (pulmonary, cardiac, gastrointestinal or renal). Gestational age at inclusion was based on the Naegele’s rule, and gestational ages at the other visits and at birth were based on routine ultrasound at weeks 17-19. Age, parity, smoking habits, height, weight, fasting insulin and a 75g OGTT were recorded at inclusion at weeks 14-16. Weight, fasting insulin and OGTT were also recorded at weeks 30-32.

Blood samples were drawn in the morning, between 0730 and 0830 after an overnight fast, and were obtained from veni-puncture in tubes containing Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Plasma glucose was measured immediately in a drop of fresh, whole EDTA blood. During the OGTT, blood samples were taken every 30 minute for 2 hours. Glucose measurements were done by the Accu-Chek Sensor (ACS) glucometer (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). Due to an unexpected increasing trend in the fasting glucose measurements over the 7 years of recruitment, all glucose measurements were de-trended prior to the analyses [29]. The umbilical cord blood was collected into EDTA tubes by the midwife, centrifuged for plasma separation and placed at -20 ºC for less than a month and stored long term at -80 ºC.

Women with premature births or non-complete OGTT data were excluded, giving a study sample of 884 women and their neonates (Figure 1).

Birth weight was recorded within two hours after the birth. In a subsample of the cohort, the percentage of neonatal body fat was measured by Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scanning, and C-peptide in cord blood from the time of birth was measured (Figure 1) [30,31].
Data description
Descriptive statistics of registered data are presented as mean, standard deviation (SD) and range, or frequency and percentage (%).

Fitting continuous and individually smoothed curves
The OGTT measurements from the two visits were converted into 884 continuous, smooth OGTT glucose curves (hereafter called glucose curves), from gestational weeks 14-16, and 884 continuous, smooth glucose curves from gestational weeks 30-32. The curve fitting procedure was based on B-splines basis functions and is described in Appendix A.

The functional multilevel model
When functional data like glucose curves are observed on two or more occasions for each individual, we apply a multilevel model for functional data to extract information [26,27], as described below. See Appendix A for details.

Assume that the individual, true blood glucose curve \( \gamma_{iv}(t) \) for woman \( i = 1, \ldots, 884 \) at visit \( v = 1, 2 \) in the continuous time span from 0 to 120 minutes, \( t \in [0,120] \), can be decomposed into fixed and random effects curves (Figure 2A), and expressed as a multilevel model of functional data

\[
\gamma_{iv}(t) = \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t). \tag{1}
\]

Here the fixed effects curves are the overall mean glucose curve \( \mu(t) \) (Figure 2Ai), and the mean visit-specific deviation from the overall mean curve, \( \eta_v(t) \) (Figure 2Aii). Together, these terms constitute the visit-specific mean curve, \( \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) \) (Figure 2Cii). The random effects curves are \( X_i(t) \), the subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve (Figure 2Aiii), and \( U_{iv}(t) \), the subject- and visit-specific deviation from the subject-specific mean curve (Figure 2Aiv).

Extracting common temporal characteristics: functional principal component (FPC) curves
An important task in FDA is to quantify the common characteristics of a set of curves. The common characteristics of the curves \( X_i(t) \), \( i = 1, \ldots, 884 \) and of the curves \( U_{iv}(t) \), \( i = 1, \ldots, 884 \) and \( v = 1, 2 \) in expression (1) (Figure 2Aiii and 2Aiv) are found by functional
principal component analysis (FPCA). FPCA extracts FPC curves that describe characteristics associated with the largest proportions of the variation in the curves. See Appendix A for details. The FPC curves estimated in the multilevel FPCA may be interpreted and labelled according to the physiological information they exhibit.

Estimating FPC scores
In order to quantify each individual glucose curve’s characteristics, we estimate individual scores for each FPC curve. A woman’s FPC scores reflect how her individual curve trajectories at the two visits correspond to the common characteristics expressed by the FPC curves. Then we can study how glucose curve characteristics vary from woman to woman, and from visit to visit.

A woman’s scores for the FPC curves of $X_i(t)$ quantify her subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve, i.e. the important characteristics of her glucose curves across visits (Figure 2Bi and 2Ci). Her scores for the FPC curves of $U_v(t)$ quantify her subject- and visit-specific deviation from her subject-specific mean curve, i.e. the characteristics of the residual variation within a visit (Figure 2Biv and 2Civ).

By combining equation (1) with the FPC curves and corresponding estimated FPC scores, an individual glucose curve can be expressed as the sum of the visit-specific mean, $\mu(t) + \eta_v(t)$, and a linear combination of a small number of the FPC curves for $X_i(t)$ and $U_v(t)$ (Equation (3) in the Appendix [26,27].

FPC curves are often illustrated by plots showing how an individual curve differs from the mean curve if the FPC scores are high or low, rather than plots of the FPC curves directly.

Correlation between FPC scores and traditional “area under the curve” (AUC)
The traditional, simple summary measure AUC was calculated directly from the de-trended glucose measurements by the trapezoid method. Pearson’s correlation coefficients ($r$) were used to compare AUC with FPC scores.

Functional information in regression analyses
The impact of glucose curve characteristics on the neonatal outcomes birth weight, percentage fat and C-peptide in cord blood were estimated using linear regression with FPC scores from the multilevel FPCA as explanatory variables. The interpretation of the effect estimates is
Based on the physiological interpretation of the FPC scores. Adjusted effect estimates were found by multiple linear regression analyses with most FPC scores (the first subject- and visit-specific score at gestational weeks 14-16 was left out due to colinearity issues), early pregnancy BMI, age and parity as explanatory variables. The multivariable analyses involved stepwise variable selection procedures based on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), analyses of several models considered to be of importance, and considerations of physiological importance of the findings. Model diagnostics were thoroughly checked during the analysis. The final multiple models presented in the results section include only the variables identified by these procedures.

In supplementary analyses, we did additional adjustment for weight gain between weeks 14-16 and 30-32, and repeated the analyses of birth weight for the reduced samples where percentage fat and C-peptide were available.

**Software**

All analyses were performed in R 3.0.0. The estimation of FPC scores was done by the R2WinBUGS package that runs WinBUGS from R [32]. The technical details are given in Appendix A, and the implementation is given in the program code, which is available as supporting information SI1.
Results

Data description

Characteristics of the study sample at inclusion at gestational weeks 14-16, at gestational weeks 30-32 and at birth are shown in Table 1. Except from a significantly lower proportion of smokers in the study sample ($p=0.01$), no significant differences were found between the women and the neonates in the study sample, and those who were excluded ($0.41 \leq p \leq 1.00$). There was a small increase in fasting glucose and a large increase in fasting insulin from inclusion to weeks 30-32. The 2-h glucose levels were elevated in third trimester, and the prevalence of GDM increased from 0.3% at inclusion to 6% in third trimester.

Fitted curves

The smoothed glucose curves at gestational weeks 14-16 (Figure 3A) and 30-32 (Figure 3B) showed large variations between the women at both visits. Glucose values were higher, and it took longer time for postprandial glucose levels to get back to fasting levels at gestational weeks 30-32 than at weeks 14-16.

Common temporal characteristics: FPC curves and FPC scores

In the multilevel FPCA, the first two subject-specific FPCs explained 98% of the variation across visits, and the first three subject- and visit-specific FPCs explained 92% of the residual variation within visits. Further analyses were restricted to these FPC curves and the corresponding FPC scores ($FPC_{1,subj}$ and $FPC_{2,subj}$, and $FPC_{1,14-16}$, $FPC_{2,14-16}$, $FPC_{3,14-16}$, $FPC_{1,30-32}$, $FPC_{2,30-32}$ and $FPC_{3,30-32}$, respectively). The $FPC_{1}$ and $FPC_{2}$ curves had very similar temporal appearances across and within visits.

Figure 3C-J show how individual curves differ from the overall and visit-specific mean curves if the $FPC_{subj}$, $FPC_{14-16}$ and $FPC_{30-32}$ scores are high or low. The dominating curve characteristic for the variation across visits, $FPC_{1,subj}$, accounting for 91% of this variation, was given the interpretation “general glucose level”. Women with high $FPC_{1,subj}$ scores had glucose curves above the overall mean, and a somewhat later postprandial peak, whereas women with low $FPC_{1,subj}$ scores had glucose curves below the overall mean (Figure 3C).

The second most important curve characteristic across visits ($FPC_{2,subj}$) was “timing of postprandial peak”. Women with low $FPC_{2,subj}$ scores had a clear early peak and low glucose values at the end of the OGTTs (Figure 3D). Women with high $FPC_{2,subj}$ scores had a later
postprandial peak and high glucose values at the end of the OGTTs. This was seen in plots of individual curves from women with the lowest and highest FPC^{SUBJ}\text{2} scores (plots not shown).

The dominating curve characteristic for the residual variation within visits (accounting for 72% of this variation), was “general glucose level within visits”, i.e. the general glucose level not accounted for by the general glucose level across visits. A woman with a high subject- and visit-specific FPC^{14-16} (FPC^{30-32}) score had a glucose curve above the subject-specific mean at weeks 14-16 (30-32) (Figure 3E and 3H). An example of this is the upper curve in Figure 2Biv and 2Civ. Similarly, a woman with a low FPC^{14-16} (FPC^{30-32}) score had a glucose curve below the subject-specific mean at weeks 14-16 (30-32). An example of this is the lower curve in Figure 2Biv and 2Civ.

The second most important curve characteristic for the variation within visits was “timing of postprandial peak within visits”. A woman with a low FPC^{2}^{14-16} (FPC^{2}^{30-32}) score had a clear early peak, and low glucose values at the end of this OGTT (Figure 3F and 3I). A woman with a high FPC^{2}^{14-16} (FPC^{2}^{30-32}) score at weeks 14-16 (30-32) had a later postprandial peak, with high glucose values at the end of this OGTT (plots of individual curves not shown).

The third most important curve characteristic for the variation within visits was “oscillating glucose within visits”. The glucose curves of women with high FPC^{3}^{14-16} or FPC^{3}^{30-32} scores had two postprandial peaks during the corresponding OGTT, whereas women with low FPC^{3}^{14-16} or FPC^{3}^{30-32} scores had only one glucose peak during the OGTT (Figure 3G and 3J). The characteristics “peak” and “oscillations” accounted for a smaller part of the variation across visits (7% and less than 2%), than within visits (15% and 8%).

Figure 4 exemplifies the relation between individual glucose curves and corresponding FPC scores. The cyan, blue and black curves are glucose curves from three women in the study with curves above the mean (grey curve) at both visits. Consequently, the FPC^{SUBJ} scores were high. The women with the green, red and purple curves, had low FPC^{SUBJ} scores. The woman with cyan curves and generally high glucose levels on both OGTTs, had a curve that was high above the mean at gestational weeks 14-16, but less so at gestational weeks 30-32. Thus, her FPC^{14-16} score was high, and her FPC^{30-32} score low.

There were strong correlations between FPC^{SUBJ} scores and AUC at weeks 14-16 and weeks 30-32 ($r = 0.86$ and 0.90, respectively), between. FPC^{14-16} and AUC^{14-16} ($r = 0.73$), and between FPC^{30-32} and AUC^{30-32} ($r = 0.87$). See supporting information SI2 for a table of correlations. All FPC^{1} scores were positively correlated with BMI ($0.12 \leq r \leq 0.35$).
Regression analyses

Crude analyses showed significant positive effects on the three neonatal outcomes of the general glucose level across visits (FPC1\text{subj}), and of the subject- and visit-specific general glucose level at weeks 30-32 (FPC1^{30-32}) (Table 2). There was also a significant effect of a subject-specific late peak (FPC2\text{subj}) on birth weight.

In multivariable analyses of birth weight, only FPC2\text{subj} and FPC1^{30-32} scores remained significant (Table 2): Women with late postprandial peaks (low FPC2\text{subj} scores) would be expected to have babies with higher birth weight than women with early postprandial peaks (high FPC2\text{subj} scores), and women with the highest residual glucose levels in third trimester (high FPC1^{30-32} scores) would be expected to have babies with higher birth weight than women with low residual glucose levels in third trimester (low FPC1^{30-32} scores).

In multivariable analyses of neonatal percentage of fat, the effect of the FPC1\text{subj} scores remained significant (Table 2): Women with generally high glucose levels during their OGTTs (high FPC1\text{subj} scores) would be expected to have babies with a higher percentage of fat than women with generally low glucose levels during their OGTTs (low FPC1\text{subj} scores). According to AIC, FPC2\text{subj} scores also held information important for this outcome, although not statistically significant in the final model: Low FPC2\text{subj} scores, implying late glucose peaks, corresponded with high values of neonatal percentage fat.

In multivariable analyses of C-peptide in cord blood, the effect of FPC1^{30-32} scores remained significant (Table 2): Women with high FPC1^{30-32} scores gave birth to babies with higher mean C-peptide than women with low FPC1^{30-32} scores. According to AIC, FPC3^{14-16} scores also held important information, although not statistically significant: The neonates of women with oscillating glucose curves (high FPC3^{14-16} scores) had somewhat lower C-peptide levels than those with one glucose peak during the OGTT (low FPC3^{14-16} scores).

Supplementary analyses showed that alternative models chosen due to physiological theories, and to explore the effects of colinearity, gave the same results for all three outcomes. Additional adjustment for weight gain between the two visits did not change the final model for percentage fat or C-peptide, but replaced FPC2\text{subj} in the model for birth weight. Analyses of birth weight in reduced samples where percentage fat or C-peptide was available showed significant effects of FPC1\text{subj} in both subsamples, of FPC2^{14-16} in the percentage fat subsample, and a non-significant contribution of FPC2^{30-32} in the C-peptide subsample.
Discussion

The present study successfully used multilevel FDA to analyse changes in longitudinally observed glucose curves during pregnancy. The general glucose levels, in particular postprandial glucose, increased from early pregnancy to gestational weeks 30-32, and postprandial glucose peaked later in gestational weeks 30-32. The glucose characteristics extracted by FPCA had significant impact of glucose curve characteristics on birth weight, neonatal percentage of fat, and C-peptide in cord blood, demonstrating physiological relevance.

The physiological interpretation of FPC curves is essential for the usefulness of FPCA. The identification of the general glucose levels as the most dominant characteristics of individual glucose curves was supported by the strong associations between FPC1 scores and the AUCs. The elevated postprandial levels in third trimester, the small increase in fasting glucose, and the large increase in fasting insulin and prevalence of GDM from inclusion to weeks 30-32 (Table 1), are in accordance with an expected progressive insulin resistance among pregnant women [13]. This supports the finding of timing of postprandial peak as the second most important curve characteristic. The general glucose level accounted for a larger part of the variation across, than within visits, whereas the timing of the peak was more important for the variation within, than across visits. This is not surprising, as FPC2 represent more curvature than FPC1, and some of the curvature may be averaged out at the subject-specific level. The FPC3 curve was interpreted as “oscillating glucose within visits”, although the scarcely sampled glucose measurements at each OGTT could only reveal two glucose peaks. The term “oscillations” was chosen due to physiological theories [33,34].

The regression results for birth weight in Table 2 were strengthened by the consistency of the results from alternative models. The lack of significant effect of FPC2 sub j after additional adjustment for weight gain is a questionable result, as weight gain may be on the causal pathway between the subject-specific glucose characteristics and birth weight, i.e. be an intermediate factor by which the mechanisms work [35]. This finding is therefore presented as a supplementary analysis in the text, but the main focus is on the results in Table 2. The different results for birth weight in the subsamples with percentage fat or cord blood C-peptide may be a consequence of colinearity issues in combination with the reduced sample size. Notably, in all these analyses, both a “general level” and a “timing of peak” characteristic were identified as important for birth weight.

The sample size in the present study was substantial, but the women were healthy and relatively homogenous. This may have caused less variation in the individual glucose curves.
and made it more difficult to extract important discriminating curve characteristics. Also, the scarce sampling of glucose during the OGTT is likely to obscure the extraction and interpretation of the curve characteristics. More physiologically interesting temporal details and better discriminating abilities of the FPCs may be expected in a more heterogeneous population, and from OGTT curves over more than 2 hours or with a more frequent OGTT sampling. With more measurements per OGTT, it is also possible to apply alternative smoothing strategies [27]. In this study, the smoothing involved both a roughness penalty when fitting individual curves, and leaving out the FPCs which explained the smallest part of the variation, i.e. those with the waviest appearance. This might have given a too conservative estimate of the amount of curvature in the individual curves, which again could have caused bias in the FPC scores and thereby affected the regression results. It is also possible that the methods of covariance matrix estimation did not perfectly separate the across and within variances, influencing the colinearity, and thereby the variable selection.

Compared to studies presenting intravenous glucose tolerance tests [36], the glucose measurements per woman per OGTT in our study were few. They were, nevertheless, samples from an underlying, continuous and temporal process, and this made FDA a natural choice of analysis [24]. Alternative analyses include ordinary principal component analysis (PCA) of the five glucose measurements, and using these PCA scores as input in the regression analyses instead of FPCA scores. With only five measurements per curve, and measurements taken at the same time points for each woman, this would be expected to extract similar information as the FDA. However, FDA emphasizes the basic assumption about continuity of the underlying process, provides interpretations of curve features in this context, and opens for analysis of the derivatives of the curves [24]. FDA is also easier to apply in situations with more frequent sampling, sampling at unequal time points, and missing data.

The finding of the general glucose level as the most important glucose curve characteristic is in accordance with the numerous studies focusing on elevated glucose of various types, e.g. fasting, 1-h, 2-h or HbA1c values, in diabetes research [1,13,37]. Also, the increase in postprandial values during pregnancy, and corresponding delay in postprandial peak, found in the present study, is supported by several earlier studies [9,14,16,18,38]. FPC1 scores were positively associated with BMI, indicating that higher BMI leads to generally higher glucose levels. This is also in accordance with physiological knowledge of obesity and insulin resistance [13,39] and our recent findings [20]. Many studies have found a decline in fasting glucose during the first trimester of pregnancy [15], but an overview of longitudinal studies during pregnancy showed conflicting results concerning later pregnancy fasting
glucose [15]. This justifies our findings of a small increase in fasting glucose from weeks 14-16, to 30-32. Hence, current knowledge of metabolic changes during pregnancy supports the interpretations of the FPCs as plausible and potentially important physiological characteristics.

The HAPO study is a reference study for the impact of maternal blood glucose levels on pregnancy outcomes, and has found statistically significant higher odds ratios for high birth weight, cord-blood serum C-peptide level and percentage body fat (above their respective 90th percentiles), for high fasting, 1-hour and 2-hour glucose levels [1,40]. This supports our findings of important impact of FPC1 scores, interpreted as “general glucose level”, on these outcomes. Other studies with a similar scope, but smaller sample sizes are also in accordance with these findings [2,4,6–8]. However, none of these studies addressed the impact of the dynamic regulation of the blood glucose, which is embedded in the FPC2 and FPC3 scores. Some studies have commented on the postprandial peak and birth outcomes [9,22,41], but to our knowledge, our previous study [20] is the only study that has formally investigated the impact of the timing of the postprandial peak.

We earlier found that for glucose curves from early pregnancy, the AUC was strongly correlated with FPC scores that provided information about the general glucose level during the OGTT, but not with scores providing information about timing of postprandial peak or oscillations, nor with the fasting or 2-h values [20]. This was also found in the present study (Supporting information SI2). Our recommendation is therefore to use AUC values rather than the fasting values or 2-h values, if FDA is not applied.

An important application of FDA techniques concerns research and clinical settings where continuous glucose monitoring devices are used [42]. Currently, many such studies restrict the analyses to simple summary measures like the mean glucose [17,43], resulting in loss of potentially important information, as demonstrated in [20]. With the increased use of continuous glucose monitoring, there is a strong need for methods that can extract important information from curve data.

The HAPO study extended the Pedersen hypothesis about how maternal hyperglycemia affects the foetus [13] to the normal-glycaemic range, thereby giving rise to a comprehensive debate about the GDM diagnosis [11,44–48]. In contrast to the WHO GDM criterion based on the fasting and 2-h value only [37], the new criteria suggested by the International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Group takes into consideration both the fasting, 1-h and 2-h OGTT values, with cut-off values based on risk estimates for adverse outcomes [48]. This implies that the new criteria indirectly address the dynamics in
the curves. We have shown that modern statistical analysis can extract curve information reflecting glucose dynamics that is important for both maternal [20] and neonatal outcomes. This can contribute to a better understanding of the different stages in the development of unhealthy glucose metabolism, and to a more precise prediction of women at risk for maternal or foetal complications. Then, interventions targeted to modify glucose curves could be initiated before a GDM diagnosis is given, or treatment for it is necessary. Such interventions have been studied in pregnant and non-pregnant study samples [49–51]. Future studies should investigate whether such interventions also may affect pregnancy outcomes, and have positive long-term effects on maternal health.

In conclusion, the physiologically interpretable glucose curve characteristics extracted by FDA in the present analysis, and their statistically significant effects of on birth weight, neonatal percentage fat, and cord blood C-peptide, show that shape information inherent in entire glucose curves is important for several outcomes, and may contribute to the understanding of the metabolic changes during pregnancy. FDA techniques can also be used to capture important curve information from more frequently sampled glucose curves, such as the increasingly used continuous glucose monitoring devices.
**Appendix A: Multilevel functional data analysis (FDA)**

The multilevel FDA was based on the works of Ramsay and Silverman [24], Di et al [26] and Crainiceanu and Goldsmith [27].

*Fitting individually smoothed continuous curves*

Let $\gamma_{iv}(t)$ be the underlying, true continuous and smooth glucose curve for woman $i = 1, \ldots, N$ at visit $v = 1, \ldots, V$. In our data, $N = 884$, $V = 2$ and $t \in [0, 120]$. The estimation of individual curves $\hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t)$ from the observed discrete data points $y_{iv}(t_j)$, $j = 1, \ldots, J$, is based on the measurement model $y_{iv}(t_j) = \gamma_{iv}(t_j) + \epsilon_{ivj}$, where $\gamma_{iv}(t_j)$ is $\gamma_{iv}$ evaluated at time $t_j$ and $\epsilon_{ivj} \sim N(0, \sigma^2)$ is an error term. In our data, $J = 5$. The individual curve estimates $\hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t)$ are found by subject-specific spline smoothing with B-splines basis functions and a roughness penalty [24].

*The functional multilevel model*

Assume that the individual continuous blood glucose curve $\gamma_{iv}(t)$ can be decomposed according to the model

$$\gamma_{iv}(t) = \mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, $\mu(t)$ is the overall mean curve and $\eta_v(t)$ the mean visit-specific deviation from the overall mean curve, both assumed to be fixed effects curves. $X_i(t)$ and $U_{iv}(t)$ are assumed to be uncorrelated mean-zero stochastic processes, where $X_i(t)$ represent the subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve, $\mu(t) + \eta_v(t)$, and $U_{iv}(t)$ the subject- and visit-specific deviation from the subject-specific mean curve at visit $v$, $\mu(t) + \eta_v(t) + X_i(t)$.

Due to the large sample size, we assume that $\mu(t)$ can be estimated with negligible error by averaging the individual curve estimate $\hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t)$ over all subjects $i$ and visits $v$,

$$\hat{\mu}(t) = \frac{1}{N \cdot V} \sum_{i,v} \hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t).$$

Similarly, we estimate the mean visit-specific deviation from the overall mean for visit $v$ by

$$\hat{\eta}_v(t) = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_i \hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t) - \hat{\mu}(t) \right).$$
Extracting common temporal characteristics: functional principal component (FPC) curves

The common temporal characteristics for the stochastic processes $X_i(t)$ and $U_{iv}(t)$ can be found by functional principal component analysis (FPCA) of their temporal covariance surfaces $K_X$ and $K_U$, for $t \in [0,120]$ and $s \in [0,120]$, 

$$K_X(t,s) = \text{cov}(X_i(t), X_i(s))$$

and

$$K_U(t,s) = \text{cov}(U_{iv}(t), U_{iv}(s)).$$

To obtain estimates of $K_X$ and $K_U$, we first subtract the estimated visit-specific mean curve, $\mu(t) + \eta_{iv}(t)$, from (2), giving

$$W_{iv}(t) = X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t),$$

i.e. the combined subject-specific, and subject- and visit-specific stochastic process. Let $K_W(t,s)$ be the covariance surface of $W_{iv}(t)$. Since $X_i(t)$ and $U_{iv}(t)$ are assumed to be uncorrelated this is simply

$$K_W(t,s) = \text{cov}(W_{iv}(t), W_{iv}(s)) = K_X(t,s) + K_U(t,s).$$

Estimates of the covariance surfaces for $X_i(t)$ and $U_{iv}(t)$ can thus be based on $K_W(t,s)$. The only contribution to the between-visits covariance, $K_{W_{iv'}}(t,s) = \text{cov}(W_{iv}(t), W_{iv'}(s))$, $v \neq v'$, is the subject-specific variation from $X_i(t)$, since $K_U(t,s) = \text{cov}(U_{iv}(t), U_{iv'}(s)) = 0$ for $v \neq v'$ when assuming $\text{cov}(X_i(t), U_{iv'}(s)) = 0$. Hence, for $v \neq v'$,

$$K_{W_{iv'}}(t,s) = \text{cov}(W_{iv}(t), W_{iv'}(s)) = \text{cov}(X_i(t), X_i(s)) = K_X(t,s).$$

That is, for $v \neq v'$, $K_X(t,s)$ can be estimated using a methods of moments estimator of $K_W(t,s)$. We denote this $\hat{K}_X(t,s)$. Consequently, for $v = v'$, $K_U(t,s)$ can be estimated by a corresponding methods of moments estimator

$$\hat{K}_U(t,s) = \hat{K}_{W_{iv}}(t,s) - \hat{K}_X(t,s).$$

Once $\hat{K}_X(t,s)$ and $\hat{K}_U(t,s)$ are available, the common temporal characteristics of $X_i(t)$ and $U_{iv}(t)$ can be estimated by principal component analysis of $\hat{K}_X(t,s)$ and $\hat{K}_U(t,s)$ as described in [26] and [27], extracting their corresponding functional principal component.
(FPC) curves $\psi^X_a(t)$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$ and $\psi^U_b(t)$, $b = 1, \ldots, B$. The FPC curves $\psi^X_a(t)$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$ represent independent parts of the subject-specific temporal variability, and the FPC curves $\psi^U_b(t)$, $b = 1, \ldots, B$ represent independent parts of the subject- and visit-specific temporal variability.

Estimating FPC scores

The individual stochastic process $W_{iv}(t)$ can be expressed as linear combination of the FPC curves for $X_i(t)$ and $U_i(t)$, by estimation of corresponding FPC scores. By retaining to the first $A'$ principal component curves for $X_{iv}(t)$, and the first $B'$ principal component curves for $U_{iv}(t)$, the functional model for the joint stochastic process $W_{iv}(t)$ can be expressed as

$$ W_{iv}(t) = \sum_{a=1}^{A'} \xi_{ia} \psi^X_a(t) + \sum_{b=1}^{B'} \zeta_{ib} \psi^U_b(t) + \varepsilon_w(t); \\ \xi_{ia} \sim N(0, \lambda^X_a); \ zeta_{ib} \sim N(0, \lambda^U_b); \ \varepsilon_w \sim N(0, \sigma^2_w), $$

where $\xi_{ia}$ are the scores for $\psi^X_a(t)$, $a = 1, \ldots, A'$, $\zeta_{ib}$ are the scores for $\psi^U_b(t)$, $b = 1, \ldots, B'$, $\lambda^X_a$ is the eigenvalue of $\psi^X_a(t)$, $\lambda^U_b$ is the eigenvalue of $\psi^U_b(t)$, and $\varepsilon_w$ is an error term.

Implementation

The model in equation (3) can be implemented in WinBUGS to obtain estimates and corresponding estimation error, i.e. posterior distributions, of $\xi_{ia}$ and $\zeta_{ib}$ [27]. To completely specify the Bayesian model in WinBUGS, it is necessary to provide priors for all model parameters. Independent gamma priors with large dispersion were chosen as priors for all dispersion parameters in the model. The program code is available as supporting information SI1. The matrix notation needed for the implementation can be found in [26,27].

Individual curve estimates expressed by FPC curves and FPC scores

Combining equations (2) and (3) with estimated FPC scores $\hat{\xi}_{ia}$ and $\hat{\zeta}_{ib}$, an individual glucose curve estimate $\tilde{\gamma}_{iv}(t)$ can be given as

$$ \tilde{\gamma}_{iv}(t) = \hat{\mu}(t) + \hat{\eta}_{iv}(t) + \sum_{a=1}^{A'} \hat{\xi}_{ia} \psi^X_a(t) + \sum_{b=1}^{B'} \hat{\zeta}_{ib} \psi^U_b(t). $$
The glucose curve estimates \( \hat{\gamma}_{iv}(t) \) from the penalised B-splines smoothing, and \( \tilde{\gamma}_{iv}(t) \) from (4), will be similar, but not identical, as the linear combination in (4) is restricted to the first \((A', B')\) FPC curves and scores. This restriction constitutes an additional smoothing of the observed glucose measurements.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Flow chart

Figure 2: The functional multilevel model.
In all plots in the figure, the horizontal axis is time during the 2 hour oral glucose tolerance test, and the vertical axis is blood glucose, with range from -2 to 12.5 mmol/l. The horizontal, grey line is 0 mmol/l. $\gamma_V(t)$ is the glucose curve from 0 to 120 min for woman $i=1,\ldots,884$ at visit $v=1,2$; $\mu(t)$ is the overall mean glucose curve; $\eta_v(t)$ is the visit-specific deviation from the overall mean curve; $X_i(t)$ is the subject-specific deviation from the visit-specific mean curve; and $U_{iv}(t)$ is the subject- and visit-specific deviation from the subject-specific mean curve.

Figure 3: Smoothed glucose curves and results from the multilevel FPCA.
Plots A and B show individually smoothed curves from gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32 (black lines) and the visit-specific mean curves (grey lines). Plots C and D show the overall mean of the fitted curves (grey lines) and how the shape of an individual curve differs from the overall mean if a multiplum of the subject-specific FPC curves is added to (+) or subtracted from (-) the mean curve. Plots E-G and H-J show the visit-specific means at gestational weeks 14-16 and 30-32, respectively (grey lines), and how the shape of an individual curve differs from the visit-specific mean if a multiplum of the subject- and visit-specific FPC curves is added to (+) or subtracted from (-) this mean. The multiplums correspond to 2 SDs of the corresponding FPC scores.

Figure 4: Examples of individual curves and corresponding scores.
The upper, left plot shows the individual glucose curves from 6 women at gestational weeks 14-16, and the upper, right plot shows the glucose curves from the same 6 women at gestational weeks 30-32. The lower plot shows the FPC scores for the same 6 women. The grey curves in the upper plots are the mean glucose curves at gestational weeks 14-16 (left) and 30-32 (right). Correspondingly, the grey line in the lower plot is zero.
Table 1: Sample characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Study sample, n=884*</th>
<th>Excluded, n=90*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age (years)</td>
<td>31 (4)</td>
<td>31 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para 0</td>
<td>461 (52%)</td>
<td>43 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily smoker†</td>
<td>15 (2%)</td>
<td>6 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>169 (6)</td>
<td>169 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inclusion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational weeks</td>
<td>15.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>15.8 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>69.8 (12.1)</td>
<td>70.3 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.5 (4.0)</td>
<td>24.4 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting blood glucose (mmol/l)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.4)</td>
<td>2.6 – 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 min blood glucose (mmol/l)</td>
<td>4.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.2 – 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting insulin (pmol/l) median (Q₁,Q₃)</td>
<td>27 (18, 39)</td>
<td>8 – 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDM‡</td>
<td>3 (0.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third trimester</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational week</td>
<td>31.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>31.2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight gain from inclusion</td>
<td>7.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>7.8 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting blood glucose (mmol/l)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>3.0 – 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 min blood glucose (mmol/l)</td>
<td>5.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>1.9 – 10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting insulin (pmol/l) median (Q₁,Q₃)</td>
<td>41 (26, 61)</td>
<td>8 – 989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDM‡</td>
<td>50 (6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Birth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational week</td>
<td>40.2 (1.2)</td>
<td>40.1 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight child (g)</td>
<td>3654 (481)</td>
<td>3697 (527)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total % fat§ (n=187)</td>
<td>13.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>13.2 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-peptide in cord blood (ng/ml) (n=137)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Characteristics of the study sample and those excluded due to incomplete OGTT data. Results are presented as means (SDs) for continuous variables and frequencies (%) for categorical variables, unless otherwise stated.

* n may vary due to missing values.
† More than 1 cigarette/day.
‡ GDM; gestational diabetes: 120 min glucose at or above 7.8 mmol/l
§ Percentage fat estimated by DXA scan
### Table 2: Regression analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome:</th>
<th>Birth weight, n=868</th>
<th>Percentage fat of newborn, as measured by DXA, n=185</th>
<th>C-peptide in cord blood, n=134</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crude estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{subj}, “Level”</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{subj}, “Peak”</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>(30,73)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wks 14-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{14-16}, “Level”</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>(-50,8)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{14-16}, “Peak”</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>(-94,47)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3\text{14-16}, “Oscill”</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>(-68,124)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wks 30-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{30-32}, “Level”</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>(26,76)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{30-32}, “Peak”</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>(-87,28)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3\text{30-32}, “Oscill”</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>(-101,60)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted estimates from multivariable analyses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{subj}, “Level”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{subj}, “Peak”</td>
<td>-92</td>
<td>(-181,-3)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wks 14-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{14-16}, “Level”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{14-16}, “Peak”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3\text{14-16}, “Oscill”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wks 30-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1\text{30-32}, “Level”</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>(14,62)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2\text{30-32}, “Peak”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3\text{30-32}, “Oscill”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from univariable and multivariable regression analyses, with birth weight, neonatal percentage fat, or C-peptide in cord blood as response variables. * Multivariable analyses included all glucose variables except FPC1\text{14-16}, due to colinearity diagnostics. Variable selection was done by Akaike’s information criterion.
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Total cohort: 1031

Premature: 57

Born at term: 974

Incomplete OGTT data
- at wk 14-16 only: 38
- at wk 30-32 only: 37
- at both visits: 15

Study sample: 884

Birth weight: 884
Percentage fat: 187
C-peptide, cord blood: 137
Figure 2

A The functional multilevel model

\[ \gamma_{iv}(t) = \mu(t) + \eta_i(t) + X_i(t) + U_{iv}(t) \]

B An example: The estimated decomposition of glucose curves for woman no. 828

C Example (continued): Building up the glucose curve estimates for woman no. 828

Overall mean curve → Visit-specific mean curves → Subject-specific mean curve at each visit → Subject- and visit-specific individual curves
Figure 3
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*Shape information in repeated glucose curves during pregnancy provided significant physiological information for neonatal outcomes*, by Frøslie et al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OGTT, wks 14-16</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>OGTT, wks 30-32</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>120 min</td>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AUC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGTT, wks 14-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 min</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGTT, wks 30-32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 min</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC14-16</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC30-32</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1 subj scores</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2 subj scores</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1 14-16 scores</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2 14-16 scores</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3 14-16 scores</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC1 30-32 scores</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC2 30-32 scores</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC3 30-32 scores</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program code for the multilevel functional data analysis in
«Shape information in repeated glucose curves during pregnancy provided significant physiological information for neonatal outcomes.», by Frøslie et al.

# Read spss data from the complete cohort of 1031 women
library(foreign)
spssdata <- read.spss("M:/Art5longitudinalFDA/STORK29.06.2011.sav", use.value.labels = TRUE, to.data.frame = TRUE)
spssdata <- spssdata[order(spssdata$id),]
spssdata$auc1 <- 0.5*(spssdata$g01/2+spssdata$g11+spssdata$g21+spssdata$g31+spssdata$g41/2)
spssdata$auc3 <- 0.5*(spssdata$g03/2+spssdata$g13+spssdata$g23+spssdata$g33+spssdata$g43/2)

# Remove women with premature births or non-complete OGTT data to get the study sample of 884 women and their neonates
spssdata.term.complete.ogtt <- spssdata[spssdata$gest>=37 & is.na(spssdata$gest)==FALSE &
is.na(spssdata$g01*spssdata$g11*spssdata$g21*spssdata$g31*spssdata$g41*
spssdata$g03*spssdata$g13*spssdata$g23*spssdata$g33*spssdata$g43)==FALSE,]

# Make the 884x5-dimensional matrix of glucose data (raw data) from visit 1 and the one from visit 3
g1 <- as.matrix(cbind( spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g01,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g11,
spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g21,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g31,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g41))
g3 <- as.matrix(cbind( spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g03,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g13,
spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g23,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g33,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$g43))
N_subj <- dim(g1)[1] # 884
N_obs <- dim(g1)[2] # 5
g <- rbind(g1,g3) # dim: 1768,5
ng <- length(g[,1])

# Plots. Remark: All plots in this code are not necessary, but may be useful for different purposes. The code is therefore kept in this file.
X11()
breaksuse <- c(0,30,60,90,120)
matplot(breaksuse,t(g[1:ng,]), type="l", lty=1, col="dark grey", lw=1,xlab="Time in minutes", ylab="Glucose in mmol/l")
X11()
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
matplot(breaksuse,t(g[1:ng,]), type="b", pch=20,lty=1,col="grey",lw=1,xaxt="n", yaxt="n",ann=FALSE,ylim=c(-0.5,12.5))
matplot(breaksuse,t(g[1:ng,]), col="black",pch=20,cex=2,add=TRUE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

# Make B-spline basis. May have to install the fda package first: install.packages("fda")
library(fda)
mybasis <- create.bspline.basis(rangeval=c(0,120), norder=4, breaks=c(0,30,60,90,120))
# Optimise lambda

```r
loglam <- seq(-30,20,0.05)  # Example of alternative range for loglam in case of local minimum (see below)

nlam <- length(loglam)
dfsave <- rep(NA,nlam)
gcvsave <- rep(NA,nlam)

for (i in 1:nlam)
{
  Lambda <- 10^loglam[i]
  fdParobj <- fdPar(mybasis,2,Lambda)
  smoothlist <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),t(g),fdParobj)
  dfsave[i] <- smoothlist$df
  gcvsave[i] <- sum(smoothlist$gcv)
}

# Optimal value of lambda:
lambdaopt <- 10^loglam[gcvsave==min(gcvsave)]  # lambdaopt <- 707.9458

# Plots showing how gcv vary with loglambda.
# (To ensure that the optimal value is not a local minimum. If so, choose an alternative range for lambda (see above) )

X11()
par(mfrow=c(2,3))
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l")
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(2200,4000),xlim=c(0,5))
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(2300,2400),xlim=c(2.5,3.2))
abline(h=min(gcvsave),lty=2)
plot(loglam,gcvsave,type="l",ylim=c(2340,2360),xlim=c(2.7,3.1))
abline(h=min(gcvsave),lty=2)

# Optimal smoothing of individual glucose curves, according to gcv criterion

fdParobj.opt <- fdPar(mybasis,2,lambdaopt)

gl.smooth <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),t(g1),fdParobj.opt)  # These are the correct curves and glucose values
g3.smooth <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),t(g3),fdParobj.opt)  # for further analysis
eval.g1 <- t(eval.fd(c(0,30,60,90,120),gl.smooth$fd))
eval.g3 <- t(eval.fd(c(0,30,60,90,120),g3.smooth$fd))
eval.g <- rbind(eval.g1,eval.g3)
eval.error <- g-eval.g

eval.error <- g-eval.g

# Means of smoothed function values
overallmean.eval <- colMeans(eval.g,na.rm=TRUE)
visitspecificmean1.eval <- colMeans(eval.g1,na.rm=TRUE)
visitspecificmean3.eval <- colMeans(eval.g3,na.rm=TRUE)
```

# Minimal smoothing of mean curves (means of smoothed function values), to obtain continuous mean curves

\[
\text{fdParobj.m} \leftarrow \text{fdPar(mybasis,2,1)}
\]

\[
\text{overallmean.eval.smooth} \leftarrow \text{smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),overallmean.eval,fdParobj.m )}
\]

\[
\text{visitspecificmean1.eval.smooth} \leftarrow \text{smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),visitspecificmean1.eval,fdParobj.m )}
\]

\[
\text{visitspecificmean3.eval.smooth} \leftarrow \text{smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),visitspecificmean3.eval,fdParobj.m )}
\]

# Plots

X11()

boxplot(eval.error,names=c("0","30","60","90","120"),ylim=c(-5.5,5.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)

par(mfrow=c(1,2))

plot(g1.smooth,lty=1,col="black",ylim=c(1,12),xlab="Time (min)",ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)",main="Smoothed OGTT glucose curves, \n gestational wks 14-16")

plot(visitspecificmean1.eval.smooth,lty=1,col="grey",lw=2,add=TRUE)

plot(g3.smooth,lty=1,col="black",ylim=c(1,12),xlab="Time (min)",ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)",main="Smoothed OGTT glucose curves, \n gestational wks 30-32")

plot(visitspecificmean3.eval.smooth,lty=1,col="grey",lw=2,add=TRUE)

# Next step: Center the estimated visit 1 and 3 functional values on the visit-specific mean

\[
\text{g1.demeaned} \leftarrow \text{eval.g1} - \text{matrix(rep(colMeans(eval.g1,na.rm=TRUE),nrow(eval.g1)),nrow=nrow(eval.g1),byrow=TRUE)}
\]

\[
\text{g3.demeaned} \leftarrow \text{eval.g3} - \text{matrix(rep(colMeans(eval.g3,na.rm=TRUE),nrow(eval.g3)),nrow=nrow(eval.g3),byrow=TRUE)}
\]

# Combine the de-meaned values in one matrix

\[
\text{g1and3.demeaned} \leftarrow \text{cbind(g1.demeaned,g3.demeaned)}
\]

# Calculate the covariance matrix of the data centered at the visit-specific means.

\[
\text{big covariance v1and3} \leftarrow \text{cov(g1and3.demeaned,use="pairwise.complete.obs"})
\]

\[
\text{round(big covariance v1and3,2)}
\]

\[
\text{big correlation v1and3} \leftarrow \text{cor(g1and3.demeaned,use="pairwise.complete.obs"})
\]

\[
\text{round(big correlation v1and3,2)}
\]

# Multilevel analysis

\[
N \leftarrow \text{N_obs}
\]

\[
\text{Gt} \leftarrow \text{(big covariance v1and3[1:N ,1:N]+big covariance v1and3[(N+1): (2*N),(N+1): (2*N)])/2}
\]

\[
\text{Gb} \leftarrow \text{(big covariance v1and3[1:N , (N+1): (2*N)]+big covariance v1and3[(N+1): (2*N),1: N])/2}
\]

\[
\text{Gw} \leftarrow \text{Gt-Gb}
\]

# Remark: No covariances need here to be smoothed (as compared to the works of Crainiceanu and Di),
# as we have smoothed the curves as our data preparation step.

# Plots of the estimated Ku and Kx surfaces

X11()

par(mfrow=c(1,2))

contour(seq(0,120,30),seq(0,120,30),matrix(Gw,nrow=5,byrow=TRUE),main="Gwds (Original Gt matrix with Gb subtr from all elements.")

contour(seq(0,120,30),seq(0,120,30),matrix(Gb,nrow=5,byrow=TRUE) ,main="Gb (Original Gb matrix with Kx")"
# PCA of the subject-specific level (Gb: Gbetween) and of the subject- and visit-specific level (Gw: Gwithin):

```r
eigen(Gb)
eigen(Gw)
```

# Decide the number of components that are kept at level 1 and 2. A general rule is to stop at the component where
# the cumulative percentage of variance explained is greater than 90% and the variance explained by any single component
# after is less than 1/N. The number of components are also no less than the pre-determined minimum values for K1 (1) or K2 (1).

```r
Gbpst <- eigen(Gb)$values/sum(eigen(Gb)$values[1:4])
Gwpst <- eigen(Gw)$values/sum(eigen(Gw)$values)
K1 <- max( which(cumsum(Gbpst) < 0.9 | Gbpst > 1/N ) + 1, 1 ) # K1 = 2
K2 <- max( which(cumsum(Gwpst) < 0.9 | Gwpst > 1/N ) + 1, 1 ) # K2 = 3
```

# Obtain the restricted number of level 1 and 2 eigenfunctions for Gw and Gb (some are flipped due to the physiological interpretation)

```r
dim.space_b <- 2 # level 1 (subject-specific)
psi_1 <- cbind(-eigen(Gb)$vectors[,1],-eigen(Gb)$vectors[,2])
dim.space_w <- 3 # level 2 (subject/visit-specific)
psi_2 <- cbind(-eigen(Gw)$vectors[,1],-eigen(Gw)$vectors[,2],eigen(Gw)$vectors[,3])
```

# Plots of the FPC harmonics

```r
X11()
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
plot(seq(0,120,30),psi_1[,1],type="l",ylim=c(-0.7,0.8),col="dark blue",
     main=paste("Subj FPC",1:dim.space_b,", based on Gb, % variance:",round(Gbpst[1:dim.space_b],2)),ylab="",xlab="")
lines(seq(0,120,30),psi_1[,1],type="l",ylim=c(-1,1),lw=12,col="dark blue")
lines(seq(0,120,30),psi_1[,2],lw=6,col="blue")
X11()
plot(seq(0,120,30),psi_2[,1],type="l",ylim=c(-0.7,0.8),col="dark blue",
     main=paste("Subj/visit FPC",1:dim.space_w,", based on Gw, % variance:",round(Gwpst[1:dim.space_w],2)),ylab="",xlab="")
lines(seq(0,120,30),psi_2[,1],type="l",ylim=c(-1,1),lw=12,col="dark blue")
lines(seq(0,120,30),psi_2[,2],lw=6,col="blue")
lines(seq(0,120,30),psi_2[,3],lw=2,col="light blue")
```

```r
psi_subj <- psi_1
psi_subvis_w <- psi_2
```

# Minimal smoothing of FPC vectors, to obtain continuous FPC curves in the plots
# (Necessary due to the small number of glucose measurements per woman)

```r
psi_subj.smooth <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),psi_subj,fdParobj.m)
psi_subvis.smooth.w <- smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),psi_subvis_w,fdParobj.m)
```

# Plots of the (minimally smoothed) FPC harmonics

```r
X11()
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
plot(psi_subj.smooth) # Empirical basis functions, subject level
plot(psi_subvis.smooth.w) # Empirical basis functions, subj/visit level
```
# Plot of mean curves + or - 2*SD of FPCs

```r
X11()
par(mfrow=c(3,3))
evb <- eigen(Gb)$values/sum(eigen(Gb)$values[1:4])
evgw <- eigen(Gw)$values/sum(eigen(Gw)$values[1:5])
for(i in 1:dim.space_b){
  plot(overallmean.eval.smooth$fd ,col="grey", ylim=c(2.8,8.5),lw=6,ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)",xlab="Time (min)",
  main=paste("Overall mean \n Subject-specific FPC",i))
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(overallmean+2*sqrt(eigen(Gb)$values[i]) *(psi_subj[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="+")
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(overallmean-2*sqrt(eigen(Gb)$values[i]) *(psi_subj[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="-")
} plot.new()
for(i in 1:dim.space_w){
  plot(visitspecificmean1.eval.smooth$fd ,col="grey", ylim=c(2.8,8.5),lw=6,ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)", xlab="Time (min)",
  main=paste("Mean, wks 14-16 \n Subj- and visit-specific FPC",i))
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(visitspecificmean1+2*sqrt(eigen(Gw)$values[i]) *(psi_subvis_w[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="+")
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(visitspecificmean1-2*sqrt(eigen(Gw)$values[i]) *(psi_subvis_w[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="-")
} for(i in 1:dim.space_w){
  plot(visitspecificmean3.eval.smooth$fd ,col="grey", ylim=c(2.8,8.5),lw=6,ylab="Glucose (mmol/l)", xlab="Time (min)",
  main=paste("Mean, wks 30-32 \n Subj- and visit-specific FPC",i))
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(visitspecificmean3+2*sqrt(eigen(Gw)$values[i]) *(psi_subvis_w[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="+")
  points(6*seq(0:20)-6, eval.fd(6*seq(0:20)-6,smooth.basis(c(0,30,60,90,120),(visitspecificmean3-2*sqrt(eigen(Gw)$values[i]) *(psi_subvis_w[,i]),fdParobj.m)$fd ), pch="-")
}
```
```r
### WINBUGS

dim.space_b <- 2 # Antall egenfunksjoner, level 1 subject-specific

dim.space_w <- 3   # Antall egenfunksjoner, level 2 subject/visit-specific

psi_subj   <- psi_subj

psi_subvis   <- psi_subvis_w

# The matrices W_1 and W_2 contain centered data from visits 1 and 2, respectively..

W_1    <- as.matrix(g1.demeaned) # dim 884,5
W_2    <- as.matrix(g3.demeaned) # dim 884,5

# Define the data, which contains the dimension of the level 1 space, dim.space_b, the dimension of the level 2 space, dim.space_w,
# the number of subjects, N_subj, the maximum number of observations per subject, N_obs

data    <- list("dim.space_b","dim.space_w","psi_subj","psi_subvis","W_1","W_2","N_subj","N_obs")

# Define the program file (see below)

program.file.name  <- "M:/mfpca_n884_2fpcLevel1_3fpcLevel2.txt"      # See code below

# Define the initial values

inits.W_1   <- matrix(rep(NA,N_subj*N_obs),ncol=N_obs)
inits.W_1[is.na(W_1)]  <- mean(mean(W_1,na.rm=TRUE))
inits.W_2   <- matrix(rep(NA,N_subj*N_obs),ncol=N_obs)
inits.W_2[is.na(W_2)]  <- mean(mean(W_2,na.rm=TRUE))
inits.ll_b   <- rep(0.01,dim.space_b)
inits.ll_w   <- rep(0.01,dim.space_w)
inits    <-function(){list(xi=matrix(rep(0,N_subj*dim.space_b),ncol=dim.space_b),
zi=array(rep(0,N_subj*dim.space_w*2),c(N_subj,dim.space_w,2)),
taueps=0.01,li=init.ll_b,li_w=init.ll_w,W_1=init.W_1,W_2=init.W_2)}

# Define the parameters to be monitored

parameters=list("lambda_b","xi[1:884,]","zi[1:884,,]")

library(R2WinBUGS) # May need to install it first: install.packages("R2WinBUGS")
```
\texttt{\# Define the thinning, iteration and burn-in numbers for the MCMC simulation}

\texttt{set.seed(2708) \hfill \# choose a number}
\texttt{n.thin <- 100 \hfill \# this number is based on test-runs with close monitoring of a selected sub-sample of some of the parameters}
\texttt{n.iter <- 105000 \hfill \# chosen on basis of the thinning, burn-in}
\texttt{n.burnin <- 5000 \hfill \# convergence begins to stabilize around 2500, some structure in some curves until 3500, chooses 5000 to be sure.}

\texttt{ptm <- proc.time()}
\texttt{Bayes.fit <- bugs(data, inits, parameters, model.file = program.file.name,}
\texttt{  n.chains = 1, n.iter = n.iter, n.burnin = n.burnin,}
\texttt{  n.thin = n.thin, debug = FALSE, DIC = FALSE, digits = 5,}
\texttt{  codaPkg = FALSE,}
\texttt{  bugs.directory = "D:/winbugs14/WinBUGS14/"})

\texttt{proc.time() - ptm}

\texttt{autocorr.plot(as.mcmc.list(Bayes.fit), lag.max=50, auto.layout = TRUE) \hfill \# only works if few parameters are monitored,}
\texttt{  \hfill \# e.g. "lambda_b","xi[1:11,]","xi[1:11,]"}

\texttt{print(Bayes.fit)}
\texttt{plot(Bayes.fit)}
\texttt{head(Bayes.fit)}
\texttt{attach.bugs(Bayes.fit)}

\texttt{scores.l1subj <- colMeans(xi) \hfill \# Subject-specific FPC scores}
\texttt{scores.l2subj.v1 <- colMeans(zi)[,1] \hfill \# Subject- and visit-specific FPC scores, visit 1}
\texttt{scores.l2subj.v3 <- colMeans(zi)[,2] \hfill \# Subject- and visit-specific FPC scores, visit 3}

\texttt{\# Correlation table}
\texttt{round(cor(cbind(eval.g1,eval.g3,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$auc1,spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$auc3,}
\texttt{  scores.l1subj,scores.l2subj.v1,scores.l2subj.v3) ),2)}

\texttt{\# Save FPC scores}
\texttt{scores.mfpca <- cbind(spssdata.term.complete.ogtt$id,scores.l1subj,scores.l2subj.v1,scores.l2subj.v3)}
\texttt{write.table(scores.mfpca, file="M:/Art5longitudinalFDA/Bayes_FDA/R2WinBUGS/scores.mfpca.may2013.csv")}

\texttt{\# Read saved FPC scores from file}
\texttt{scores.mfpca <- read.table("M:/Art5longitudinalFDA/Bayes_FDA/R2WinBUGS/scores.mfpca.may2013.csv")}
## FIGURE 2

X11() # The 2*884 smoothed glucose curves
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(g1.smooth,lty=1,col="black",lw=2,ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
plot(g3.smooth,lty=1,col="black",lw=2,add=TRUE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # Overall mean
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(overallmean.eval.smooth,lty=1,lw=5,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # eta
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(visitspecificmean1.eval.smooth$fd-overallmean.eval.smooth$fd,lty=1,lw=5,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
plot(visitspecificmean3.eval.smooth$fd-overallmean.eval.smooth$fd,lty=1,lw=5,col="black",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',add=TRUE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # The estimated X-curves
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(scores.mfpca[884,2]*psi.subj.smooth$fd[1]+scores.mfpca[884,3]*psi.subj.smooth$fd[2],
lty=1,lw=5,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
for(i in 1:884){
    plot(scores.mfpca[i,2]*psi.subj.smooth$fd[1]+scores.mfpca[i,3]*psi.subj.smooth$fd[2],lty=1,lw=5,col="black",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE,add=TRUE)
}
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # The estimated U-curves
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
lty=1,lw=2,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
for(i in 1:884){
    plot(scores.mfpca[i,4]*psi.subvis.smooth.w$fd[1]+scores.mfpca[i,5]*psi.subvis.smooth.w$fd[2]+scores.mfpca[i,6]*psi.subvis.smooth.w$fd[3],
lty=1,lw=2,col="black",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE,add=TRUE)
}
lty=1,lw=2,col="black",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE,add=TRUE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # Visit-specific means
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(visitspecificmean1.eval.smooth,lty=1,lw=5,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
plot(visitspecificmean3.eval.smooth,lty=1,lw=5,col="black",xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE,add=TRUE)
abline(h=0,col="grey",lw=5)

X11() # B-splines-smoothed curves for woman no 828
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))
plot(g1.smooth$fd[828],lty=1,lw=5,col="black",ylim=c(-2,12.5),xaxt='n', yaxt='n',ann=FALSE)
plot(g3.smooth$fd[828],lty=1,lw=5,col="black",add=TRUE)
The program file, "M:/mfpca_n884_2fpcLevel1_3fpcLevel2.txt":

model
(#Start model
  for (i in 1:N_subj)
    (for (t in 1:N_obs)
      (W_1[i,t]~dnorm(m_1[i,t],taueps)
       W_2[i,t]~dnorm(m_2[i,t],taueps)
       m_1[i,t]<-X[i,t]+U_1[i,t]
       m_2[i,t]<-X[i,t]+U_2[i,t]
      )
       X[i,t] <-xi[i,1]*psi_subj[t,1]+xi[i,2]*psi_subj[t,2]
      U_1[i,t] <-zi[i,1,1]*psi_subvis[t,1]+zi[i,2,1]*psi_subvis[t,2]+zi[i,3,1]*psi_subvis[t,3]
      U_2[i,t] <-zi[i,1,2]*psi_subvis[t,1]+zi[i,2,2]*psi_subvis[t,2]+zi[i,3,2]*psi_subvis[t,3]
    )
    for (k in 1:dim.space_b) 
      (xi[i,k]~dnorm(0,ll_b[k]))
    for (l in 1:dim.space_w) 
      (zi[i,l,1]~dnorm(0,ll_w[l])
       zi[i,l,2]~dnorm(0,ll_w[l]))
  )
  for (k in 1:dim.space_b) 
    (ll_b[k]~dgamma(1.0E-3,1.0E-3)
     lambda_b[k]<-1/ll_b[k])
  for (l in 1:dim.space_w) 
    (ll_w[l]~dgamma(1.0E-3,1.0E-3)
     lambda_w[l]<-1/ll_w[l])
  taueps~dgamma(1.0E-3,1.0E-3)
  sigma_sq_eps<-1/taueps
  #End model